ABSTRACT

BOWMAN, MICHELLE KATHLEEN. Controlling Sub-Microdomain Structure in Microphase-Ordered Block Copolymers and Their Nanocomposites. (Under the direction of Richard J. Spontak.)

Block copolymers exhibit a wealth of morphologies that continue to find ubiquitous use in a diverse variety of mature and emergent (nano)technologies, such as photonic crystals, integrated circuits, pharmaceutical encapsulents, fuel cells and separation membranes. While numerous studies have explored the effects of molecular confinement on such copolymers, relatively few have examined the sub-microdomain structure that develops upon modification of copolymer molecular architecture or physical incorporation of nanoscale objects. This work will address two relevant topics in this vein: (i) bidisperse brushes formed by single block copolymer molecules and (ii) copolymer nanocomposites formed by addition of molecular or nanoscale additives. In the first case, an isomorphic series of asymmetric poly(styrene-b-isoprene-b-styrene) (S1IS2) triblock copolymers of systematically varied chain length has been synthesized from a parent SI diblock copolymer. Small-angle x-ray scattering, coupled with dynamic rheology and self-consistent field theory (SCFT), reveals that the progressively grown S2 block initially resides in the I-rich matrix and effectively reduces the copolymer incompatibility until a critical length is reached. At this length, the S2 block co-locates with the S1 block so that the two blocks generate a bidisperse brush (insofar as the S1 and S2 lengths differ). This single-molecule analog to binary block copolymer blends affords unique opportunities for materials design at sub-microdomain length scales and provides insight into the transition from diblock to triblock copolymer (and thermoplastic elastomeric nature). In the second case, I explore the distribution of molecular and
nanoscale additives in microphase-ordered block copolymers and demonstrate via SCFT that an interfacial excess, which depends strongly on additive concentration, selectivity and relative size, develops. These predictions are in agreement with experimental findings. Moreover, using a poly(styrene-\textit{b}-methyl methacrylate) (SM) diblock copolymer with an order-disorder transition temperature (T_{ODT}) of 186°C, we find that the addition of clustered and discrete nanoparticles of varying size and surface selectivity can cause T_{ODT} to generally decrease, but occasionally increase. Also experimenting with a poly(styrene-\textit{b}-isoprene) (SI) diblock copolymer with an T_{ODT} of 116°C, we find that the addition of smaller nanoparticles at small volume fractions effect the T_{ODT} more profoundly. The latter unexpected results are likewise predicted by SCFT and provide a unique strategy by which to improve the nanostructure stability of block copolymers by physical means.
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Figure 4.2. The order-disorder transition temperature (\( T_{ODT} \)) measured by isochronal dynamic rheology as a function of nanoparticle mass fraction (\( \omega_p \)) and block selectivity (i.e., nanoparticle surface chemistry, labeled) for clustered (FS) and discrete (CS) nanoparticles. The solid lines serve as guides for the eye, and the shaded region corresponds to the range over which \( T_{ODT} \) of the neat copolymer has been measured. \[ \text{162} \]
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Figure 4.4. Predicted dependence of (\( \chi_{ABN} \)\( T_{ODT} \)) from SCF/DF analysis on \( \phi_p \) for A-selective nanoparticles (\( \chi_{ApN} = 0 \)) varying in \( R/R_g \). The inset shows the explicit effect of nanoparticle size on copolymer phase behavior at two different concentrations (\( \phi_p = 0.05 \) and 0.10), and the illustration depicts the observed localization of nanoparticles in the large \( R/R_g \).
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CHAPTER 1

THE PHASE BEHAVIOR OF INORGANIC NANOPARTICLES ON MULTI-COMPONENT POLYMER SYSTEMS

Abstract

Polymer composites have risen to the forefront as preferred materials for a variety of consumer and industrial products because they are flexible, easily fabricated, and cost-effective materials. Reducing the size of additives to the nanoscale has shown a profound effect on the material properties, projecting polymer nanocomposites to be the bridge towards expanding the scope of product development beyond technologies that have already been conceived. Although many have successfully added nanoinclusions to polymer matrixes and created new materials, one must stop to consider the supramolecular interactions occurring at the surface of the nanoparticle and the polymer chains and how they impact the structure and the material properties of the nanocomposite. Nanocomposites are primarily developed from a bottom-up approach, which rely on spontaneous interactions between the components to form the equilibrium microstructure of the material. In order to optimize development and to be able to control
the phase behavior in nanocomposites, it is necessary to fully understand and be able to
tune these thermodynamic supramolecular functions at the nanoscale. Therefore, it is
necessary to gain a full understanding of the phase behavior of nanoinclusions in
polymers. The following is a review on the phase behavior of nanoinorganic materials in
polymer systems.
1.1 Introduction

Polymers have emerged as attractive alternatives to metal and ceramic materials, and have also pioneered in several industries. Some examples include rubber tires, adhesives, coatings, and packaging materials. With the inclusion of additives, polymers have become the forerunner of the materials industry as soft, flexible resources, perfect for housing reinforcements. They are ideal matrix materials because they can be easily processed, fabricated, and are economically feasible, while reinforcements and additives enhance the material properties and create multi-functional composites. Many industries have been instrumental in developing polymer composite technology such as: personal care products, paints & coatings, disposable consumer products, food storage & enrichment, fiber optics, computer chips, military devices, automobiles & transportation, and athletic equipment.

Over the last ten to twenty years, polymer technology has taken a new spin – the inclusion of nano-sized fillers. In a review done by Bockstaller and coworkers on block copolymer nanotechnology, they explain that reducing the size of the additives among polymer molecules further influences the material properties of the matrix for several important reasons: a) particle-particle correlation increases, b) ultra-low percolation thresholds (< ~ 1 vol.), c) large particle number densities up to ~ 10^20 cm^-3, d) extensive interfacial area per volume of particles (~ 10^7 cm^2 cm^-3), e) short particle-particle distances, and g) comparable length scales between particle size, distances between particles, and the typical relaxation volume of a polymer chain (~ R_g^3, R_g = ~ 10 nm for typical molecular weights) \(^1\). Some of the major advantages of including nanoparticles
(NP) are the monumental enhancement of properties, optical transparency, and less material requirement to create the desired effect. General Motors has already introduced nanotechnology to their 2002 GMC Safari and Chevrolet Astro vans by adding exfoliated clay reinforcements to enhance the toughness of polyolefin resins. Multi-component nanocomposite polymer blends are incorporated as photovoltaic junctions for semiconductors, light-emitting displays, integrated circuits, and storage devices, and as heterogeneous electrolytes for ideal Lewis acid-base surface chemistry to take place in solid-state lithium batteries. Block copolymers have been identified as ideal materials for templating nanoadditives. Some technologies being developed require hybrid materials, such as a block copolymer containing polymer segments that are chemically distinct, and NP provide further versatility of material functions. Block copolymers provide the double benefit of monitoring NP spatial separation and fulfilling more functionality with its chemical distinctness. Examples of these emergent technologies include lithography, membrane technology, solid state Li batteries, drug encapsulation, catalysis, and optoelectronics. In nature, the microstructure of biomacromolecules such as proteins and lipids exist naturally as nano-architectures that ultimately make up soft and hard tissues in living organisms. Genetic engineers have seen these natural materials as excellent avenues for mimicking nano-structured materials, while investigating methods for synthetically modifying their structures for applications in nano- and biotechnology.

Now that the size-scale of the additives has been reduced, intimate contact between the polymer molecules and the fillers cause surface interactions to become very
important. As discussed previously, it has been determined that these new materials can be fabricated for the various desired products. A lot of work has been done to understand how the NP behave in the polymer as these nanocomposites are generated, with improved mechanical properties, emergent electronic properties of low-dimensional semiconductors, developed magnetic properties of single-domained particles, and predictable solution properties of colloidal suspensions. However, the common denominator for all these material property areas is phase behavior & microstructure formation. Nanomaterial synthesis has followed two main directions – top-down, and bottom-up. Top-down requires transposing conventionally sized materials to micro-scale dimensions. The bottom-up approach relies on molecular interactions at the surface of nano-scale materials to drive self-assembly, forming structures on a molecular level. It is the most attractive approach towards developing nanomaterials because it is not limited by resolution, the as the top-down approach is, and occurs spontaneously. Although much progress has been made in developing nanotechnology, the realization of the full potential of nanotechnological systems has so far been limited due to the difficulties in their synthesis and subsequent assembly into useful functional structures and devices. In particular, we still need to determine how the existing nanoadditives affect the molecular behavior and interactions between themselves and the polymer molecules, occurring at the surface. The best way to look at these aspects is to identify the phase behavior of these nanomaterials. Nanoresearch has been caught up, to a large extent on understanding the supramolecular behaviors and nanostructured ordering of the nanoparticulates in the polymer matrix. There has been little focus on the flip-side of the
argument, which understands how nano-restructuring occurs with the polymer molecules in the nanocomposite matrix. Understanding the phase diagram of the polymer matrix is important in understanding the full picture on how to improve the macroscopic properties of the polymer matrix for manufacturing ideal, functional nanocomposites. In particular, it is important to understand how environmental aspects affect a polymer matrix (i.e. pH, temperature, mechanical mixing, solution-dissolution, and surface confinement) as well as how the presence of NP influence the microstructural ordering of the polymer chains, so these scenarios can help predict and control the phase behavior of the nanocomposites as they are being developed for desired applications. This review will highlight how inorganics affect the equilibrium phase behavior of polymer systems, and how they correlate with other materials that have already been studied. The format of this review will follow II) Phase behavior of polymer systems, III) Phase behavior of binary blends (NP in unstructured polymers and copolymers), IV) Multi-component polymer blends (NP in multi-component polymer blends), V) Structured copolymer blends (NP in block, graft, crystalizable, and hybrid copolymers), VI) Conclusions. As we identify the trends in the thermodynamics and phase behavior of these materials, more industries will be able to benefit from being able to control the molecular interactions and formation of structures at the nano-scale.

1.2 Polymer Phase Behavior

There has been a lot of work done towards understanding the phase behavior of polymers in general. It is well understood how homopolymers & unstructured
copolymers, polymer blends, and block copolymers behave thermodynamically. There are four main aspects that contribute to the enthalpy and entropy which govern equilibrium phase behavior: a) size – degree of polymerization \( (N) \), b) choice of monomers – segment-segment interaction, c) molecular architecture, and d) composition. In a very simple sense, unstructured polymers (homopolymers, random, and alternating copolymers) typically have one phase (neglecting crystallization). Polymer blends of two or more homopolymers typically undergo endothermic mixing and desire to macrophase separate into two or more separate phases within the mixture. Depending the condition of the blend, the phase separation is either metastable (governed by nucleation of small droplets of the minority phase and growth once the concentration of the supernatant has reached equilibrium) or unstable (governed by spinodal decomposition, where there is no free energy barrier to nucleate to a new phase). The sizes of the phase-domains, in the blend, are dictated by their desire to reduce their surface area to reduce interfacial tension, Ostwald ripening. For thin films of a polymer blend, the phase separation leads to nanostructuring of the film surface. Block copolymers behave differently from random and alternating copolymers. Since they are composed to large sequences of chemically similar repeat units, they have the ability to pack like-chains with like-chains in an effort to reduce their surface area to reduce interfacial tension (~ to polymer blends). However, they are in a sense, two or more chemically distinct homopolymers covalently bonded to one another. Therefore, the most phase separation they can undergo is microphase separation, where the phase domains are governed by the size of the individual polymer chains.
As we consider changes to the environment, the phase behavior of the polymers change as a result of solvent addition\textsuperscript{17,26-29}, homopolymers\textsuperscript{18,30-34} (in block copolymers), changes in pH\textsuperscript{35-37}, and surface confinement\textsuperscript{38,39}. These aspects change the enthalpic and entropic contributions of the system and affect how the polymer will behave thermodynamically and what its resulting phase behavior will be. Depending on the interaction (Flory-Huggins Interaction Parameter, $\chi$) between the solvent molecules and the polymer chains, the polymer chain will either swell, pack tightly within itself, or show no impact at all\textsuperscript{15}. Lodge and coworkers\textsuperscript{26,27} is one of many groups who have done extensive work on predicting the phase behavior of solvents in block copolymers. They found that they were able to shift the phase diagram and expand the range for several of the classical equilibrium morphologies for diblock copolymer systems, micelles, cylinders, and alternating lamellae, based on the type of solvent incorporated\textsuperscript{26,27}. Homopolymers have a similar behavior, although because they are much larger than solvent molecules, they can either behave as diluent wet-brushes, interpenetrating the brushes as polymer nanoinclusions, or as dry-brush polymer nanoparticles, only interacting with the surface of the polymer brushes\textsuperscript{30-34}. Poly electrolyte $N$-isopropylacrylamide is known to swell and shrink as the pH of its solution changes from acidic to basic, and these behaviors result in a change in the polymer’s film properties\textsuperscript{35-37}. Neutral surface-confinement impact block copolymer microstructure in two ways: structure effect (interaction between the surfaces and the polymers) and structure frustration (commensurability between the size of confinement and the structure period)\textsuperscript{38}. Han and coworkers were able to determine that the spinodal point of the disordered
homogeneous phase shifted for a diblock copolymer confined to a spherical nanopore. It has been determined by Mayes, Russell, and others that the spinodal point for block copolymer thin films (polymer confined between air and silicon substrate) is strongly dependent on film thickness. Polymeric materials that are sandwiched between an air/water interface exhibit changing their microstructural ordering to accommodate the most relaxed orientation possible.

### 1.3 Binary Blends

Binary blends are specified as polymer nanocomposites that include inorganic NP in an unstructured polymer matrix. Examples of unstructured copolymers (neglecting crystallinity) include homopolymers, random copolymers, and alternating copolymers. The microstructure and the ordering behavior of these nanocomposites are still governed by the factors mentioned above: size ratio, particle-polymer interaction, molecular architecture, and composition, as changes to the environment are also considered. One of the most important of these variables in controlling the phase behavior of a system is particle-polymer interaction by tuning the interfacial interactions between the NP and the polymer chains. The polymer molecules desire to interact with one another at a particular energy of mixing $\varepsilon_{MM}$, the NP are interacting with one another at particular energy of mixing $\varepsilon_{PP}$, and the NP are also interacting with the polymer chains at a particular energy of mixing $\varepsilon_{MP}$. These values are used to develop the Flory-Huggins polymer segment-NP interaction parameter $\chi_{MP}$ according to equation 1.
\[ \chi_{MP} = \frac{1}{k_B T} \left( e_{MP} - \frac{1}{2} (e_{MM} + e_{PP}) \right) \]  

\( \chi \) makes up a large portion of the enthalpic contribution to the equilibrium phase behavior. If \( \chi_{MP} \approx 0 \), the nanoparticles are strongly attracted to the polymer molecules and will adsorb well within the polymer matrix. However, this scenario is not typical. Most of the time, the nanoparticles are more attracted to themselves than they are the polymer molecules, and they tend to aggregate. Most polymers are hydrophobic and their intramolecular forces are typically weak van der Waals forces (except polyelectrolytes which are governed by ionic bonding and polymers containing oxygen as an end-group [ethylene oxide] which are governed by strong hydrogen bonding). Their weak intramolecular forces are not strong enough to penetrate the stronger hydrophilic dipole-dipole, electrostatic, or affinitive intramolecular mechanisms which are more interactive than the interactions from the surrounding matrix material (also dependent on temperature and pH). These strong intramolecular forces cause NP aggregation, causing poor dispersion in the polymer matrix. However, based on \( \chi \), the surrounding polymer chains can adsorb to some level to the nanoparticle aggregates, causing some level of dispersion.

There are ways of modifying the interaction parameter so that the nanoparticles are more likely to interact with the polymer matrix. The most popular way is to functionalize the outside of the nanofiller, causing the interaction between the nanoparticle and the polymer molecules to be governed by the ligands or polymer chains, grafted on the outside of the nanofiller, also causing a reduction in \( \chi \) and an
increase in phase-mixing. Bansel and coworkers have looked at wettability, which illustrates the interaction between un-functionalized and polystyrene-coated SiO$_2$ nanoparticles in polystyrene $^{46}$. They found that the un-functionalized SiO$_2$ dewetted from the polystyrene (PS) and inhabited the voids between the polymer aggregates, and that the SiO$_2$ nanoparticles with PS chains grafts mixed well within the PS matrix, and adhered to the polystyrene molecules (illustrated in Figure 1). They showed that dispersion and interaction between NP and polymer molecules not only influenced the dispersion of the NP in the polymer matrix, but that the polymer molecules’ equilibrium structure was also affected by the presence of the nanoparticles.

In particular, Bansel and coworkers also discussed how the glass transition temperature ($T_g$) shifted according to NP interaction. For un-functionalized SiO$_2$, the $T_g$ decreased with increasing NP loading. Therefore, the NP were increasing the mobility of the polymer chains and also causing polymer packing density to increase. These changes in the $T_g$ affect how the polymer molecules order within the nanocomposite. Basel et. al. also determined that as the unmodified SiO$_2$ nanocomposites were solvent cast, the type of solvent used changed the size of the SiO$_2$ aggregates in the polymer matrix and also affected the PS’s glass transition temperature. They discovered that unmodified SiO$_2$ nanocomposites cast in methylethylkeytone (MEK) formed smaller aggregates than the composites cast in tetrahydrofuran (THF). The polymer matrix also exhibited a larger drop in $T_g$ when cast in MEK as SiO$_2$ content increased than the PS nanocomposites cast in THF. These differences result from the fact that SiO$_2$ is more interacted to MEK molecules than THF. Although the solvent molecules were eventually dissolved away
from the films, they still played a role in the film morphology as the nanocomposites were being fabricated in solution. These differences are important to note for material development.

Depending on the specific applications desired, un-modified nanoparticles can be satisfactorily incorporated in a polymer matrix for a single component blends. One example is fullerenes (buckyballs, \(C_{60}\)), which are capable of cross-linking to polymer chains via donor-acceptor interactions. These radical seeking inorganics can interact and cross-link with polymers that contain a double bond. When in contact with PS, an increase in packing density \(^{47}\) and polymer chain mobility \(^{48}\) has been observed. The \(C_{60}\) interacted with the PS and acted like a plasticizer, reducing the \(T_g\) of the materials, but also formed aggregates in the PS which caused the homopolymer chains to become more compact within the matrix. On the other hand, \(C_{60}\) in polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) homopolymer behaved differently \(^{49}\), where there was less opportunity for particle-polymer interaction. These materials showed a decrease in molecular chain packing, mobility, and an increase in \(T_g\) from the coexistence of both nanoscopic and micron-sized agglomerates. The buckyballs are interacting less with the homopolymer and more with themselves, resulting in agglomeration of the \(C_{60}\). As the buckyball concentration continues to increase, the aggregates grow and take on a new phase behavior within the PMMA matrix. They begin to form micron-sized agglomerates, which were anisotropic and contain nanoscopic voids (Figure 2). Although un-modified \(C_{60}\) in PS and PMMA show two different trends in phase behavior resulting in two different trends in nanocomposite microstructure, both materials can be used for specific desired
applications such as improved or reduced permeability of gas molecules for gas separation.

There has been much work done to gain uniform displacement in a nanoparticle/polymer nanocomposite. We must remember that simultaneous control over nanoparticle size distribution and dispersion uniformity is difficult to achieve because agglomeration occurs during composite fabrication. Therefore, in order to get particles to become uniformly distributed in to a polymer matrix, more than just the particle-polymer interactions, $\chi$, are considered. Biswas and coworkers have shown that in order to gain full uniform displacement of nanoparticles, the size of the nanoparticles must be restricted to a small size regime along with a narrow size distribution. They used individually assembled Ag nanocrystals held together within a Teflon matrix to create uniform nanocomposites via e-beam deposition. Composites with well dispersed Ag nanocrystals showed a most favorable increase in elastic properties. Mackey and coworkers have demonstrated that the thermodynamic stability of nanoparticles in a polymer liquid increases when the polymer radius of gyration, $R_g$, becomes much larger than the radius of the NP, $R_{NP}$. We have now introduced how the size and concentration influence the dispersion of a single-component polymer-adsorbing system, which changes the entropy of the system. It has been observed that nanoparticles with a particle-radius that is comparable to a polymer molecules’ $R_g$ tend to remain less disperse in the nanocomposite. Coupled with the nanoparticles’ inherent desire to mix with themselves, the presence of “large” nanoparticles often also cause aggregation and macrophase separation. A similar trend has been observed in polymer blends and solutions. Large
homopolymer molecules tend to coil within themselves and interact less with polymer matrix (dry brush) or solvent molecules when mixed in a poor solvent, than smaller homopolymer molecules that tend to adsorb to the polymer matrix (wet brush) or swell in the presence of a good solvent. The size of NP can be considered from two different standpoints: by tailoring the diameter of the inorganic nanoparticles, or by controlling the length of the surface functional groups (ligand, self-assembled monolayer (SAM), or polymer graft). The microstructural dependence on varying the diameter of the inorganic core results in different behaviors than varying the length of the surface modification. One example was illustrated nicely by Mackey et. al. where three different size ratios ($R_{NP}/R_g$) were observed. The smallest NP ($R_{NP}/R_g = 0.077, 0.10, 0.077$) were C$_{60}$ in PS and were experimentally found to disperse well within the homopolymer. The largest NP ($R_{NP}/R_g = 1.15, 1.5, 2.14$) were polyethylene (PE) dendrites in PS, and were experimentally found to agglomerate in the PS matrix as a result of an increase in cohesive energy to the system. Intermediate sized NP were observed in a homopolymer melt, and their dispersion behavior was observed theoretically using polymer reference interaction site model (PRISM) calculations. They found a general crossover point where the particle size transcended from miscible to clustering was $R_{NP}/R_g \approx 1$. These observations align very well with what others have reported. The effect of the different sized NP on the microstructural ordering behavior of the PS matrix was not reported by Mackey and coworkers, but based on the examples that have been previously discussed, it is expected that the glass-transition behavior would also very with size. We can predict that the small, well dispersed fullerene NP might lower the $T_g$ (as the NP also
interact with the PS), and that larger NP would continue to lower the $T_g$ by aggregating and forcing the polymer chains to mix more with themselves. Had the case with the small C$_{60}$ NP been dispersed in a non-adsorbing polymer such as PMMA, the $T_g$ would have more than likely increased and disrupted the mobility of the surrounding polymer chains $^{48}$. An example where the length of the surface functionally resulted in different phase behaviors was illustrated by Lan et. al., where silica NP were introduced to non-adsorbing polystyrene. They were surface-functionalized with PS polymer brushes of varying molecular weight ($0 \leq M_n \leq 48,000$) $^{54}$. We must also recognize that as the size of the NP is increasing with increasing $M_n$ of PS grafts, the interaction is also increasing between the NP as the surrounding PS chains. Ultimately what was discovered was that particle clustering decreased with increasing PS graft $M_n$, which resulted in increasing NP dispersion. Based on the above discussion, it would be difficult to predict how the microstructural ordering behavior might behave. The larger silica NP have longer PS grafts and will interact more with the surrounding polymer chains. This could cause an increase in mobility (increase in molecular packing density and decrease in $T_g$) because of better dispersion or it could cause a decrease in mobility (decreasing in molecular packing density and increase in $T_g$) because the interactions between the PS matrix chains and the NP are so strong that they behave like cross-linked molecules.

Now considering the size of NP aggregates, the work done by Bansel and coworkers reminds us that the ordering behavior in the polymer matrix is affected. They showed that larger aggregates created in THF had less affect on the $T_g$ of PS than the smaller aggregates created in MEK. With less change in the $T_g$, there was less
interference in the diffusion of the polymer chains around the aggregates, and less of an entropic penalty. The smaller aggregates remained dispersed and had more of an affect on the ordering behavior of the PS matrix. Figure 3 displays a second example on how NP aggregate size affects the distribution in a polymer matrix. As the concentration of aluminum NP increases from 5 wt % to 30 wt %, we see that the agglomerates remain dispersed in the PS matrix and as NP concentration increases, the size of the NP aggregates also increases \(^{52}\). Based on the previous discussion, one would expect there to be less influence on the glass-transition phase behavior of the copolymer as the agglomerate size increases. However, now we are also considering concentration and as the number of NP increases, the packing density increases, causing more molecular confinement of the polymer molecules. Therefore, there should be an exponential increase in the glass-transition phase behavior of the PS until the agglomerates become so large that they inhibit mobility of the polymer chains and create a colloidal network.

Uniform distribution, stabilized by the enthalpic interactions and the small size of the nanoparticles relative to the polymer molecules gives rise to a whole host of new properties possible in the nanocomposite. Depending on the chemistry of the nanoparticles, some of these include optical clarity, chemical resistance, wear resistance (scratch resistance), flame retardance, thermal conductivity, dewetting, and reflectivity. As the interactions between the particles and the polymers change and self-assembly of the particles occur (arrays and channels of NP forming in the polymer matrix) other material properties, such as mechanical toughness, electric conductivity, and magnetic ability, become possible or more enhanced depending on the chemistry of the particle.
Sometimes the interplay between the polymer chains and the nanoparticles can allow the polymer chains to stabilize the nanoparticles, allowing them to assemble into connecting arrays and flocculate throughout the matrix. These colloidal systems and even gels in some cases cause the mechanical properties to improve drastically and the viscosity to increase. Typically in these systems, the composition of the particle is high in the polymer matrix. Flocculation was already described earlier with the buckyballs in PMMA, where the self-assembly of aggregates increased with C₆₀ concentration. The geometry of the NP can play a role here, where anisotropic NP or aggregate structures can reduce the percolation threshold, allowing photonic, electronic, or magnetic conductivity to flourish. However, how does the presence of these nanostructures affect the phase properties of the polymer matrix? Figure 4 shows gold NP, with hydrophilic molecules grafted to the outside, selective to the hydrophilic ethylene-oxide bonds in a polyethylene oxide (PEO) matrix. The NP self-assembled in the PEO causing the polymer’s crystallization temperature (Tₑ) and Tₔ to shift. The Tₑ increased by ~ 5°C upon adding nanofiller, showing that the PEO crystallites must have interacted with the NP. They must have mostly formed around the NP, using them as nucleation sites for crystallization. The NP also caused PEO’s heat of formation (ΔHₕ) to increase, meaning that more heat was required to melt the PEO crystallites. The NP were interfering with PEO crystallinity and probably increasing the percentage of crystallization. As the concentration of NP increased, the Tₑ and ΔHₕ would continue to increase until the concentration of NP became so high that PEO crystallites were inhibited in forming. Figure 5 displays how pH affects the morphology and phase behavior of a polymer
nanocomposite hydrogel (N-isopropylacrylamide) containing electrostatic inorganic CeTe nanocrystals. Li and coworkers developed a nanocomposite hydrogel that responded to changes in pH. At low pH (Fig. 5a & b), the N-isopropylacrylamide polyelectrolyte matrix shrank and the attractive forces between the inorganic NP cores drove the assembly of branched, flocculating dendritic nanostructures. At high pH (Fig. 5c), the N-isopropylacrylamide swelled and the attractive forces between the polyelectrolyte molecules dominated. The nanocomposite structure resulted in a porous film with CeTe nanocrystals dispersed in it.

There has been much discussion on how the phase behavior of an unstructured polymer behaves in the presence of inorganic NP, but how do these observations compare with theory? Striolo used Monte Carlo simulations to explore the self-assembly of spherical NP in a non-adsorbing polymer matrix, induced by interactions which become anisotropic due to entropic effects. The spherical NP were attracted to each other by varying their square-well potential, which mimicked dispersive interactions. The anisotropic effects are induced by adding short polymer brushes to the NP, which are treated as tangent-hard-sphere chains. Monte Carlo calculations were conducted to examine the properties as a function of polymer brush length (entropy/geometry) and square-well potential depth (enthalpy/interactions). When the particle-particle interactions were very strong (NP were surface functionalized with long polymer brushes), the NP formed spherulites which stabilized at uniform dispersion. This phase behavior of NP aggregates forming uniformly dispersed agglomerates is similar to what was observed experimentally by Kausch and coworkers, when aluminum NP
agglomerates dispersed uniformly in a PS matrix. At intermediate lengths of polymer brushes, long one-dimensional anisotropic wires formed. These observations are consistent with experimental observations in Figures 2 & 4. Striolo showed that hard sphere colloids dissolved in non-adsorbing polymer experienced a depletion attraction, which may be coupled to a weak, mid-range repulsion when the polymer chains are short. If the $R_g$ of the polymer is longer than the $R_g$ of the short chains, they may become attractive at intermediate distances. When the side chains are short, they are only repulsive. These results are useful in creating reversible nanostructures yielding a variety of behaviors (uniformly dispersed spherulites or anisotropic wires).

In an adsorbing polymer matrix, Hooper and Schweiser used PRIM to examine the behavior of hard spheres, varying in size from monomeric to macroscopic. They also predicted, by changing the interaction between the NP and the surrounding polymer chains, three regimes of phase behavior the NP are I) small, non-interacting aggregates, II) miscible within the polymer matrix, or III) network forming. Hooper and Schweiser also found that increasing the NP concentration had a large affect on positioning of the surrounding the polymer matrix, causing it to reorganize on a length scale similar to the NP diameter. The response at the interface was having the contact layer of the polymer suppressed from the increased volume fraction of particles, which caused a build up of monomer near the particle surface. As the particle-polymer interaction decreased, more chain mobility was observed because there was less adhesion between the particles and the polymer. More NP also induced a phase transition from regime II (stable uniformly dispersed particles) to regime I (aggregates). These results are similar to the phase
behavior observed with hard spheres in a matrix of star polymer \(^{59}\). What about gelation? Zhao and coworkers noted that at high particle-polymer adhesion, a network began to form between the star polymers and the NP, and the miscibility between the two was enhanced as the arm number increased and became longer. Figure 6 demonstrates, using Self Consistent Field Theory (SCFT), NP in a polymer matrix form a colloidal network \(^{60}\). Figures 6 also shows the specific heat requirement necessary for the nanocomposite to form a gel. As NP loading increased, less specific heat was required to form a network between particles. As the particle-polymer size ratio increased and the particle diameters became comparable to the polymer’s \(R_g\), the specific heat requirement became larger because larger particles are less mobile than smaller particles and have less translational entropy, not requiring them to spread. Fig. 6b demonstrates that over time more specific heat is required to induce gelation. This implies that the gel is likely to lose its integrity over time.

1.4 Multi-Component Blends

Now that the phase behavior of a two-component system has been discussed, we will now focus our attention towards the phase behavior on polymer nanocomposites of multi-component polymer systems. Here, we will be consider how more than one polymeric species behaves in the presence of inorganic NP. There are several examples of these types of systems: a) binary polymer blend containing inorganic NP, b) a blend of homopolymer, block copolymer, and inorganic NP, c) a blend of polymer, aqueous liquid, and inorganic (or organic) NP (also called an aqueous two-phase system [ATPS]),
d) a colloidal suspension of polymer, solvent, and inorganic (or organic) NP. All four multi-component systems exhibit trends in polymer phase behavior and nanostructured ordering. There details will be discussed as the physical parameters of the components in these systems are modified: a) interactions, b) size-scale, c) concentration, and d) geometry.

First we’ll consider the case of inorganic NP in a binary blend of chemically distinct homopolymers. One of the first groups to pioneer in this research area is Tankana and coworkers 61. Where glass beads that were attracted to one of the liquids in a blend of two liquids, acted as a compatibilizer between the macrophase separated domains. Physically, the selective glass beads reduced the interfacial tension and changed the interfacial curvature of the separated phase domains, by causing a wetting-induced depletion. Surfactants behave in the same fashion by partitioning between the oil and water interface in an organic/aqueous blend 52. Since then, more blends have been analyzed to understand more about how the selectivity towards one of the homopolymers affects domain stability, domain size, and how it influences the location of the spinodal in the phase diagram. In spun-cast thin films of PMMA and PS, Minelli and coworkers discovered that the macrophase separated domains of PMMA became more stable when CoPt3:Cu NP were added to the blend 62. Using atomic force microscopy (AFM), they observed an increase in the height of the PMMA domains as NP loading, attributed to the increase in packing density of the PMMA phase from the spontaneous incorporation of NP. Minelli et. al. also observed a decrease in the size of the PMMA domains, which is consistent coarse-grain behavior. However, selective NP are not a requirement for
affecting the phase behavior of these blends. Spontak and coworkers incorporated NP that were equally selective to both homopolymers \(^{63}\). Conversely, in a non-specific blend like this, the materials are expected to exhibit one-phase. Although there is no phase separation observed, the fumed silica (FS) NP formed a network, causing an increase in free volume due to frustrated chain packing.

As seen in binary blends, the geometry of the NP can influence the phase behavior of a multi-component blend. Clay NP have a large aspect-ratio and when exfoliated in a polymer matrix, one of its dimension’s is on the nano size-scale. As with a binary blend, organoclays are favored for their ability to enhance the mechanical properties, thermal stability, and chemical resistance of a multi-component polymer blend \(^{64}\). Yurekli and coworkers studied the influence of disk diameter on the phase-separated morphology of near-critical PS/poly vinyl methyl ether (PVME) blends \(^{65}\). Surface roughness was compared over a temperature gradient, showing dramatic differences in late-stage morphology. In Figure 7, the blends evidence domain-pinning, an increase in the number of phase domains, and a higher fraction of near circular structures. The layered silicates are anisotropic disks ranging from nanometers in width to microns and were organically modified to interact with the polymer domains (not any one in particular but will interact more with the PVME). Blends of PS and PVME contain a morphology governed by spinodal decomposition of PS droplets in a PVME matrix. The addition of silicates appear to stabilize the thin polymer films on the silicon surface, and show a different morphology with smaller PS domains for the two smaller layered silicates. The results reveal a slower coarsening of domain structure for 30 nm and < 1.0 \(\mu\)m diameter
layered silica NP. The 30 nm clay layered silicates completely exfoliated while the < 1.0 μm became partially intercalated. The slowing down of the kinetics is related to the pinning-mechanism. This same trend of domain stabilization applies here for multi-component blends with inorganic NP. The change in geometry and size does not appear to any major difference in the morphology of the phase domains until the particles are on the micron size-scale.

Chung and coworkers observed the role of NP in phase separating a polymer blend of PMMA and poly styrene-ran-acrylonitrile (SAN) thin films. Starting with a homogenous blend of silica NP (trimethyl silane functionalized) in the PMMA/SAN blend, the NP partitioned to the PMMA-rich phase and stratified during phase separation. The correlation length between phases was measured and showed that as NP were introduced the size of the PMMA-rich phase domains decreased. This behavior also agrees with the coalescence coarse-grain model. The kinetics of the blend were also explored and Chung et. al. determined that the NP were slowing down the phase separation of the polymers. These observations are in good agreement with the computational Ginzburg-Landau model, showing that wetting of NP and their partitioning into certain domains are what slows down the phase separation. PMMA/SAN blends undergo 3 stages in morphology evolution: a) Early stage, dominated by hydrodynamic-flow-driven wetting of PMMA through a 3D bicontinuous morphology to a free surface and substrate, b) Intermediate stage, PMMA-rich domains span the SAN-rich mid-layer and grow as 2D disks (coalescence model), and c) Late stage, PMMA/SAN/PMMA trilayer structure ruptures due to interfacial fluctuations resulting in
a rough film. Figure 8 shows the phase separation behavior occurring at the second stage of morphological evolution, with and without NP. The hills in (a) & (d) measure ~ 10 nm high. The rings in (b) & (e) are artifacts resulting from abrupt changes in height. The hills form from capillary driven flow of PMMA during early stage. The hills have been measured to have a higher modulus than the surrounding phase, representative of NP partitioning. The inset is the fast-Fourier transform (FFT) of the interface morphology. The mechanism for slowing down the phase separation showed that the NP move to the domain/matrix interface, reducing interfacial tension and therefore reducing the driving force for domain growth. The NP served as obstacles for polymer mobility.

So how is the mobility affected in a binary polymer blend containing NP? One example was demonstrated by Johnson et. al. where silica particles were incorporated in an epoxy resin with anhydride to help with curing 67. The silica was incorporated in-situ, using the sol-gel technique and became well dispersed within the matrix, as a result. Johnson and coworkers displayed that the T_g of the epoxy decreased with NP loading, and the modulus and toughness increased. This implies that the particles acted as diluents in the system, increased the mobility of the polymer chains, and acted like a plasticizer.

Returning to the same PMMA/SAN blend listed in Fig. 8, Chung et. al. explore NP localization at the domain/matrix interface incorporating two different surface functionalized NP with trimethyl silane (MEK) and PMMA brushes (PEK) 68. Chung and coworkers reported in SEM images that P2K NP segregated mostly to the domain/matrix interface, while MEK NP remained dispersed within the PMMA-rich phase. In Figure 9, AFM shows that PMMA-rich phase domains’ decreased in diameter with increasing
MEK loading. The domain correlation length decreased drastically as well. 9 c illustrates at long heating times, the MEK and neat blends rupture and phase separation can no longer be observed. The P2K blends, however remain stable. It appears that there is a trend where NP reduce the size of phase domains in an effort to reduce interfacial tension. As a result, the domains become more stable.

Experiment compares very well with theory. The Campos group \textsuperscript{69,70} explored computationally epoxy/PS blends, with epoxy surface-functionalized or PS (phenyl group) surface-functionalized NP. They report that the NP partitioned to their respective phase domains and that the presence of the NP stabilized epoxy-rich or PS-rich phase domains. They demonstrate that the size of the NP play a role in compatibility. As the radius of the NP (R_p) becomes similar to the R_g of one of the polymers, the compatibility of the blend decreases. However, when R_p > R_g, compatibility and domain stabilization decrease. Campos and coworkers also show, in Figure 10, the USCT behavior of epoxy surface-functionalized NP in the epoxy/PS blend. The phase diagrams show a narrowing stabilization window with increasing NP loading, implying a decrease in polymer compatiblization. There was not much difference in the data when comparing the two NP surface-functionalities. Computational work done by He, Ginzberg, and Balazs, cover how polymer concentration, particle volume fraction, particle size, and interaction energies influence the phase stabilization in binary polymer blends containing NP \textsuperscript{71}. Ginzberg’s model is a modified version of Flory-Huggins theory where the $\chi$ values of each of the components is set and the $\chi$ value between the A block and the NP is = 0. Depending on the diameter of the NP and the R_g ratio, the presence of the NP either
stabilize or hinder polymer macrophase separation. The stable region for large $\chi_{AB}$ is smaller than smaller $\chi_{AB}$ values. For a symmetric case ($\phi_A = \phi_B$), at higher $\chi_{AB}$ and strong interactions between the particles and the homopolymer causes destabilization of the phase domains. For an asymmetric case ($\phi_A > \phi_B$), the central axis of the solid region is shifted along the $y = x$ axis. Systems containing neutral particles can become unstable when $\chi_{AB}$ is large and selective particles interact with one of the homopolymers, providing stabilization. When $\chi_{AB}$, $\chi_{AP}$, and $\chi_{BP}$ are all $> 0$, all three components are incompatible and the blend behaves like an ABC ternary blend. However, $\chi_{AP}$ and $\chi_{BP}$ are both larger than $\chi_{AB}$. At appropriate loadings of NP, the smaller segregation between A and B lead to stabilizing the blend (even with increasing NP loading). Also what helps stabilize the blend is the flip-side, where $\chi_{AP}$ and $\chi_{BP}$ are smaller than $\chi_{AB}$ and the NP are acting more like a traditional compatibilizing blend which is to reduce unfavorable interactions between A & B. The size of the stable region for asymmetric blends is larger than for symmetric blends. The phase diagram of the spinodal with increasing NP loading and varying NP size shows that the compatibilizing effect deteriorates, especially with asymmetric samples. It also shows that with increasing NP loading, compatibility between A & B increases. Figure 11 demonstrates how AB segregation influences the stability of the blend. For higher segregation values of $\chi_{AB}$, symmetric blends cannot be stabilized with NP and the size of the stable region decreases drastically for these higher $\chi$ values. They become more stable as the blends become asymmetric. He, Ginzberg, and Balazs agree with previous examples that reducing the size of the NP can help compatibilize the blend (increases the stable region) and increasing the homopolymer
chain length also helps with stability. The major advantage of performing theoretical calculations is the ability to quickly simulate a wide range of experimental conditions, without needing the actual resources. These examples provide insight on how to direct creating the optimal conditions for forming a thermodynamically stable mixture, where the particles don’t phase separate from the matrix material.

Now let’s examine the phase behavior of ternary blends of homopolymer, block copolymer, and inorganic NP. These blends add a level of complexity by incorporating a microphase separating block copolymer. Almgren and coworkers created ternary blends of amphiphilic BCP, particles, & bicontinuous cubic phase of Glycerol Monooleate (GMO) and from a phase diagram was able to generate several different phase separated morphologies. Instead of the NP acting as the stabilizer/compatibilizer (as seen in previous examples) the BCP now serves the compatibilizer between dispersed particles in GMO. The phase behavior of this ternary system begins to resemble a colloid, which is a blend of suspended particles in a liquid. The BCP comes as a diblock copolymer of hydrophilic PEO and hydrophobic lipid-mimetic groups or as a triblock copolymer with a PEO mid-block and lipid-memetic endblocks. Two avenues are being investigated: (1) The polymers’ ability to swell the GMO phase in water and (2) The phase segregation of GMO and BCP in the presence particle dispersions, prepared via precursor dispersion of the GMO-polymer mixtures in glycerol. Figure 12 shows cryoTEM images of these blends in excess of water. Dispersed cubic particles were observed occasionally shaped as small cubes (low portions of polymer). At high polymer concentrations, particles with vesicles and various morphologies were observed. For the highest concentrations of
hydrophobic polymers, band-shaped micellular structures were observed with vesicles (micelles containing GMO and the polymer). The phase behavior of these blends were controlled by their interaction behavior and molecular weight of the polymers, packing behavior, and effect as steric stabilizers. In this example of a ternary blend, the particles were on the micron-scale instead of the nano-scale. They were also organic. However, similar phase separation principles apply. In some work done by Perlich et. al., TiO$_2$ NP and PS homopolymer were blended with PS-$b$-PEO in an effort to have the homopolymer assist with templating the TiO$_2$ to the PEO phase. The nanostructuring in this blend was controlled by the volume of homopolymer added.

Theoretical calculations performed by Zhang et. al. show the phase behavior of a homopolymer, a BCP, and NP ternary blends, where the NP are attracted to one of the blocks in the BCP, using the three-order-parameter (CDS) computational model. By modifying the interactions between the NP, the formation of microphase and macrophase structures arise due to the interplay between the phase separation and the interactions from particle-particle attractions under a modulated potential. Microphase and macrophase morphology can be controlled by adjusting the interaction strength, the amplitude, and the period of the modulated potential. This work examines varying the wetting interactions in phase separations near the spinodal. Adding NP selective to one of the BCP blocks affects the microphase separation, which then affects the macrophase separation of the blend. The composition of selective particles is 5 wt % and the composition ratio of copolymer to homopolymer is 41.5 : 53.5. The orientation structures arise from the wettable NP in the presence of a modulated potential. As pictured in Figure 28.
The phase behavior of an aqueous two-phase system (ATPS) containing NP becomes a little more simplified. In this system, there are only two-phase domains and they are visible to the naked eye. The NP occupy the interface between each the phases. PEG and dextran ATPS are attractive for purifying biomaterials (proteins, nucleic acids, organelles, or intact cells) for biomedical applications under low interfacial tension\textsuperscript{75,76}. In one case\textsuperscript{75}, a PEG/dextran blend incorporated gold NP with two different surface functionalities – horseradish peroxidase-(HRP) coated and protein-coated Au NP – to compare partitioning behavior. Long and Keating are working to use the PEG/dextran matrix as a primitive cytoplasm and controlling the phase behavior of the blend will be
necessary as the temperature and osmotic pressure controls its environment. The dextran-functionalized NP localized to the PEG-rich phase, and the protein-functionalized NP localized to the dextran-rich phase. Degree of localization was dependent on polymer concentration and molecular weight, NP diameter, and sometimes NP concentration. Improvement in localization seemed to result mostly in increased NP surface area, rather than interaction between the NP and the polymer. Another ATPS blend was observed by the Keating group, comprising of PEG, dextran, water, and Au and Ag nanospheres and nanorods. The NP partitioned between PEG-rich and dextran-rich phases. Larger nanospheres and nanowires localize at the interface, between the two aqueous phases. The NP had been functionalized with DNA, which directs their assembly in the blend. Nanospheres smaller than 80 nm partitioned between the PEG-rich and dextran-rich phases, and the large NP localized at the aqueous/aqueous interface. An increase in molecular weight or polymer concentration results a decrease in NP mobility at the interface. We may remember that a similar behavior was observed in the binary A B blends. Similar to an ATPS blend but on a micro-macrophase separated size-scale, microemulsion droplets are oil and water blends useful for a range of biological applications. The micodroplets serve as a platform for NP synthesis, a candidate for electrostatic NP stabilization, or for foreign-body compatibilization.

The last category of unique phase behavior in multi-component systems is colloidal suspensions of polymer, solvent, and inorganic (or organic) NP. Many are looking towards developing more strategies for stabilizing colloid suspensions. In this case, the NP are the colloidal particles and they are suspended in a polymer or solvent.
Zhang and coworkers examine silica NP suspended in cyclohexane. They add polyisoprene (PI) to the blend to provide further stability of the silica NP and to give the blend a protein limit \((q = R_g/R_p > 1)\). Figure 14 displays a phase diagram, showing the blend’s bimodal, the boundary between miscible and immiscible blends. The critical colloid volume fraction is marked as 0.13, under good solvent conditions. This is the point of the phase boundary where, after phase separation, the volume of the two phases is equal. Below the binodal in the phase diagram, the blend is one-phase. Above the binodal, the blend phase-separates into a dense lower phase and a dilute upper phase. Less NP are required in order to reach the two-phase regime compared to a two-component system with NP and interacting. Also, the critical point can be controlled in this three-component system by changing the volume fraction of the NP and by changing the MW of the polymer. The phase behavior above the colloidal suspensions’ protein limit can also be controlled by modifying the solvent concentration. The phase behavior of the components in a colloidal suspension is very sensitive towards the type of solvent used. Good, ideal, and athermal solvents all add another element of dependency on the phase behavior and can be used to control the interaction behavior between the particles and the fluid. Chen, Schweizer, and Fuchs, used computational simulations on a wide variety of cases to show trends in the interaction behavior of these materials. They reported that suspension miscibility worsens with increasing size asymmetry, for blends containing large polymers or small NP under ideal solvent conditions (opposite to athermal solvent behavior). They also found that over a range of intermediate size asymmetries, the spinodal curves are nearly constant and higher order contributions of
polymer concentration stabilize the miscible phase in both athermal and ideal solvents. The phase behavior of more complex colloidal networks was explored using self-consistent field theory (SCFT) and density functional theory (DFT), to evaluate the colloidal self-assembly of colloid-polymer films confined between two soft surfaces grafted by polymers. With increasing colloidal concentrations, the films undergo a series of phase transitions: disordered liquid $\rightarrow$ sparse square $\rightarrow$ hexagonal (or mixed square-hexagonal) $\rightarrow$ dense square $\rightarrow$ cylindrical structures in plane (Figure 14). These phase transitions result in entropic elasticity between polymer brushes and steric packing of colloidal particles, which give a new control mechanism to stabilize these morphologies. When grafting density is large, there is a larger liquid region and the phase structures are not two layered. A larger grafting density gives less phase separation (volume of phase domains).

Anna Balazs wrote a review summarizing the computational models developed to explain self-assembly in complex mixtures. She examines how thermodynamics and hydrodynamic effects can be exploited to create regular arrays of nanowires or monodisperse, particle-filled droplets. She also shows that an applied light source and a chemical reaction can be controlled to create hierarchically ordered patterns in ternary blends and that confining the walls and inducing a chemical reaction can create a swollen polymer gel, driven to form dynamically periodic structures. The examples used in her review show how coarse-grained models can be used to represent equilibrium phase behavior and the systems’ dynamics. Figure 15 illustrates an example where NP become encapsulated in droplets, within microchannels. They start with A and B homopolymers,
where B is the minority component and the ordering parameter is in the nucleation-and growth-regime. As the concentration of B increases, the fluid is quenched into the 2-phase spinodal region. When the wetting interactions are specified properly between the fluids and the surface, regular bands of A can be created. If the mixture is uniform before quenching, and the asperities are placed at equal distance apart, bands of equal volume are created (d). Being that the NP are A-selective, they partition into the A-domain. This example nicely equates all the principals discussed involving the self-assembly of multi-component polymer/NP blends.

1.5 Structured Blends

Up to this point, we have studied that NP affect the phase behavior and polymer chain ordering in unstructured, single and multi-component polymer systems. It is now time to focus on how NP affect the phase and chain packing behavior of polymers that exhibit their own structures at the nanoscale. An example of these are segmented copolymers, which are copolymers composed of hard and soft segments, able to phase separate into disordered microdomains within the blend. Examples of segmented copolymers include: polyurethanes, poly ether ester imides, and poly ether ester amides. In some work done by Liff and coworkers, the hard segments in a polyurethane were reinforced by clay platelets and were incorporated via solvent-exchange, increasing the toughness of the composite. It is expected that the presence of these particles would have an affect on the phase behavior of the polymer, even though polyurethanes don’t order in any kind of periodic fashion. In another case, ZnO NP were added to a polyurethane and
the mechanical properties decreased dramatically. The change in size and geometry caused a different behavior in the mechanical properties, and ultimately the phase behavior due to the spatial location of the NP in the polymer. The $T_g$ increased by $\sim 11^\circ \text{C}$ meaning that the NP were decreasing the mobility of the polymer and acting like an anti-plasticizer. Contrary to the clay platelets, the spherical ZnO NP disrupted the phase separation of the polyurethane by not segregating to any particular hard or soft phase and by increasing the free volume in the polymer matrix. A second example of a structured copolymer blend includes hybrid copolymers. These are materials composed of inorganic segments covalently bonded to organic polymer segments. Hybrid copolymers can phase separate into microdomains, allowing for the blend to behave like a binary nanocomposite. The inorganic segment can be replaced with in chemically dissimilar organic segment, such as a DNA oligomer, to be used in biological applications. In a random hybrid copolymer composed of a sulfonated monomer, PS, and a urethane acrylate non-ionomer compatibilizer was constructed by Kim and coworkers. They also incorporated NP within its phase separated hybrid mesostructure, and developed the films for sophisticated material separations for advanced membrane technology.

Pluronic triblock copolymers are structured copolymers that phase separate into microdomains with some degree of crystallinity. They are triblock copolymers composed of polyethylene oxide–$b$–poly propylene oxide–$b$–polyethylene oxide. (PEO-PPO-PEO). The molecular weight of each of the segments dictate the potential for crystallinity. Although this review has not focused much on crystalizable polymers, we will mention that incorporating NP to Pluronics also has an affect on the ordering behavior of the
copolymer as well as the degree of crystallinity. In some work done by Chen and coworkers, Pluronic copolymers were used to stabilize the hydrophobicity and aggregation of gold nanoclusters in water, in the formation of gold NP in polymer micelles. They also incorporated Pluronic triblock copolymers in a colloidal suspension of poly (D, L-lactic-co-glycolic acid) PGLA NP, providing uniformly dispersed NP by self-assembling in the surface of the NP. Pozzo and coworkers examined how NP affect the ordering of the crystallites in Pluronic triblock copolymer cubic micelles. They added silica NP and found that the NP concentration affects the ordering behavior, which are organized by excluded volume interactions as they are driven into the interstitial cavities of the micelle cubic crystal. The triblocks were used to template the position of the NP, and they found that higher polymer concentrations in the matrix and temperatures above, the ODT gave favorable conditions for NP templating. Eventually, the increased NP concentration causes the morphology of the cubic micelles to transcend from body-centered-cubic (BCC) to face-centered-cubic (FCC) (Figure 16). Pozzo and coworkers demonstrates that incorporating NP at particular concentrations can be used to tune the morphology and nanostructure of Pluronic nanocomposites.

More generally, block copolymers have been identified as ideal nanostructured materials for directing the assembly of NP into ordered mesostructures. Block copolymers are composed of two or more chemically dissimilar homopolymers that thermodynamically order into periodic microphase-separated phase domains. What makes them so unique is that their individual polymer chains are similar in length to the diameter of NP, which allows the block copolymer to be capable of impregnating their
phase domains with NP while maintaining their microphase-separated morphologies. No other materials are capable of performing at such a minute level because the phase domains were never small enough to compete with the size of the individual NP. The ability to selectively incorporate NP into these microphase-separated phase domains, allowing one to control the location of the NP in the polymer matrix, will provide access to a wide range of new advanced technologies. As mentioned previously, there has been much work done towards understanding how the NP spatially locate in block copolymers, but being that the block copolymer dictates how the NP segregate, it is important to study how the block copolymer molecules behave in the presence of NP. In other words, it is necessary to determine how the thermodynamics of block copolymers are affected by NP interactions.

We will begin first with looking at how particle-polymer interactions play a role in segregation among a block copolymer. The interaction between the polymer chains and the NP can be tailored (as in the case with the binary and multi-component blends) to be attracted to one or more the polymer blocks. The best method is to functionalize the NP surface. When the NP are functionalized with polymer chains of the same chemistry as one of the blocks, the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, $\chi$, between the two becomes very low. This causes the enthalpic contribution to increase in the free energy term and typically causes the NP to spatially locate to its preferred microdomain $^{1,54, 97-103}$. But how do these NP affect the order of the block copolymer brushes, once next to the NP and their surface-functionalized ligands? Their behavior varies depending on the size of the NP and the length of their tethers compared to the $R_g$ of the block copolymer
Kramer and coworkers showed that they could induce a microphase transition in morphology of PS-\textit{b}-P2VP diblock copolymer from lamellae to hexagonally-closed-packed cylinders by introducing Au NP with small PS chains grafted to the surface of them\textsuperscript{98}. They spatially located to the center of the PS microdomains and eventually with increasing concentration, the PS microphases swelled and caused the interfaces to curve and form cylinders\textsuperscript{98,99}. The mechanical properties polysiloxane copolymers were maximized by carefully tailoring the surface-functionalities to meet the more efficient phase conditions\textsuperscript{103}. The advantage was that presence of these NP did not change the impregnated block copolymer’s microstructure, which maximized the efficiency of force fields by supramolecular structural units. There are other ways to control the functionality of the NP. Organoclays can become hydrophobic by solvent-ion exchange\textsuperscript{1}, allowing them to be miscible in more organic polymers, and other NP can be surface-functionalized with other smaller ligands or other polymers, which are still chemically affinitive to one of the blocks\textsuperscript{104,105}. The Spontak group shows an example of how fumed silica NP with three different surface functionalities (–OH, –C8, & –MA) affect the ODT in PS-\textit{b}-PMMA diblock copolymer\textsuperscript{104}. Figure 17 shows a plot of $T_{\text{ODT}}$ as a function of NP concentration, $\phi_p$. One can gather from this data that all three surface-functionalized fumed silica NP had little affect on the ODT at low concentrations, despite their affinity towards the PMMA block. Not until the concentration increased past 5 wt% did the NP begin to reduce the ODT, which indicates that the presence of NP has a decaying affect on the microphase stability of the BCP\textsuperscript{104}. 
In some work done by Kramer, Fredrickson, and coworkers, Au NP were functionalized to behave like surfactants, causing them to spatially locate to the interface of polystyrene-\textit{b}-poly-2-vinyl pyridine (PS-\textit{b}-P2VP) diblock copolymer \textsuperscript{106}. By adding small amounts of NP, they show a decrease in lamellar thickness as a result of decreasing interfacial tension and stabilizing the liquid film between the droplets preventing coalescence, eventually causing a phase transition from lamellae to a bicontinuous morphology. Figure 18 illustrates PS-\textit{b}-P2VP impregnated with Au-coated NP behaving as surfactants because short PS chains were grafted to the surface of the Au NP via thiol linkages, exposing part of the bare Au surface to affinitive P2VP. This technique caused the NP to localize at the interface between the PS and P2VP polymer chains. In this case, the NP help stabilize the strongly-segregated block copolymer’s equilibrium bicontinuous nanostructure as did the PMMA coated NP in the PMMA/SAN blend stabilized the PMMA domains in reference 68. Strong segregation models explain the decrease in lamellar thickness and increase in interfacial area by surfactant NP addition as resulting from a decrease in chain stretching and the binding attraction between the NP to each of the blocks. This same decrease in chain stretching was observed in very asymmetric triblock copolymers \textsuperscript{107}, observed by Spontak and coworkers. The Fredrickson and Kramer group also observed that NP coated with PS-\textit{r}-P2VP polymer brushes initially localized at the PS/P2VP interface because the interfacial tension between the blocks was so high, but as NP concentration increased, the NP began to cluster and macrophase separate because they were mostly neutral to the system and because they were not enthalpically driven to localize at any particular place. Their entropic interactions
prevailed and allowed them to macrophase separate. Polymer blends can produce bicontinuous structures by quenching the structure below the spinodal and trapping the non-equilibrium structure, but further thermal processing or rapid solvent casting can destroy this structure. Microphase-separated block copolymers can exhibit a bicontinuous nanostructure naturally. Their work looks at methods towards providing morphological stabilization by adding NP at the interface.

The work done by the Fredrickson-Kramer group brought up an interesting new point, as the phase behavior of block copolymer nanocomposites is discussed. The entropic interactions also play a role in dictating the equilibrium morphology of the block copolymer and the NP. When considering block copolymers, it is well understood that their entropic interactions allow polymer chain packing to occur, reducing their free energy and causing an interface to form between dissimilar chains. Depending on the molecular weight of the block copolymers, the microdomains are typically small (tens of nanometers), and each polymer chain undergoes a range of conformations before it arrives at its ideal relaxed state. These principals are also true for regular polymers, but block copolymers are unique because they are also driven by their enthalpically unfavorable counterparts, which confine them to their preferred microdomain. Based in the fact that these polymer blocks are spatially constricted, the addition of a NP will have an affect on how they conform. Wiesner created hybrid materials, using BCP high NP concentrations of varying sizes $^{108}$. The final morphology exhibited depended on the interplay between enthalpy and entropy within the system. The goal for these materials was to ‘exploit’ this interplay to create a desired structure, for a particular function $^{97}$. 
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Wiesner and coworkers showed that particle size is a key player in determining the final morphology, proving good agreement with other studies \(^97,^{104}\). First, the NP block-selective surface chemistry causes an enthalpic driving force towards diffusing themselves into its preferred block. Secondly, if the NP are smaller than the selective block’s \(R_g\) (or the contour length – distance between the two polymer ends), then they disperse within the block’s microphase and the overall structure is dictated by the BCP. If the \(R_P\) is larger than or equal to the selective block’s \(R_g\) (contour length), the polymers must stretch around the particles to accommodate these materials. Lots of stretching lowers the entropy (degrees of freedom) of the polymer because the extended chains can undergo fewer conformations than relaxed coils. When the particles reach a critical size, the cost of free energy becomes too large and the particles macrophase separate and cluster. The structure of the particles now dictate the morphology of the system \(^97\).

The Balazs group has done much theoretical work on tuning the block copolymer morphology by modifying the size of the NP. They use self-consistent-field theory (SCFT) to describe the thermodynamic equilibrium behavior of pure polymers and density functional theory (DFT) to cover particle ordering and phase behavior in colloidal systems. Large selective NP (\(R_P = 3R_0\) and \(\phi_P = 0.15\)) localized to the midplane of its preferred block and smaller selective particles (\(R_P = 2R_0\) and \(\phi_P = 0.15\)) located closer to the AB interface \(^{109}\). Entropically, the polymer chains must stretch around the large dispersed spheres, resulting in a loss of conformational entropy. Stretching becomes reduced as NP loading increases as particles segregate. For smaller particles, less stretching is required and less conformational entropy is lost. Translational entropy
dominates and as NP loading increases, the spheres become more uniformly dispersed. The thermodynamics of the NP have also been confirmed as the same for strongly segregated block copolymers\textsuperscript{110}. This group looked at the thermodynamics of NP and how they melt in a diblock copolymer in the low-temperature regime (near ODT), but similar observations were made using SST\textsuperscript{111}. In this second case, the particles had been designed to interact with both A & B blocks (neutral). Their presence was assumed to induce phase transitions, similar to the work done by the Fredrickson and Kramer group for bicontinuous morphologies. They found that variations in the particle size and interaction energies can cause phase transitions. They show a phase diagrams for two different sized NP, effectively showing that you can have two different morphologies at a fixed $\chi_{AP}$, $\chi_{BP}$, and $\phi$. They also note that even with non-selective particles, NP with increasing radii can induce a phase transition from cylinders to lamellae, with the particles residing uniformly among both blocks and gathering slightly at the interface. The particles gather at the interface to reduce interfacial tension between the blocks, by reducing the number A & B contacts and reducing the enthalpic contribution. The large particles gather only at the interface to reduce interfacial tension, which is more important than the entropy loss of the particles’ translational entropy. The large particles gather at the interface and bulge into the other microphases, altering the asymmetry of the BCP and causing a transition from cylinders to lamellae.

In a third interesting case, the Balazs group expand their study on to systems with two different sized NP (binary particle mixture)\textsuperscript{112}. They show that the system still undergoes nanoscale phase ordering and can induce phase transitions. They also show
that entropy drives the nanostructure of the system and it can be exploited to create very specifically ordered nanocomposites. Operating in the SST (chains are highly stretched), two sizes of NP are introduced. Both small and large particles are A-selective and the large particles localize at the midplane. The A-chains don’t loose as much conformational entropy by having to stretch around the particles. The smaller particles are near the A-B interface, and to a large extent, in the incompatible B-phase. The particles form a “gradient layer” according to size, for the center to the edges of the cylinder. This behavior causes a phase transition from lamellae to cylinders. When the small A-particles move into the energetically unfavorable B-block, this increases the enthalpic contribution and would potentially increase the free energy. However, the increase in enthalpy is offset by an increase in translational entropy, which decreases the steric contribution (a measure of crowding of the hard particles). This shows that entropy dominates in the system, even with enthalpically unfavorable interactions. Figure 19 shows the morphology of bi-disperse NP in a BCP and demonstrates the role of translational entropy has on the system.

Reister and Fredrickson take another look at how NP size affects the microphase ordering behavior in a symmetric block copolymer 113. Instead of simulating NP with hard surfaces, they simulate tiny NP with long monodisperse polymer chains tethered to their surface. The NP are modeled according to their grafted shell as star polymers and are assumed to be spheres. Reister and Fredrickson are looking at how the phase behavior changes when as the arm length and grafting density change on the NP. Qualitatively, the increase in star arms behaves the same as an increase in homopolymer length from
Matsen’s work, where at high volume fractions the system becomes 2-phase. The number of star arms and length was summarized in a $\beta\sigma$ term, which remained constant. As the number of arms increased, their length became shorter. At lower $\beta\sigma$ and the case where the NP had longer arms but a lower number of arms, the lamellar phase was more stable at higher NP concentrations until the lamellae become infinitely swollen. The lamellar spacing seemed to increase with arm length. A similar behavior was observed experimentally by the Mathis group, where fullerene NP were surface functionalized with long PS grafts and the PS lamellae became swollen with increasing graft length. Alternatively at higher $\beta\sigma$, increasing the arm density led to a narrower lamellar region. The NP were found to distribute uniformly in the A-block, and the polymer blocks localized near the interface. In this case, the polymer chains did not stretch around the NP. Instead, they coiled within themselves and located near the interface. The most influential factor governing whether macrophase separation occurred was the size-ratio of NP to the diblock copolymer. Small NP were able to remain segregated in the block copolymer’s lamellar morphology at higher loadings than large NP. This concept is directly related to the entropic contribution.

There has been much discussion on the NP inducing phase transitions by swelling or shrinking the block copolymer microphase domains or whether the NP macrophase separate from the blocks, possibly reducing their impact on the block copolymer nanostructure or forcing the block copolymers to disorder. All of these arguments relate to interactions occurring between the particles and the polymer blocks and the particle-particle interactions. If the particles have soft surfaces due to functionalization
or addition of a selective solvent\textsuperscript{115,116}, they will typically swell the blocks and induce order-order phase transitions (OOT). In some theoretical work done by Rasmussen and coworkers, lamellar swelling from selective NP in a block copolymer caused a decrease in the tensile modulus due to the displacement of polymer molecules and an increase in the free volume\textsuperscript{117}. On the contrary, if NP have short surface-functional groups and have a strong affinity to interact with one another, they can produce surface roughness between the soft polymer brush-surface and the hard NP surface\textsuperscript{118}. As the NP concentration increases unfavorable interactions increase surface roughness, causing the particles to macrophase separate and even break down the nanostructured morphology of the block copolymer\textsuperscript{100,104,106,118}. Figure 20 depicts the disordering behavior of PS-coated Au NP in PS-\textit{b}-P2VP copolymer. One can speculate that the actual order-disorder-transition might decrease with NP loading, regardless of surface roughness between the NP and copolymer. Balazs and coworkers display in Figure 21 how the ODT decreases with NP concentration\textsuperscript{119}. This behavior is expected, considering the entropic penalties the polymer chains take as they are required to stretch around the NP. The same behavior was predicted by Schultz and coworkers, using Monte Carlo simulations\textsuperscript{120}. However, there are a few cases where the interplay between enthalpy and entropy was tuned precisely enough to show an increase in ODT and microphase stability. One was demonstrated by Han and coworkers, where hydrophilic nanoclays were placed in PS-\textit{b}-P2VP diblock copolymer\textsuperscript{25}. Because the NP were strongly attracted to the P2VP block via hydrogen bonding, and the clays had such a high aspect ratio, the ODT increased for those blends. An example where NP increased the
ordering stability of the microphase separated domains was shown by the Spontak group, where large, spherical silica PS-surface functionalized NP increased the $T_{ODT}$ at low NP loadings $^{104}$. In this case, the nanoparticles had a larger $R_p$ than the block copolymer $R_g$. Up until this point, it had been assumed that NP with a $R_p$ greater than or equal to the polymer $R_g$ will cause NP macrophase separation, immiscibility with the copolymer, and a decrease in the ordering behavior. The Spontak group has qualitatively demonstrated experimentally and theoretically that designing the selectivity and the size-ratio of particle to polymer can actually improve microphase stability. These discoveries lead us to believe that tuning the phase morphology of polymers is far more complicated than originally suspected. One last consideration includes how geometry affects block copolymer stability. The Balazs group describes in Figure 21b that increasing the aspect ratio of NP improves the microphase stability of the copolymers. This also may explain why Han saw an increase in ODT, by adding high-aspect ratio nanoclays to PS-$b$-P2VP block copolymer. Again, creating an exact case where an improvement in microphase stability can be observed is complicated and very sensitive upon each design parameter. Jain and coworkers observe a decrease in $T_{ODT}$ for selective spherical, rod, and platelet NP at a fixed NP loading $^{121}$, which demonstrates a case where geometry has no influence on improving the microphase stability. The previous examples imply that fine-tuning more of the parameters in the experiments conducted in reference 121, may reveal a window of increased microphase stability.
1.6 Conclusions

There has been a wide range of phase behaviors reviewed on polymer systems impregnated by inorganic nanoparticles. Although each system displays very different behaviors, several main concepts shine through. The interactions between all of the components in the system play a major role in how the nanostructures will form. Adsorbing polymers provide an avenue for NP to assemble within an unstructured polymer. Multi-component polymer blends contain unstructured, non-periodic macrophases, where at least one of the polymers may have an affinity towards the nanoparticles. The interacting nanoparticles may either be encapsulated by the microphases and/or reside at the interface between the two polymers, effectively reducing the number of A-B contacts at the interface. These favorable interactions have demonstrated more stable macrophases and also exhibited the ability to change the interfacial curvature of one of the phases, causing smaller microphases to form. Structured copolymer blends illustrated similar behaviors, where the interactions between one of their segments and the inorganic nanoparticles permitted impregnation of their microphases. For block copolymers in particular, the interaction between one or more of the blocks played a large role in where most of the nanoparticles would spatially locate.

The other critical factor governing the phase behavior of these polymer systems were the size-ratio of nanoparticles ($R_p$) to polymer ($R_g$). For all three cases, it has been found that shrinking the size of the nanoparticles or increasing the molecular weight of the polymer molecules caused the nanoparticles to become more miscible and dispersed within the polymer matrix. Smaller particles displayed a natural tendency to form smaller
aggregates than larger particles because smaller particles have an inherent desire to spread to reduce steric crowding but cause an increase in translational entropy. Larger particles have less translational entropy, surface area, and crowding, which allows them to remain stable as larger agglomerates. Larger particles have demonstrated a greater possibility of macrophase separating from the polymer nanostructure. The size-ratio of inorganic particles to polymer molecules (R_p/R_g) becomes most interesting in block copolymers, where small-selective particles spatially locate near the interface and larger particles segregate near the midplane. In both instances, the polymer’s periodic nanostructure is governed by the polymer molecules. The nanoparticles only influence the polymer’s nanostructure, by causing it to disorder or macrophase separate from the block copolymer’s microphases, if the surface roughness is high or if the nanoparticle concentration is high. Several groups have also demonstrated that tailoring the interaction behavior (by reducing the number of A-B contacts or strongly interacting with one of the microphases), size-ratio, and geometry of the nanoparticles can provide stabilization of the microphases in a block copolymer or macrophases in a polymer blend. Learning to tune these parameters will be critical in designing optimized nanocomposites for scaled-up applications.
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1.8 List of Figure Captions

**Figure 1.1** SEM images showing fracture surfaces of PS/SiO$_2$ nanocomposites. a) 15 wt% untreated SiO$_2$/PS nanocomposite. Nanoparticles reside inside voids indicating dewetting of PS from SiO$_2$ surfaces. b) 2wt% SiO$_2$-g-PS/PS nanocomposite. In contrast to the untreated surface, the particle surface of the SiO$_2$-g-PS is well adhered to the PS (Scale bar = 200 nm).

**Figure 1.2** TEM images of C$_{60}$ buckyballs in PMMA homopolymer self-assemble into large aggregates, small clusters, and anisotropic shapes which also include vesicles.

**Figure 1.3** TEM images of aluminum NP in PS, demonstrating the dispersion of non-adsorbing NP in a polymer matrix as NP concentration increases. a) 5 wt% aluminum NP loading shows uniform dispersion of the aggregates on a micron-scale. b) 5 wt% aluminum NP loading shows that the aluminum NP cluster in large aggregates under a higher resolution, and that they are not completely dispersed at the nanoscale. c) At 30 wt% NP loading, the aggregates are larger and we can see their morphology.

**Figure 1.4** Gold NP in PEO self-assembly. a) TEM image of Au surface functionalized NP in PEO at 0.4wt% PEO (materials are dissolved in water). b) DSC traces of (a) pure PEO and (b) PEO containing functionalized Au NP.

**Figure 1.5** ESEM images of self-assembled hydrogels stimulated by pH. Negatively charged microgel particles swell at high pH and shrink and low pH. When subjected to
positively charged CdTe NP, they either self assemble into the core microgel particles (low pH) (a & b), or they phase separate from the swollen microgel particles (high pH) (c). This figure shows the two different morphologies observed, captured from ESEM (Scale bar = 5μm). 42

**Figure 1.6** SCFT calculations on polymer-NP suspensions. These figures show the specific heat requirement in order for the NP form a network. a) Compares particle-polymer size ratio with increasing NP concentration b) Displays the phase behavior of the nanocomposites over time. 60

**Figure 1.7** Sequence of 100 μm x 100 μm height and phase angle AFM images show the surface roughness of PS/poly vinyl methyl ether (PVME) thin film blends containing different sizes of clay layered silicates. The PVME has been washed away with methanol and the PS domains remain in these images. a) At d_{NP} = 30 nm, the spinodal domains appear pinned due to NP exfoliation in the blend. b) At 0.5 μm < d_{NP} < 1.0 μm, a similar domain morphology appears as in part a, due to partial NP intercalation. c) When d_{NP} = 5 mm, there does not seem to be a change in the domain morphology compared to the neat PS/PVME blend. 65

**Figure 1.8** TEM Images of PMMA/SAN blends, which show phase separation at 0 % NP loading (a-c) and 2 wt % silica NP (trimethyl silane functionalized) loading (d-f). (a-b) & (d-e) reflect the surface features. (c) & (f) show the interface morphology after removing PMMA. The hills in (a) & (d) measure ~ 10 nm high. The rings in (b) & (e) are
artifacts resulting from abrupt changes in height. The hills form from capillary driven flow of PMMA during early stage. The hills have been measured to have a higher modulus than the surrounding phase, representative of NP partitioning. The inset is the fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) of the interface morphology. These images show that PMMA domains become smaller as a result of NP partitioning to the PMMA. The kinetics of the phase separation also show that the phase separation is slowed down by the presence of the NP, due to the localization of NP at the domain/matrix interface reducing the driving force for PMMA flow.  

**Figure 1.9** AFM images of PMMA/SAN blends with 5 wt % silica NP loading of 2 different surface functionalities – trimethyl silane & PMMA grafts (P2K). a) Larger PMMA phase domains of MEK nanocomposites. b) Smaller PMMA phase domains of P2K nanocomposites, domains are stabilized by the localization of NP at the domain/matrix interface. c) MEK nanocomposite after long annealing time shows domain rupturing. d) Shows that P2K nanocomposites remain phase separated and stable at long annealing times. 

**Figure 1.10** UCST behavior of epoxy/PS blend containing epoxy functionalized NP. This figure highlights the cloud point temperature as a function of epoxy composition. Each plot varies with increasing NP loading: a) $\phi_p = 0.01$, b) $\phi_p = 0.04$, c) $\phi_p = 0.1$, d) $\phi_p = 0.18$, e) $\phi_p = 0$. As NP loading increases the two-phase region decreases. NP loading does not appear to have any effect on the location of the spinodal.
Figure 1.11  Phase map showing the magnitude of the stable region as a function of composition of homopolymer A in an AB binary homopolymer blend with $\chi_{AP} > 0$ & $\chi_{BP}$ > 0 NP. Blue, Red, and Green lines represent $\chi_{AB} = 0.01$, 0.0244, and 0.025, respectfully. These data provide evidence that increasing the segregation between A and B homopolymers drastically decreases the stability of the blend. ($\phi_{NP} = 0.18$) 71

Figure 1.12  CryoTEM imaging of the morphology of ternary blends of glycerol, amphiphilic block copolymer, and glycerol precursor-NP. (a) As the block copolymer concentration increases, the morphology of the particles changes from one large cubic particle with a disordered interior accompanied by vesicles to a mixture of vesicles, L$_3$ particles, and cubic particles with a disordered interior. At the highest concentration, there were only vesicles and L$_3$ particles. The diblock copolymer concentration influenced the size and number of cubic particles with a disordered interior. (b) Morphology of blends containing triblock copolymer with increasing lipid-mimetic anchors. At low hydrophobic asymmetry, foam-like partially fused unilamellar vesicle agglomerates are observed, with a disordered interior. As hydrophobicity increases, unilamellar vesicles and thread-like or band-like particles appear. The thread-like structures represent some sort of copolymer/GMO mixed micelles in an L$_1$ phase and the vesicles represent a dispersion of the lamellar phase in it. (Scale bar = 100 nm) 72

Figure 1.13  CDS model used to analyze the phase segregation in a homopolymer/block copolymer/NP blend of varying interaction strength. This figure
Figure 1.14  a) Density profiles of colloidal-polymer blends show the phase transitions, with increasing concentration of colloidal particles. (a) disordered liquid, (b) sparse square, (c) hexagonal (or mixed square-hexagonal), (d) sparse square, (e) cylindrical structures in plane. b) The phase diagram of the colloidal-polymer blend as a function of polymer grafting density and colloidal concentration. S$_2$: sparse square structure, M$_2$: hexagonal structure, C$_2$: cylindrical structure, S$_3$: three-layer spherical structure, CS$_3$: three-layer cylindrical-spherical mixed structure, C$_3$: three-layer cylindrical structure. Arrow represents the direction taken to generate Fig 14a.  

Figure 1.15  An illustration of how careful specification of interaction behavior and temperature play a role in developing a well-positioned A-phase microdroplet between two asperities (two surfaces). Red represents A-phase and Dark Blue represents the B-phase. The NP are in white.  

Figure 1.16  Neutron scattering samples of PEO-PPO-PEO triblock copolymer micelles and silica NP are shown. It has been demonstrated that adding more silica NP to the
PEO-water matrix causes a polymer phase transition from face-centered-cubic (FCC) to body-centered-cubic (BCC). The triblock copolymer concentration in water is 30%.\footnote{94}

**Figure 1.17** Dependence of the order-disorder transition temperature ($T_{\text{ODT}}$) measured by isochronal dynamic rheology on nanoparticle concentration ($\phi_p$) for clustered nanoparticles with –OH, –C8, and –MA surface functionalities.\footnote{104}

**Figure 1.18** Bi-functionalized NP (~ amphiphilic surfactants) induce a phase transition in polystyrene-\textit{b}\textendash poly-2-vinylpyridine (PS-\textit{b}\textendash P2VP) diblock copolymer from lamellar to the double gyroid (Ia3d space group) bicontinuous morphology. TEM images show PS-partially coated NP volume fractions ($\phi_P$): (a) 0.04, (b) 0.07, (c) 0.09, and (d) 0.28. The scale bar is 100 nm. A well ordered lamellar nanostructure can be observed at 4% loading, while a dramatic change in the morphology occurs at 9% loading (bicontinuous).\footnote{106}

**Figure 1.19** SST was used to investigate the importance of entropy and enthalpy on a diblock copolymer, containing A-selective bi-disperse NP. (a) 2D & 3D probability density profiles of symmetric diblock copolymer, displaying a cylindrical morphology due to the entropic effects of the small NP ($R_2 = 0.1R_0$). The large NP ($R_1 = 0.2R_0$) localize at the center of the A-microphase cylinders. (b) The free energy contribution of translational entropy (black), enthalpy (red), and steric interactions (blue). This shows that small particles have the potential for more steric interactions and translational entropy combats it by allowing them to spread to energetically unfavorable B. The inset demonstrates that the larger particles are located in a different microphase from most of
the small particles, even though they have been tailored to have the same attractive interaction towards the A-block.\textsuperscript{112}

**Figure 1.20** PS-coated Au NP in PS-b-P2VP asymmetric ($\phi_{PS} < 0.5$) diblock copolymer show hexagonal cylinder disordering as NP concentration increases, due to increased surface roughness between NP and PS interfaces. (a) TEM data at $\phi_P = 0.09$; $\phi_P = 0.27$. (b) Small Angle X-Ray Scattering (SAXS) data shows a disappearing of the hexagonally-closed-packed cylinder peak positions as NP concentration increases.\textsuperscript{118}

**Figure 1.21** SCFT/DFT calculations show how selective NP concentration and NP geometry can affect the ODT and the microphase stability of a diblock copolymer. (a) Critical value of the segregation factor (ODT) plotted as a function of reduced particle radius. $\phi$ is the volume fraction of NP. This plot shows how increasing NP concentration causes the ODT to decrease. (b) Critical value of the segregation factor (ODT) is plotted as a function of effective radius. As the aspect-ratio of the NP becomes large compared to the polymer brush length (NP surface area increases), the ODT increases. It shows that NP with a high aspect ratio exhibit the most change in the ODT and the microphase stability of the copolymer.\textsuperscript{119}
Figure 1.1. SEM images showing fracture surfaces of PS/SiO$_2$ nanocomposites. a) 15 wt% untreated SiO$_2$/PS nanocomposite. Nanoparticles reside inside voids indicating dewetting of PS from SiO$_2$ surfaces.$^{46}$
**Figure 1.1b.** SEM images showing fracture surfaces of PS/SiO$_2$ nanocomposites. b) 2wt% SiO$_2$-g-PS/PS nanocomposite. In contrast to the untreated surface, the particle surface of the SiO$_2$-g-PS is well adhered to the PS$^{45}$ (Scale bar = 200 nm).$^{46}$
Figure 1.2. TEM images of C₆₀ buckyballs in PMMA homopolymer self-assemble into large aggregates, small clusters, and anisotropic shapes which also include vesicles.
Figure 1.3. TEM images of aluminum NP in PS, demonstrating the dispersion of non-adsorbing NP in a polymer matrix as NP concentration increases. a) 5 wt% aluminum NP loading shows uniform dispersion of the aggregates on a micron-scale.⁵³
Figure 1.3b. TEM images of aluminum NP in PS, demonstrating the dispersion of non-adsorbing NP in a polymer matrix as NP concentration increases. b) 5 wt% aluminum NP loading shows that the aluminum NP cluster in large aggregates under a higher resolution, and that they are not completely dispersed at the nanoscale.\textsuperscript{53}
Figure 1.3c. TEM images of aluminum NP in PS, demonstrating the dispersion of non-adsorbing NP in a polymer matrix as NP concentration increases. c) At 30 wt% NP loading, the aggregates are larger and we can see their morphology.53
Figure 1.4. Gold NP in PEO self-assembly. a) TEM image of Au surface functionalized NP in PEO at 0.4wt% PEO (materials are dissolved in water).\textsuperscript{57}
Figure 1.4b. Gold NP in PEO self-assembly. b) DSC traces of (a) pure PEO and (b) PEO containing functionalized Au NP.\textsuperscript{57}
Figure 1.5. ESEM images of self-assembled hydrogels stimulated by pH. Negatively charged microgel particles swell at high pH and shrink at low pH. When subjected to positively charged CdTe NP, they either self assemble into the core microgel particles (low pH) (a & b), or they phase separate from the swollen microgel particles (high pH) (c). This figure shows the two different morphologies observed, captured from ESEM (Scale bar = 5μm).42
Figure 1.5b. ESEM images of self-assembled hydrogels stimulated by pH. Negatively charged microgel particles swell at high pH and shrink and low pH. When subjected to positively charged CdTe NP, they either self assemble into the core microgel particles (low pH) (a & b), or they phase separate from the swollen microgel particles (high pH) (c). This figure shows the two different morphologies observed, captured from ESEM (Scale bar = 5μm).42
Figure 1.5c. ESEM images of self-assembled hydrogels stimulated by pH. Negatively charged microgel particles swell at high pH and shrink and low pH. When subjected to positively charged CdTe NP, they either self assemble into the core microgel particles (low pH) (a & b), or they phase separate from the swollen microgel particles (high pH) (c). This figure shows the two different morphologies observed, captured from ESEM (Scale bar = 5μm).42
Figure 1.6. SCFT calculations on polymer-NP suspensions. These figures show the specific heat requirement in order for the NP form a network. a) Compares particle-polymer size ratio with increasing NP concentration.
Figure 1.6b. SCFT calculations on polymer-NP suspensions. These figures show the specific heat requirement in order for the NP to form a network. b) Displays the phase behavior of the nanocomposites over time.⁶⁰
**Figure 1.7.** Sequence of 100 μm x 100 μm height and phase angle AFM images show the surface roughness of PS/poly vinyl methyl ether (PVME) thin film blends containing different sizes of clay layered silicates. The PVME has been washed away with methanol and the PS domains remain in these images. a) At $d_{NP} = 30$ nm, the spinodal domains appear pinned due to NP exfoliation in the blend.\textsuperscript{65}
**Figure 1.7b.** Sequence of 100 μm x 100 μm height and phase angle AFM images show the surface roughness of PS/poly vinyl methyl ether (PVME) thin film blends containing different sizes of clay layered silicates. The PVME has been washed away with methanol and the PS domains remain in these images. b) At 0.5 μm < d_{NP} < 1.0 μm, a similar domain morphology appears as in part a, due to partial NP intercalation.⁶⁵
Figure 1.7c. Sequence of 100 μm x 100 μm height and phase angle AFM images show the surface roughness of PS/poly vinyl methyl ether (PVME) thin film blends containing different sizes of clay layered silicates. The PVME has been washed away with methanol and the PS domains remain in these images. c) When $d_{NP} = 5$ mm, there does not seem to be a change in the domain morphology compared to the neat PS/PVME blend.\textsuperscript{65}
Figure 1.8. TEM Images of PMMA/SAN blends, which show phase separation at 0 % NP loading (a-c) and 2 wt % silica NP (trimethyl silane functionalized) loading (d-f). (a-b) & (d-e) reflect the surface features. (c) & (f) show the interface morphology after removing PMMA. The hills in (a) & (d) measure ~ 10 nm high. The rings in (b) & (e) are artifacts resulting from abrupt changes in height. The hills form from capillary driven flow of PMMA during early stage. The hills have been measured to have a higher modulus than the surrounding phase, representative of NP partitioning. The inset is the fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) of the interface morphology. These images show that PMMA domains become smaller as a result of NP partitioning to the PMMA. The kinetics of the phase separation also show that the phase separation is slowed down by the presence of the NP, due to the localization of NP at the domain/matrix interface reducing the driving force for PMMA flow.66
Figure 1.9. SST was used to investigate the importance of entropy and enthalpy on a diblock copolymer, containing A-selective bi-disperse NP. (a) 2D & 3D probability density profile of symmetric diblock copolymer, displaying a cylindrical morphology due to the entropic effects of the small NP ($R_2 = 0.1R_0$). The large NP ($R_1 = 0.2R_0$) localize at the center of the A-microphase cylinders. (b) The free energy contribution of translational entropy (black), enthalpy (red), and steric interactions (blue). This shows that small particles have the potential for more steric interactions and translational entropy combats it by allowing them to spread to energetically unfavorable B. The inset demonstrates that the larger particles are located in a different microphase from most of the small particles, even though they have been tailored to have the same attractive interaction towards the A-block. 68
Figure 1.10 UCST behavior of epoxy/PS blend containing epoxy functionalized NP. This figure highlights the cloud point temperature as a function of epoxy composition. Each plot varies with increasing NP loading: a) $\phi_p = 0.01$, b) $\phi_p = 0.04$, c) $\phi_p = 0.1$, d) $\phi_p = 0.18$, e) $\phi_p = 0$. As NP loading increases the two-phase region decreases. NP loading does not appear to have any effect on the location of the spinodal.$^{69}$
Figure 1.11. Phase map showing the magnitude of the stable region as a function of composition of homopolymer A in an AB binary homopolymer blend with $\chi_{AP} > 0 \& \chi_{BP} > 0$ NP. Blue, Red, and Green lines represent $\chi_{AB} = 0.01, 0.0244,$ and $0.025,$ respectfully. These data provide evidence that increasing the segregation between A and B homopolymers drastically decreases the stability of the blend. ($\phi_{NP} = 0.18$) 71
Figure 1.12. CryoTEM imaging of the morphology of ternary blends of glycerol, amphiphilic block copolymer, and glycerol precursor-NP. (a) As the block copolymer concentration increases, the morphology of the particles changes from one large cubic particle with a disordered interior accompanied by vesicles to a mixture of vesicles, L₃ particles, and cubic particles with a disordered interior. At the highest concentration, there were only vesicles and L₃ particles. The diblock copolymer concentration influenced the size and number of cubic particles with a disordered interior.⁷²
Figure 1.12b. CryoTEM imaging of the morphology of ternary blends of glycerol, amphiphilic block copolymer, and glycerol precursor-NP. (b) Morphology of blends containing triblock copolymer with increasing lipid-mimetic anchors. At low hydrophobic asymmetry, foam-like partially fused unilamellar vesicle agglomerates are observed, with a disordered interior. As hydrophobicity increases, unilamellar vesicles and thread-like or band-like particles appear. The thread-like structures represent some sort of copolymer/GMO mixed micelles in an L1 phase and the vesicles represent a dispersion of the lamellar phase in it. (Scale bar = 100 nm)
Figure 1.13. CDS model used to analyze the phase segregation in a homopolymer/block copolymer/NP blend of varying interaction strength. This figure shows how the interaction between the NP and one of the blocks in the copolymer affects the microphase separation which affects the macrophase separation of the blend. The NP are not pictured. The block copolymer is represented by the black and gray strips and the white region is the homopolymer. As NP-block copolymer interaction strength increases from a) 0.000001, b) 0.008, to c) 0.028, the block copolymer phase domains increase in long-range-order.\textsuperscript{74}
Figure 1.14. a) Density profiles of colloidal-polymer blends show the phase transitions, with increasing concentration of colloidal particles. (a) disordered liquid, (b) sparse square, (c) hexagonal (or mixed square-hexagonal), (d) sparse square, (e) cylindrical structures in plane.83
Figure 1.14b. b) The phase diagram of the colloidal-polymer blend as a function of polymer grafting density and colloidal concentration. $S_2$: sparse square structure, $M_2$: hexagonal structure, $C_2$: cylindrical structure, $S_3$: three-layer spherical structure, $CS_3$: three-layer cylindrical-spherical mixed structure, $C_3$: three-layer cylindrical structure. Arrow represents the direction taken to generate Fig 14a.
Figure 1.15. An illustration of how careful specification of interaction behavior and temperature play a role in developing a well-positioned A-phase microdroplet between two asperities (two surfaces). Red represents A-phase and Dark Blue represents the B-phase. The NP are in white.
Figure 1.16. Neutron scattering samples of PEO-PPO-PEO triblock copolymer micelles and silica NP are shown. It has been demonstrated that adding more silica NP to the PEO-water matrix causes a polymer phase transition from face-centered-cubic (FCC) to body-centered-cubic (BCC). The triblock copolymer concentration in water is 30%.
Figure 1.17. Dependence of the order-disorder transition temperature ($T_{ODT}$) measured by isochronal dynamic rheology on nanoparticle concentration ($\phi_p$) for clustered nanoparticles with –OH, –C8, and –MA surface functionalities. 104
**Figure 1.18.** Bi-functionalized NP (~ amphiphilic surfactants) induce a phase transition in polystyrene-\textit{b}-poly-2-vinylpyridine (PS-\textit{b}-P2VP) diblock copolymer from lamellar to the double gyroid (Ia3d space group) bicontinuous morphology. TEM images show PS-partially coated NP volume fractions ($\phi_P$): (a) 0.04, (b) 0.07, (c) 0.09, and (d) 0.28. The scale bar is 100 nm. A well ordered lamellar nanostructure can be observed at 4 % loading, while a dramatic change in the morphology occurs at 9 % loading (bicontinuous).106
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Figure 1.19. SST was used to investigate the importance of entropy and enthalpy on a diblock copolymer, containing A-selective bi-disperse NP. (a) 2D & 3D probability density profiles of symmetric diblock copolymer, displaying a cylindrical morphology due to the entropic effects of the small NP (R2 = 0.1R0). The large NP (R1 = 0.2R0) localize at the center of the A-microphase cylinders.\textsuperscript{112}
Figure 1.19b. SST was used to investigate the importance of entropy and enthalpy on a diblock copolymer, containing A-selective bi-disperse NP. (b) The free energy contribution of translational entropy (black), enthalpy (red), and steric interactions (blue). This shows that small particles have the potential for more steric interactions and translational entropy combats it by allowing them to spread to energetically unfavorable B. The inset demonstrates that the larger particles are located in a different microphase from most of the small particles, even though they have been tailored to have the same attractive interaction towards the A-block.112
Figure 1.20. PS-coated Au NP in PS-b-P2VP asymmetric ($\phi_{PS} < 0.5$) diblock copolymer show hexagonal cylinder disordering as NP concentration increases, due to increased surface roughness between NP and PS interfaces. (a) TEM data at $\phi_p = 0.09; \phi_p = 0.27$.
**Figure 1.20b.** PS-coated Au NP in PS-b-P2VP asymmetric ($\phi_S < 0.5$) diblock copolymer show hexagonal cylinder disordering as NP concentration increases, due to increased surface roughness between NP and PS interfaces. (b) Small Angle X-Ray Scattering (SAXS) data shows a disappearing of the hexagonally-closed-packed cylinder peak positions as NP concentration increases.$^{118}$
Figure 1.21. Balazs et al. SCFT/DFT calculations show how selective NP concentration and NP geometry can affect the ODT and the microphase stability of a diblock copolymer. (a) Critical value of the segregation factor (ODT) plotted as a function of reduced particle radius. $\phi$ is the volume fraction of NP. This plot shows how increasing NP concentration causes the ODT to decrease.\textsuperscript{119}
Figure 1.21 (b). Balazs et al. SCFT/DFT calculations show how selective NP concentration and NP geometry can affect the ODT and the microphase stability of a diblock copolymer. (b) Critical value of the segregation factor, $a$ (ODT) is plotted as a function of effective radius. As the aspect-ratio of the NP becomes large compared to the polymer brush length (NP surface area increases), the ODT increases. It shows that NP with a high aspect ratio exhibit the most change in the ODT and the microphase stability of the copolymer. ¹¹⁹
CHAPTER 2

MOLECULARLY ASYMMETRIC TRIBLOCK COPOLYMERS AS A SINGLE-MOLECULE ROUTE TO ORDERED BIDISPERSE BRUSHES

Abstract

Conditions signaling the formation of bidisperse brushes in ordered block copolymers are investigated as an A₂ block is progressively grown onto an A₁B diblock copolymer to form a series of molecularly asymmetric, isomorphic A₁BA₂ triblock copolymers. Small-angle scattering and self-consistent field theory confirm that the microphase-ordered period decreases when the A₂ block is short relative to the A₁ block, but then increases as A₁+A₂ bidisperse brushes develop. Mechanical properties systematically follow the spatial distribution of the A₂ block.

(This chapter has been published in its entirety: Smith, S. D.; Hamersky, M. W.; Bowman, M. K.; Rasmussen, K. Ø.; Spontak, R. J. Molecularly Asymmetric Triblock Copolymers as a Single-Molecule Route to Ordered Bidisperse Polymer Brushes. *Langmuir* 2006, 22, 6465-6468)
2.1 Introduction

Unlike immiscible homopolymers that generally phase-separate at macroscopic length scales, incompatible diblock copolymers are capable of spontaneous molecular self-organization into various ordered morphologies at nanoscale dimensions. Classical block copolymer morphologies include spheres on a cubic lattice, cylinders on a hexagonal lattice and alternating lamellae. Equilibrium or metastable complex morphologies such as the gyroid or perforated lamellae, respectively, consist of channels exhibiting long-range order and spatial symmetry. The ability to tune the morphologies of microphase-ordered block copolymers is critical to a broad range of emerging nanotechnologies and depends sensitively on the conformational entropy associated with interfacial chain packing. Molecular factors governing interfacial chain packing include copolymer composition, repeat unit asymmetry and (liquid) crystallinity. The dependence of morphological development on interfacial chain packing is further amplified if a third block is added to a diblock copolymer, thereby forming a triblock copolymer. Incorporation of a dissimilar block results in the formation of an ABC triblock copolymer, which can greatly extend the assortment of experimentally accessible, and often hybrid, morphologies.

In this work, we focus on ABA triblock copolymers wherein the third block is chemically identical to the first. Although copolymers of this general architecture have been experimentally found and theoretically predicted to exhibit the same morphologies as their AB counterparts, they can possess markedly different mechanical and flow properties due to the placement of the third block. If it resides in the same
microdomain as the first, the corresponding B midblock forms a loop. If, on the other hand, the third block locates in a different microdomain, the midblock connects two adjacent microdomains by forming a bridge. Experimental\textsuperscript{17-19} and theoretical\textsuperscript{15,19-22} studies have long sought to elucidate the conditions favoring, as well as the consequences of, molecular bridging in ABA triblock copolymer systems with limited success. These previous efforts have focused almost exclusively on molecularly (though not necessarily compositionally) symmetric copolymers wherein the A endblocks are of identical length and thus form A brushes of uniform thickness. Previous theoretical\textsuperscript{23-27} and experimental\textsuperscript{25,28,29} studies of polymer brushes composed of either short and long grafted chains on hard surfaces\textsuperscript{23,24,27} or blocks in physical mixtures of block copolymers\textsuperscript{25,26,28,29} have repeatedly demonstrated that such systems afford additional versatility in materials design through the formation of bidisperse (stratified) brushes. In this work, we provide a single-molecule avenue to bidisperse brushes in ordered block copolymer nanostructures through the synthesis of molecularly asymmetric A\textsubscript{1}BA\textsubscript{2} triblock copolymers progressively grown from a single A\textsubscript{1}B diblock copolymer.

We have recently shown\textsuperscript{30} that such copolymers can be used to elucidate thermodynamic differences associated with the transformation from diblock to triblock copolymer. Comparison of the order-disorder transition (ODT) measured from two series of A\textsubscript{1}BA\textsubscript{2} copolymers with mean-field theory\textsuperscript{13} reveals that the ODT is initially depressed when the A\textsubscript{2} block is short relative to the A\textsubscript{1} block. As the A\textsubscript{2} block length is increased further, however, the ODT increases, eventually exceeding that of the parent A\textsubscript{1}B diblock copolymer. Moreover, this result is qualitatively consistent with the self-consistent field
theory (SCFT) of Matsen,\textsuperscript{31} who finds that molecular asymmetry in a triblock copolymer is capable of altering microdomain dimensions, as well as order-order transitions, due to the presence of short A\textsubscript{2} blocks that remain mixed upon microphase-ordering of the longer A\textsubscript{1} and B blocks. The objectives of this work are to (i) discern the morphological and property conditions signaling the onset of bidisperse (A\textsubscript{1}+A\textsubscript{2}) brush formation and (ii) the physical ramifications of A\textsubscript{1}+A\textsubscript{2} brush bidispersity in a series of ordered A\textsubscript{1}BA\textsubscript{2} triblock copolymers varying in A\textsubscript{2} block length from experimental and SCFT analyses.

2.2 Experimental

A parent poly(styrene-b-isoprene) A\textsubscript{1}B diblock copolymer, along with a series of molecularly asymmetric A\textsubscript{1}BA\textsubscript{2} triblock copolymers, was synthesized\textsuperscript{30} via living anionic polymerization in cyclohexane at 60°C with sec-butyllithium as the initiator. Their molecular characteristics were measured by \textsuperscript{1}H NMR and gel permeation chromatography. Since the block masses of the parent diblock were 9.4 kDa (styrene, A\textsubscript{1}) and 46 kDa (isoprene, B), the copolymer series is designated 9-46-A\textsubscript{2}. The maximum polydispersity index in this series was 1.04. Specimens for small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) and rheometry were prepared by compression molding and subsequent annealing under vacuum at 170°C. The SAXS data were acquired using CuK\textalpha radiation (\(\lambda = 0.154\) nm) from a Rigaku RU-300 rotating anode operated at 40 kV and 40 mA. Two-dimensional scattering patterns, collected with the Siemens HI-STAR wire detector, were azimuthally integrated to yield scattered intensity as a function of wave vector (q), where

\[
q = \frac{4\pi}{\lambda}\sin\left(\frac{\theta}{2}\right)
\]

and \(\theta\) is the scattering angle. Differential scanning calorimetry per-
formed with a Perkin-Elmer DSC-7 confirmed that the upper glass transition temperature ($T_g$) of all the copolymers was <100°C. Dynamic shear measurements were obtained on an ARES strain-controlled rheometer equipped with 25 mm parallel plates separated by a 1 mm gap. Modulus values reported here used strain levels below 2-5% to ensure linear viscoelasticity.\textsuperscript{30} Isochronal temperature sweeps were conducted at heating rates of 1 and 5°C/min at a frequency of 1 rad/s.

2.3 Results and Discussion

Scattering patterns acquired from the 9-46-A$_2$ copolymer series are displayed in Fig. 1, in which the A$_2$ block mass ($M_{A2}$, in kDa) increases from 0 (the parent diblock copolymer) to 19.3, which corresponds to ~2x the mass of the A$_1$ block. A principal peak located at $q_m$ is evident in each of these patterns. Close examination of the patterns beyond the resolution afforded in Fig. 1 reveals the existence of weak higher-order peaks positioned at $q_m\sqrt{3}$ and, in some cases, $q_m\sqrt{7}$, indicating that each of the copolymers in this series is microphase-ordered as A cylinders arranged on a hexagonal lattice in a B matrix. The absence of higher-order peaks confirms that these cylindrical morphologies do not exhibit long-range order, in agreement with results obtained from electron microscopy (to be reported elsewhere). An important feature of Fig. 1 is that $q_m$ shifts to higher values, resulting in a reduction of the corresponding characteristic size, upon introduction of the A$_2$ block. A further increase in $M_{A2}$, however, eventually promotes a decrease in $q_m$. Values of the microdomain period ($D$) extracted from the SAXS patterns in Fig. 1 and normalized with respect to $D$ measured from the parent A$_1$B copolymer ($D_0$)
are provided as a function of $M_{A2}$ in Fig. 2. These results confirm that $D/D_o$ exhibits a minimum when the $A_2$ block is $\sim 70\%$ the mass of the $A_1$ block.

Although the molecular weights of the $A_1BA_2$ copolymers are larger than that of the parent diblock copolymer (depicted in Fig. 2a), the value of $D/D_o$ at this minimum is $\sim 0.84$. A decrease in $D/D_o$ with increasing chain length is attributed to a reduction in interblock incompatibility (expressed in terms of $\chi N$, where $\chi$ is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter and $N$ is the number of statistical units along the copolymer backbone) between the $A_1$ and $B$ blocks due to the presence of the $A_2$ block (Fig. 2b). Our earlier ODT analysis$^{29}$ of this copolymer series, in conjunction with previous SCFT predictions,$^{31}$ asserts that the $A_2$ block remains mixed within the $B$ matrix when it is short relative to the $A_1$ block. Accordingly, the $B$ blocks relax due to the inclusion of dangling $A_2$ blocks. Although this molecular picture explains the initial reduction in $D/D_o$ with increasing $M_{A2}$, it does not account for the minimum in Fig. 2. Once the $A_2$ block becomes sufficiently long (and incompatible with the $B$ block) to likewise microphase-separate from the $B$ matrix, however, it can co-locate within the $A_1$ microdomains so that an $A_2$ block resides within either the same microdomain as the $A_1$ block of the same molecule (the $B$ block forms a loop) or a neighboring $A_1$ microdomain (the $B$ block forms a bridge). This condition signifies the onset of bidisperse brushes composed of long $A_1$ and short $A_2$ blocks, illustrated in Fig. 2c, as the $A_1BA_2$ molecule effectively transforms from diblock to triblock copolymer with regard to its spatial arrangement within the copolymer nanostructure as the $B$ midblock transitions from a tail to a bridge or a loop. As $M_{A2}$ is increased further, the $A_2$ block approaches $M_{A1}$, at which point a
uniform brush develops (Fig. 2d), and then increases beyond $M_{A1}$, yielding bidisperse brushes consisting of short $A_1$ and long $A_2$ blocks (Fig. 2e) within the cylindrical microdomains.

Accounting for differences in density between the repeat units and using the temperature-dependent expression for $\chi$ reported by Lodge et al.\textsuperscript{32} yield the following estimates of $\chi_N$ for the parent $A_1B$ diblock copolymer: 64 at 25°C and 53 at 75°C (near the upper $T_g$ of the $A_1B$ copolymer). The symmetric $ABA$ triblock copolymer can be approximated as an $A(B/2)$ diblock copolymer, in which case the corresponding $\chi_N$ values are 36 and 30, respectively. These results reveal that all the copolymers examined here likely reside in the intermediate segregation regime ($\sim20 < \chi_N < \sim100$), which is ideally suited for SCFT analysis. The SCFT employs a numerical procedure described elsewhere\textsuperscript{33} to predict the morphologies of microphase-ordered triblock copolymers. Simulation of a prescribed system commences with a random arrangement of potential fields. Upon progressive iteration of coupled diffusion and field equations, the system is permitted to relax into an equilibrium nanostructure without prior knowledge of morphological symmetry, as previously proposed.\textsuperscript{34} Following the initial relaxation of the free energy, the dimensions of the simulation box are iteratively changed to further minimize the free energy. The true free energy minimum is obtained when $D$ is commensurate with the size of the simulation box. In this study, a hexagonal (cylindrical) morphology is predicted for all the copolymers, and values of $D$ derived from these simulations and normalized with respect to $D_0$ are included for two different values of $\chi_N$ (36 and 60) in Fig. 2. The agreement between experimental data and SCFT predictions is
favorable. At low \( M_{A2} \), SCFT captures the observed dependence of \( D/D_0 \) on \( M_{A2} \). While the minimum in \( D/D_0 \) is also accurately predicted, the value of \( D/D_0 \) computed by SCFT is slightly lower than that measured by SAXS. Further increasing \( M_{A2} \) promotes a monotonic increase in \( D/D_0 \) that likewise agrees with experimental results.

Segmental density distributions generated for each of the constituent blocks in six of the \( A_1BA_2 \) triblock copolymers investigated here are displayed over a distance (\( x \)) of one \( D \) in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3a, only the distributions corresponding to the \( A_1 \) and \( B \) blocks are shown for the case of the parent \( A_1B \) copolymer. Growth of relatively short \( A_2 \) blocks results in the distributions illustrated in Figs. 3b-c, which confirm that these \( A_2 \) blocks saturate along the \( A_1/B \) interface and likewise reside within the \( B \) matrix. A further increase in \( M_{A2} \) results in localization of the \( A_2 \) blocks within the \( A_1 \) microdomains and concurrent purification of the \( B \) matrix in Figs. 3d-f. The double peak apparent in the \( A_2 \) distribution in Fig. 3d confirms the existence of a bidisperse brush composed of short \( A_2 \) blocks near the interface and longer \( A_1 \) blocks at the center of the \( A_1 \) microdomain, whereas the converse occurs when the \( A_2 \) block is longer than the \( A_1 \) block (cf. Fig. 3f).

To facilitate further SCFT analysis and comparison with experimental data, the \( A_2 \) segmental density distributions evaluated at the core of the \( A_1 \) and \( B \) microdomains (at \( x = 0 \) and 0.5, respectively, in Fig. 3) are presented as a function of \( M_{A2} \) in Fig. 4a.

When the \( A_2 \) block is short relative to the \( A_1 \) block, the \( A_2 \) core density within the \( A_1 \) and \( B \) microdomains increases slowly. According to Fig. 2, \( D \) is observed and predicted to decrease over this \( M_{A2} \) range. The SCFT simulation of the equilibrium nanostructure for the copolymer with \( M_{A2} = 3.4 \) kDa (Fig. 4a inset) confirms the presence of \( A_2 \) blocks
along the A₁/B interface and within the B matrix. A further increase in M_{A₂} promotes a pronounced increase of A₂ within the A₁ microdomain and a sharp reduction in the concentration of A₂ within the B matrix, thereby verifying co-location of the A₁ and A₂ blocks. When M_{A₂} ≈ M_{A₁}, the A₁BA₂ copolymer becomes molecularly symmetric and the A₂ core density within the A₁ microdomain approaches 0.5 (cf. Fig. 4a). Since the onset of brush bidispersity and, by inference, molecular bridging is anticipated to affect the mechanical properties of A₁BA₂ triblock copolymers, the dependence of the elastic modulus (G') on M_{A₂} is provided in Fig. 4b. The initial decrease in G' with increasing M_{A₂} in the melt (100°C is above the upper T_g and below the ODT of each copolymer) is consistent with mixing between the A₂ and B blocks and chain relaxation. Once the A₂ block is sufficiently long to join the A₁ block and produce a bidisperse brush, the B midblock forms a loop or a bridge.

Thermodynamically-driven separation of the A₂ blocks from the B matrix, accompanied by the formation of permanently entangled loops or bridges, promotes a monotonic increase in G', as evidenced by the data shown in Fig. 4b when M_{A₂} > 4 kDa. In the case of the molecularly symmetric triblock copolymer (which possesses an equilibrium fraction of bridged midblocks), the interpolated value of G' is ~6.8x higher than that of the parent A₁B copolymer, which agrees well with observations reported elsewhere. This signature is consistent with our presumption that midblock bridging (looping) originates when the A₂ block separates from the B matrix to form an initially bidisperse brush (at M_{A₂} < M_{A₁}). Comparison of the microdomain periods and moduli in Figs. 2 and 4b, respectively, with the segmental densities in Fig. 4a unequivocally shows
that the block arrangement, morphological signature and mechanical properties of the \( A_1BA_2 \) copolymers undergo abrupt changes with increasing \( M_{A_2} \). These results together indicate that \( A_2 \) blocks with \( 3.4 < M_{A_2} < 6.5 \) co-locate with the \( A_1 \) blocks (9.4 kDa) and generate \( A_1+A_2 \) bidisperse brushes. When this occurs, the B midblocks transform from tails to bridges or loops.

### 2.4 Conclusions

Identification of the molecular-level conditions responsible for the formation of stratified brushes in block copolymers is necessary to better understand the underlying principles favoring the formation of nonclassical polymeric nanostructures, such as microemulsions\(^ {26} \) and vesicles.\(^ {28} \) In addition, Hashimoto and co-workers\(^ {35} \) have shown that entropically-driven localization effects in copolymer/homopolymers mixtures can be used to target the location of metal nanoparticles within the discrete microdomains of microphase-ordered block copolymers. This strategy complements more recent efforts\(^ {36} \) that employ nanoparticle surface functionality to control the positioning of nanoparticles in ordered copolymer matrices. Molecularly asymmetric triblock copolymers provide not only a single-molecule avenue by which to achieve brush bidispersity and, hence, intramicrodomain block stratification without resorting to physical copolymer mixtures, but also a facile experimental alternative to further elucidate the novel opportunities associated with constrained chain mixing and property development in nanoscale environments.
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2.7 List of Figure Captions

Figure 2.1  SAXS patterns acquired at ambient temperature from the isomorphic A1B diblock and molecularly asymmetric A1BA2 triblock copolymer series under investigation. The patterns have been shifted vertically to facilitate viewing, and the copolymers are identified by the listed value of MA2. The dashed line marks the principal peak position (qm) of the parent A1B copolymer.

Figure 2.2  The microdomain period (D) of A1BA2 triblock copolymers measured by SAXS, normalized with respect to that of the parent A1B copolymer and presented as a function of MA2. The solid line corresponds to SCFT predictions, and the dotted horizontal line denotes D/D0 = 1. The dashed vertical line shows where the A1BA2 copolymer becomes molecularly symmetric (MA1 = MA2). Schematic cross-sections of the A-rich cylinders (a-e) show the arrangement of the A1 (blue), B (red) and A2 (yellow) blocks, as well as B/A2 (orange) and A1/A2 (green) mixtures.

Figure 2.3  Segmental density distributions generated by SCFT for six copolymers in the 9-46-A2 series under investigation wherein MA2 (in kDa) is systematically increased: (a) 0.0, (b) 2.0, (c) 3.4, (d) 6.5, (e) 8.2 and (f) 11.8. The A1, B and A2 species are labeled in (a) and (b).

Figure 2.4  In (a), the A2 core density evaluated from SCFT in the A1 microdomain and B matrix (labeled) as a function of MA2. The dashed lines identify the condition of molecular symmetry (MA2 = MA1), and the arrow shows where the core densities are
equal. The inset displays the density field of the A_2 block in the copolymer with M_{A2} = 3.4 kDa. High and low concentrations are denoted by red and dark blue, respectively. The elastic modulus (G') is presented as a function of M_{A2} at 100°C in (b). The solid lines are guides for the eye. The dotted line identifies the value of G' measured from the parent A_1B copolymer, and the dashed lines show where M_{A2} = M_{A1}.
Figure 2.1. SAXS patterns acquired at ambient temperature from the isomorphic A1B diblock and molecularly asymmetric A1BA2 triblock copolymer series under investigation. The patterns have been shifted vertically to facilitate viewing, and the copolymers are identified by the listed value of $M_{A2}$. The dashed line marks the principal peak position ($q_m$) of the parent A1B copolymer.
Figure 2.2. The microdomain period (D) of A₁BA₂ triblock copolymers measured by SAXS, normalized with respect to that of the parent A₁B copolymer and presented as a function of Mₐ₂. The solid line corresponds to SCFT predictions, and the dotted horizontal line denotes D/D₀ = 1. The dashed vertical line shows where the A₁BA₂ copolymer becomes molecularly symmetric (Mₐ₁ = Mₐ₂). Schematic cross-sections of the A-rich cylinders (a-e) show the arrangement of the A₁ (blue), B (red) and A₂ (yellow) blocks, as well as B/A₂ (orange) and A₁/A₂ (green) mixtures.
Figure 2.3. Segmental density distributions generated by SCFT for six copolymers in the 9-46-A\textsubscript{2} series under investigation wherein M\textsubscript{A2} (in kDa) is systematically increased: (a) 0.0, (b) 2.0, (c) 3.4, (d) 6.5, (e) 8.2 and (f) 11.8. The A\textsubscript{1}, B and A\textsubscript{2} species are labeled in (a) and (b).
Figure 2.4. In (a), the A$_2$ core density evaluated from SCFT in the A$_1$ microdomain and B matrix (labeled) as a function of M$_{A2}$. The dashed lines identify the condition of molecular symmetry (M$_{A2} = M_{A1}$), and the arrow shows where the core densities are equal. The inset displays the density field of the A$_2$ block in the copolymer with M$_{A2} = 3.4$ kDa. High and low concentrations are denoted by red and dark blue, respectively. The elastic modulus (G') is presented as a function of M$_{A2}$ at 100°C in (b). The solid lines are guides for the eye. The dotted line identifies the value of G' measured from the parent A$_1$B copolymer, and the dashed lines show where M$_{A2} = M_{A1}$. 
CHAPTER 3

SELECTIVITY- AND SIZE-INDUCED SEGREGATION OF MOLECULAR AND NANOSCALE SPECIES IN MICROPHASE-ORDERED TRIBLOCK COPOLYMERS

Abstract

Microphase-ordered block copolymers serve as model systems to elucidate the potential of molecular self-assembly and organic templates to fabricate functionalized polymer materials. Both aspects are related to the incorporation of secondary species such as low-molar-mass compounds or nanoparticles within the copolymer matrices. Since the resulting properties of such functionalized copolymers critically depend on the morphology of the blend or composite, the nonrandom distribution of such inclusions within the copolymer matrix must be understood. Using a self-consistent field theoretical approach, we quantitatively evaluate the segregation and interfacial excess of low-molar-mass and nanoscale species in ordered triblock copolymers as functions of block selectivity and inclusion size. The predictions are found to agree with the morphology observed in a model triblock copolymer/nanoparticle composite, thereby demonstrating the generality of this approach.
Our results suggest a wide correspondence in the structure-forming effect of molecular and nanoscale inclusions that will have implications in the design and processing of functional nanostructured polymers.

3.1 Introduction

Due to their periodic nanostructures that spontaneously develop via molecular self-assembly, microphase-ordered block copolymers constitute a topic of immense contemporary interest. These copolymers, envisaged as two or more homopolymer chains covalently linked to generate a single macromolecule composed of long contiguous sequences ("blocks"), can, in the same fashion as low-molar-mass surfactants,\textsuperscript{1,2} order into a variety of periodic morphologies that depend on factors such as interblock incompatibility, composition and repeat unit asymmetry.\textsuperscript{3-5} Governing the enthalpic driving force promoting phase separation and the conformational entropy arising from interfacial chain packing, these factors can drive the formation of A(B) spheres or cylinders in a B(A) matrix, bicontinuous channels or alternating lamellae in incompatible AB diblock and ABA triblock copolymers. These morphologies can be furthermore altered in tunable fashion through the addition of low-molar-mass molecular species (a solvent),\textsuperscript{6-8} high-molar-mass species\textsuperscript{9} (one or two homopolymers\textsuperscript{10,11} or a second copolymer\textsuperscript{12}) and discrete nanoscale particulates (organic nanogels\textsuperscript{13} or inorganic nanoparticles\textsuperscript{14-16}). Since previous studies have established the localization effects of high-molar-mass species incorporated within miscible AB\textsuperscript{17,18} or ABA\textsuperscript{19} block copolymer blends, we turn our attention to non-chain-like additives with a wide range of characteristic length scales such as solvents and nanoparticles. Our studies focus on symmetric, lamella-forming ABA triblock copolymer architectures to facilitate comparison with experimental and previous theoretical studies.
While block copolymers in aqueous media have been exhaustively investigated and a rich assortment of ordered morphologies has been identified,\textsuperscript{6,7} only organic solvents are considered further to preclude chemical issues arising from hydrogen bonds or electrostatic interactions between copolymer and solvent molecules. Hashimoto and co-workers\textsuperscript{20} have pioneered many of the early efforts to probe the morphologies and phase behavior of concentrated block copolymer solutions, with complementary mean-field calculations\textsuperscript{21} providing insight into the spatial distribution of the incorporated solvent molecules. Ongoing studies by Lodge and co-workers\textsuperscript{8} have elucidated the role of solvent selectivity on the phase behavior of concentrated block copolymer solutions. They have shown that toluene, a relatively neutral solvent for poly(styrene-\textit{b}-isoprene) (SI) diblock copolymers, segregates to the S/I interfaces.\textsuperscript{22} Interfacial solvent segregation is consistent with calculations from self-consistent field theory (SCFT),\textsuperscript{23} as well as gravimetric sorption analyses confirming that toluene-imbibed SI copolymers discharge solvent as they undergo microphase-disordering (and interfacial dissolution).\textsuperscript{24} Thus, if ordered block copolymers are subjected to solvent sorption in sensory, separation or delivery technologies, or are annealed or otherwise processed in the presence of a solvent,\textsuperscript{25} the nonrandom distribution of solvent within the copolymer matrix constitutes an important consideration. Similarly, the distribution of nanogels and nanoparticles, which are approximated here as large solvent molecules, in ordered block copolymers must be regulated for various nanotechnologies, especially those involving optics.\textsuperscript{26}
3.2 Methods

The objective of the present work is to establish, by use of SCFT, the effects of selectivity and size on the segregation of molecular and nanoscale species (S) in microphase-ordered ABA triblock copolymers. This copolymer architecture is chosen due to the ability of such macromolecules to form mechanically tough physical networks that can exhibit elastomeric (gel) behavior even at low copolymer fractions. The SCFT employs a numerical procedure described elsewhere to predict the equilibrium morphologies of microphase-ordered triblock copolymers. Simulation of a prescribed system begins with a random arrangement of potential fields for a symmetric copolymer (with \( N_A = N_B \), where \( N_i \) is the number of repeat units of species \( i \)) of incompatibility \( \alpha_{AB} \) (= \( \chi_{AB}N \), where \( \chi_{AB} \) is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter between A and B, and \( N = N_A + N_B \)) and solvent volume fraction (\( \Phi_S \)). The incompatibility between the A repeat units and the solvent S is similarly characterized by the parameter \( \alpha_{AS} = \chi_{AS}N \), where \( \chi_{AS} \) is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter between A and S. Finally, we have chosen to compute the third incompatibility required (\( \alpha_{BS} \)) from \( \alpha_{AB} - \alpha_{AS} \). The solvent selectivity (\( \varepsilon \)) is defined as \( \alpha_{AS}/\alpha_{AB} = \alpha_{AS}/(\alpha_{AS} + \alpha_{BS}) \) and ranges from 0.5 (nonselective, \( \alpha_{BS} = \alpha_{AS} \)) to 2.0 in our case (highly B-selective, \( \alpha_{BS} < 0 \)). Upon progressive iteration of coupled diffusion and field equations, the system is permitted to relax into a nanostructure without prior knowledge of morphological symmetry. Following the initial free energy relaxation, the dimensions of the simulation box are iteratively changed to further minimize the free energy. The true free energy minimum is obtained.
when the nanostructure period (D) is commensurate with the size of the simulation box. In this study, all reported predictions are restricted to the lamellar morphology.

Representative examples of solvent volume distributions generated for strongly-segregated ABA copolymers ($\alpha_{AB} = 100$) containing $5 - 15$ vol% of a slightly B-selective solvent ($\varepsilon = 1.0$) are displayed over a distance ($x$) of one D in Fig. 1a. In the three distributions portrayed, as well as those discussed in the following section, the molar volume of the solvent relative to that of the copolymer ($v_r$) is arbitrarily set equal to 0.01. Two important features are evident in Fig. 1a: (i) the solvent selectively occupies the B lamella located in the center portion of the figure, and (ii) a fraction of the solvent (responsible for the visible peaks) segregates to the interfaces separating adjacent lamellae. The physical reason underlying interfacial solvent accumulation is that the solvent molecules screen energetically unfavorable A-B contacts. Such localization occurs, however, at the expense of solvent entropy, in which case the equilibrium interfacial solvent excess reflects the balance of these two competing effects. Since the entropic penalty depends on the volume of the solvent molecule, a change in $v_r$ will clearly alter the balance and, hence, the solvent distribution, as demonstrated later. Half of each $\Phi_S(x)$ distribution (symmetric about $x/D = 0.5$) can be represented as the sum of a Gaussian profile (to account for interfacial excess) and a background that emulates the interfacial profile of the copolymer, viz., $\Phi_S(x) = \phi(x) + \phi^*(x)$, where

$$\phi(x) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \Phi_{\text{max}} + \Phi_{\text{min}} + \left( \Phi_{\text{max}} - \Phi_{\text{min}} \right) \tanh \left( \frac{x - x_{c1}}{w_1} \right) \right]$$

and
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Here, $\Phi_{\text{max}}$ and $\Phi_{\text{min}}$ denote the minimum and maximum values of $\Phi_S(x)$ within the A and B lamellae, respectively, $C$ is the background of the Gaussian profile, and $x_{cj}$ and $w_j$ ($j = 1$ for the interfacial background and 2 for the interfacial excess) correspond to the center position and width, respectively, of the expressions given in Eqs. 1 and 2.

### 3.3 Results and Discussion

These decoupled contributions to a representative SCFT solvent distribution are provided for illustrative purposes in Fig. 1b and define the interfacial excess ($\phi^*$) as $(2/D) \int_0^{D/2} \phi^*(x)dx$. Values of $\phi^*$ extracted in this fashion by nonlinear Levenberg-Marquardt regression analysis of $\Phi_S(x)$ are presented as functions of $\Phi_S$ and $\alpha_{AB}$ for nonselective solvents ($\varepsilon = 0.5$) in Fig. 2a, moderately B-selective solvents ($\varepsilon = 1.0$) in Fig. 2b and strongly B-selective solvents ($\varepsilon = 1.5$ and 2.0 in the inset) in Fig. 2c. It is important to note that increases in $\phi^*$ are due to convoluted increases in both $C$ and interfacial width. In all cases, $\phi^*$ is predicted to increase initially with increasing $\Phi_S$, and this increase is most pronounced for highly incompatible copolymers. In several cases a maximum in $\phi^*(\Phi_S)$ is apparent, while in other cases the predictions abruptly end as the swollen lamellae undergo an order-order transition into cylinders at high $\alpha_{AB}$ or complex morphologies (e.g., perforated lamellae) at low $\alpha_{AB}$. These solvent-induced changes in interfacial chain packing and, hence, curvature becomes increasingly favored as $\alpha_{AB}$ and

\[
\phi^*(x) = C e^{-(x-x_{c2})^2/w_{2}^2}
\]
ε increase. In fact, the results provided in Fig. 2 reveal that swollen lamellae are not stable under some of the solvent conditions examined, indicating that the phase diagram for solvated block copolymers is sensitive to changes in temperature (via α_{AB}) and solvent concentration/selectivity, in agreement with experimental observations.⁸,²² At constant Φₛ, the dependence of φ* on solvent selectivity is evident in Fig. 3, which confirms that φ* increases with increasing ε for a given α_{AB} and can, at sufficiently high ε, account for a nontrivial fraction of the solvent incorporated within the copolymer matrix.

As alluded to earlier, another consideration governing solvent distribution within an ordered block copolymer is the relative size of the solvent. This issue is encountered, for instance, when metal salts,³⁰ oligomeric aliphatic oils²⁷ or bulky aromatic compounds (e.g., asphaltenes³¹ or dyes) are incorporated into nanostructured polymers. As suggested earlier, relatively large "solvent" molecules are envisaged as discrete (non-chain-like) organic nanogels or inorganic nanoparticles. Previous experimental¹⁴-¹⁶ and theoretical³²,³³ treatments have demonstrated that the distribution of nanoparticles within nanostructured block copolymers can be controlled via selective surface treatment. Here, we address the importance of size under two different selectivity conditions. In Fig. 4a, small nonselective additives are uniformly distributed in the A- and B-lamellae comprising the copolymer nanostructure at a solvent concentration of 10 vol%. An order of magnitude increase in νᵣ is accompanied by interfacial segregation similar to that established in Fig. 1. A further increase in νᵣ promotes considerable interfacial segregation at the cost of reducing the solvent concentration in both lamellae, indicating
that it is possible to position nonselective nanogels or nanoparticles with precision along
the interfacial regions of the copolymer matrix. An increase in B-selectivity, on the other
hand, yields a very different distribution, as observed in Fig. 4b. One noteworthy feature
of this distribution is that the concentration of additive in the A-lamellae decreases to
nearly zero as v_r is progressively increased.

While the moderately B-selective additives in Fig. 4b continue to reside along the
copolymer interfaces, they are also predicted to align along the center of each B-lamella,
as evidenced by the third maximum in the B-lamella that has, until now, been marginal or
absent altogether. The results displayed in Fig. 4 confirm that the size and selectivity of
an added nanoscale species can drive either interfacial segregation, center alignment or a
combination of the two. Earlier experimental studies\textsuperscript{34} confirm that the incorporation of
particle species differing in size and surface functionalization (Au and SiO\textsubscript{2}) at
comparable concentrations (~4 vol\%) into a high-molecular-weight polystyrene-\textit{b}-
poly(ethylene-\textit{co}-propylene) (PS-\textit{b}-PEP) diblock copolymer promotes both modes of
localization. Interestingly, relative particle size alone can dictate nanoparticle segregation
behavior. Figure 5a depicts the equilibrium morphology of a blend containing poly-
disperse gold nanocrystals coated with 900 Da oligostyrene sequestered within the PS
domains of a PS-\textit{b}-PEP-\textit{b}-PS triblock copolymer (96 kDa molecular weight and 46 wt% PS).\textsuperscript{35} The transmission electron micrograph reveals the segregation of larger particles
(particle radius $R_p > 5$ nm) to the center of the PS lamellae, whereas small particles ($R_p <$
3 nm) uniformly distribute throughout the PS lamellae. Quantitative particle counting
analysis performed on images similar to the one shown in Fig. 5a demonstrates that the
primary features of the particle distribution are correctly predicted by the SCFT model assuming weak block selectivity of the particles. Small particles uniformly distribute within the PS domains, but tend to localize along the interfaces (resulting in an interfacial excess, cf. Fig. 5b). Larger particles, on the other hand, preferentially segregate to the center of the PS domains (cf. Fig. 5c).

Although the experimental findings provided in Fig. 5 are not perfectly matched to the SCFT results reported in Fig. 4, they serve to verify that the size of nanoscale additives relative to the characteristic size of the copolymer nanostructure (which, in turn, reflects the size of the copolymer) can have a pronounced effect on nanoparticle segregation within the confines of a microphase-ordered block copolymer, as previously predicted\textsuperscript{36} by SCFT in conjunction with density functional theory. Thus, we have demonstrated, through the use of SCFT alone, that the concentration, selectivity and size of molecular or nanoscale additives profoundly impact the segregation of these species in nanostructured block copolymer matrices. While such segregation can affect the phase behavior of concentrated block copolymer solutions during initial preparation or upon solvent-regulated annealing, knowledge of such segregation is also important in the development of (i) solvated block copolymers intended for sensory, separation or delivery applications, and (ii) block copolymer nanocomposites designed for nanotechnologies involving nonlinear optics.
3.4 Conclusions

The SCFT results reported here establish, in systematic and quantitative fashion, the relative importance of each of these considerations on segregation characteristics such as interfacial excess, and we provide limited experimental evidence to support our predictions. Nonrandom segregation of solvent molecules and particles at nanoscale dimensions in microphase-ordered block copolymers affords valuable insight into the molecular thermodynamics of self-organized media, as well as an attractive opportunity to tailor copolymer properties through the use of (in)organic additives varying in size and block selectivity.
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35. Gold nanocrystals with an approximately normal size distribution and a mean 
   particle diameter (<d>) of 4 ± 3 nm were obtained by blending nearly equal amounts 
   of two particle fractions (<d>₁ = 3.5 ± 1.5 nm and <d>₂ = 4.5 ± 1 nm) synthesized 
   according to a modified Brust-Schiffrin method as described elsewhere (Bockstaller, 
   M.; Kolb, R.; Thomas, E. L. *Adv. Mater.* **2001**, *13*, 1783). Larger particle sizes were 
   obtained by reducing the amount of sodium borohydride to 85% of the amount used 
   previously. Thermogravimetric analysis confirmed that, within the experimental 
   error, differences in the grafting density of both samples were negligible. The 
   development of synthetic methods that facilitate concurrent control of both particle 
   size and grafting density would be highly desirable.

3.7 List of Figure Captions

**Figure 3.1** In (a), solvent volume-fraction distributions generated by SCFT of a highly incompatible ($\alpha_{AB} = 100$), compositionally and molecularly symmetric ABA triblock copolymer containing three different concentrations of a moderately B-selective solvent ($\varepsilon = 1.0$). Variation in the copolymer interfacial width, which broadens with increasing solvent concentration, is not depicted here for simplicity. Half of one $\Phi_S(x)$ distribution (SCFT calculations as circles and the nonlinear regression as the solid line), along with its individual contributions generated by Eqs. 1 (dashed line) and 2 (heavy solid line) in the text, is depicted in (b). The interfacial excess ($\phi^*$) is labeled.

**Figure 3.2** Dependence of the interfacial excess ($\phi^*$) on bulk solvent concentration ($\Phi_S$) for systems differing in solvent selectivity ($\varepsilon$): (a) 0.5, nonselective; (b) 1.0, slightly B-selective; and (c) 1.5, strongly B-selective. Note the change in $\Phi_S$ range in (c). The inset in (c) with calculations for $\varepsilon = 2.0$ has the same $\phi^*$ and $\Phi_S$ ranges as (c). The copolymer incompatibility ($\alpha_{AB}$) values examined include 25 (solid line), 50 (dashed line), 75 (dotted line) and 100 (heavy solid line).

**Figure 3.3** Interfacial excess ($\phi^*$) as a function of solvent selectivity ($\varepsilon$) at $\Phi_S = 0.10$ for four copolymer incompatibility ($\alpha_{AB}$) values (labeled). The solid lines are linear regressions to calculations at constant $\alpha_{AB}$ with three or more points.
Figure 3.4 Solvent volume-fraction distributions generated by SCFT of a microphase-ordered ABA triblock copolymer ($\alpha_{AB} = 50$) swollen with 10 vol% of a nonselective solvent ($\varepsilon = 0.5$) in (a) and a moderately B-selective solvent ($\varepsilon = 1.0$) in (b). The relative solvent volume ($v_r$) is varied by two orders of magnitude — 0.001 (dotted line), 0.01 (dashed line), 0.05 (solid line) and 0.1 (heavy solid line) — to illustrate the effect of solvent size on solvent segregation.

Figure 3.5 In (a), bright-field transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of an unstained PS-PEP-PS/AuPS composite with ~ 2 vol% Au particles, which appear as dark dots within the PS domains. Shown in the inset is an enlargement that illustrates the enrichment of small particles along the lamellar interfaces. Imaging has been performed on a JEOL 2000FX electron microscope operated at 200 kV. The spatial distribution of Au particles with $R_P < 3$ nm measured along the [001] direction is provided in (b) and reveals that the particles uniformly distribute within the PS lamellae, but preferentially locate along the PS/PEP interfaces. The analogous distribution of particles with $R_P > 5$ nm measured along the [001] direction is included in (c) and confirms that these particles tend to segregate along the center plane of the PS domains, as observed in (a).
Figure 3.1. In (a), solvent volume-fraction distributions generated by SCFT of a highly incompatible ($\alpha_{AB} = 100$), compositionally and molecularly symmetric ABA triblock copolymer containing three different concentrations of a moderately B-selective solvent ($\varepsilon = 1.0$). Variation in the copolymer interfacial width, which broadens with increasing solvent concentration, is not depicted here for simplicity. Half of one $\Phi_S(x)$ distribution (SCFT calculations as circles and the nonlinear regression as the solid line), along with its individual contributions generated by Eqs. 1 (dashed line) and 2 (heavy solid line) in the text, is depicted in (b). The interfacial excess ($\phi^*$) is labeled.
Figure 3.2. Dependence of the interfacial excess ($\phi^*$) on bulk solvent concentration ($\Phi_S$) for systems differing in solvent selectivity ($\varepsilon$): (a) 0.5, nonselective; (b) 1.0, slightly B-selective; and
Figure 3.2c. 1.5, strongly B-selective. Note the change in $\Phi_S$ range in (c). The inset in (c) with calculations for $\varepsilon = 2.0$ has the same $\phi^*$ and $\Phi_S$ ranges as (c). The copolymer incompatibility ($\alpha_{AB}$) values examined include 25 (solid line), 50 (dashed line), 75 (dotted line) and 100 (heavy solid line).
Figure 3.3. Interfacial excess ($\phi^*$) as a function of solvent selectivity ($\varepsilon$) at $\Phi_S = 0.10$ for four copolymer incompatibility ($\alpha_{AB}$) values (labeled). The solid lines are linear regressions to calculations at constant $\alpha_{AB}$ with three or more points.
Figure 3.4. Solvent volume-fraction distributions generated by SCFT of a microphase-ordered ABA triblock copolymer ($\alpha_{AB} = 50$) swollen with 10 vol% of a nonselective solvent ($\varepsilon = 0.5$) in (a) and a moderately B-selective solvent ($\varepsilon = 1.0$) in (b). The relative solvent volume ($v_r$) is varied by two orders of magnitude — 0.001 (dotted line), 0.01 (dashed line), 0.05 (solid line) and 0.1 (heavy solid line) — to illustrate the effect of solvent size on solvent segregation.
Figure 3.5. In (a), bright-field transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of an unstained PS-PEP-PS/AuPS composite with ~ 2 vol% Au particles, which appear as dark dots within the PS domains. Shown in the inset is an enlargement that illustrates the enrichment of small particles along the lamellar interfaces.
Figure 3.5b,c. Imaging has been performed on a JEOL 2000FX electron microscope operated at 200 kV. The spatial distribution of Au particles with $R_p < 3$ nm measured along the [001] direction is provided in (b) and reveals that the particles uniformly distribute within the PS lamellae, but preferentially locate along the PS/PEP interfaces. The analogous distribution of particles with $R_p > 5$ nm measured along the [001] direction is included in (c) and confirms that these particles tend to segregate along the center plane of the PS domains, as observed in (a).
CHAPTER 4

NANOPARTICLE-REGULATED PHASE BEHAVIOR OF
ORDERED BLOCK COPOLYMERS

Abstract

Although block copolymer motifs have received considerable attention as supramolecular templates for inorganic nanoparticles, experimental observations of a nanostructured diblock copolymer containing inorganic nanoparticles – supported by theoretical trends predicted from a hybrid self-consistent field/density functional theory – confirm that nanoparticle size and selectivity can likewise stabilize the copolymer nanostructure by increasing its order-disorder transition temperature.
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4.1 Introduction

Polymer nanocomposites remain at the forefront of advanced materials research due to the wide range of properties that can be realized by dispersing inorganic nanoparticles in a polymeric matrix at relatively low concentrations. In addition to improving bulk thermo-mechanical properties, nanocomposites can be used in drug encapsulation, optics and microelectronics, as well as in the nanoscale design of Li batteries and gas-separation membranes. The spatial distribution of nanoparticles within the polymer constitutes a critically important consideration in nanotechnologies involving, for instance, photonic crystals, and efforts to meet this challenge have relied on microphase-ordered block copolymers as mesoscale templates. Diblock copolymer molecules consist of two long, contiguous sequences that, if sufficiently incompatible, spontaneously self-assemble to produce ordered nanostructures, viz., spheres on a body-centered (or face-centered) cubic lattice, cylinders on a hexagonal lattice, bicontinuous channels and alternating lamellae. Because of their ability to self-organize, copolymers with specific morphologies, dimensions or phase behavior (expressed in terms of the order-disorder transition, ODT) continue to attract attention in emerging nanotechnologies. Such systems can be tailored by either (i) synthesizing molecules differing in composition or repeat unit attributes, or (ii) incorporating a miscible organic species (e.g., a selective solvent, parent homopolymer or second copolymer) that alters microdomain swelling and/or interfacial chain packing.

Previous studies of spherical nanoparticles templated by microphase-ordered block copolymers have established that the spatial distribution of the nanoparticles is sensitive
to factors such as concentration, selectivity and size.\textsuperscript{14,16,24} Related results that are central to the objective of the present study are summarized in Fig. 1 by segmental distributions generated from a hybrid self-consistent field (SCF) and density functional (DF) theory for an AB diblock copolymer (exhibiting a lamellar morphology of period \( D \)) containing spherical nanoparticles. If the nanoparticles are sufficiently small in radius (\( R \)) relative to the size of the copolymer morphology, which is dictated by the gyration radius of the copolymer molecule (\( R_g \)), they tend to distribute uniformly throughout the copolymer nanostructure and effectively behave as diluents irrespective of block selectivity (\textit{cf.} Figs. 1a-b and the corresponding enlargements). When the magnitude of \( R/R_g \) is increased (Figs. 1c-d), however, block selectivity can be used to drive the nanoparticles either to the interface (neutral) or the lamellar midplane (selective), insofar as macrophase separation does not occur.\textsuperscript{25,26}

While we shall return to the density distributions displayed in Fig. 1 when we discuss the physical mechanism by which nanoparticles affect copolymer phase behavior, it is important to recognize at this juncture that the addition of selective nanoparticles to a block copolymer can likewise alter how block copolymer molecules self-organize.\textsuperscript{26-28} That is, by acting as impenetrable obstacles that affect system energy and translational entropy, nanoparticles can alter chain packing\textsuperscript{9} and direct copolymer assembly, thereby altering the stability of various copolymer morphologies. This observation qualitatively agrees with earlier SCF\textsuperscript{29} studies wherein the copolymer ODT temperature (\( T_{\text{ODT}} \)) is predicted to decrease with increasing nanoparticle concentration. Discontinuous molecular dynamics simulations\textsuperscript{30} suggest, however, that the dependence of \( T_{\text{ODT}} \) on
nanoparticle size and selectivity may be more complicated. The objectives of this study are to (i) probe the phase behavior of block copolymer nanocomposites containing nanoparticles varying in concentration and selectivity and (ii) explore the phase behavior of such systems predicted by a hybrid SCF/DF theory.\textsuperscript{13}

### 4.2 Experimental

A poly(styrene-\textit{b}-methyl methacrylate) (SM) diblock copolymer was synthesized via sequential living anionic polymerization of the S block in cyclohexane at 60°C, followed by the M block in tetrahydrofuran at -78°C, with sec-butyl lithium as the initiator. According to \textsuperscript{1}H NMR and GPC analyses, the block masses were 13 kDa each, and the polydispersity index was 1.05. Three grades of functionalized fumed silica (FS), obtained in powder form from Degussa Corp. (Parsippany, NJ), represented clustered nanoparticles\textsuperscript{9} varying in surface selectivity: hydroxyl-terminated (OH), methacrylate-terminated (MA) and octyl-terminated (C8). In all cases, the primary particle size was \(~12\) nm. Native colloidal silica (CS-OH) particles with an average diameter of 10-15 nm were provided as a suspension (20% solids) in dimethylacetamide by Nissan Chemicals (Houston, TX). Oligostyrene-coated colloidal silica (CS-OS) particles with an average core diameter of \(~20\) nm were prepared by grafting oligostyrene (10 repeat units) onto colloidal silica by atom-transfer radical polymerization (ATRP).\textsuperscript{31} Specimens for rheometry were fabricated by first ultrasonicallyating the nanoparticles (at a mass fraction \(w_p\) relative to the copolymer) for 30 min in toluene, followed by copolymer dissolution and then air- and vacuum-drying, all performed at ambient temperature. No copolymer
degradation due to ultrasonication was detected according to GPC analysis of the resultant films. Dynamic rheology was performed on an ARES strain-controlled rheometer operated at 1 rad/s and 2% strain amplitude to ensure linear viscoelasticity. Discs measuring 8 mm in diameter and 1 mm thick were melt-pressed at 150°C from dried films and heated between parallel plates to 220°C under nitrogen. For each material, TODT was established from the inflection of a clearly discernible reduction in the dynamic elastic shear modulus ($G'$) during isochronal temperature sweeps performed at a constant cooling rate of 1°C/min.

4.3 Results and Discussion

According to dynamic rheological measurements, TODT for the neat SM copolymer ($w_p = 0$) is 186±1°C. This temperature range is displayed as the shaded regions in Fig. 2 for both clustered (FS) and discrete (CS) nanoparticles. Measured values of TODT remain relatively constant within experimental uncertainty up to $w_p = 0.01$ for all the FS-based nanoparticle aggregates, of which only the FS-C8 is shown in Fig. 2 for the sake of clarity. At higher nanoparticle concentrations (up to $w_p = 0.1$), TODT generally decreases, with the FS-C8 series, wherein the nanoparticles are effectively neutral relative to the S and M repeat units of the copolymer, exhibiting the most pronounced reduction. Two important facts must be recognized regarding these data. The first is that, while their primary particle size is ~12 nm, FS-based nanoparticles exist for the most part (although not exclusively) as aggregate clusters that can measure up to hundreds of nanometers in size. At the concentrations of interest here, individual nanoparticles and small clusters
are observed. In addition, the size ratio $R/R_g$ must be considered. The value of $R_g$ discerned from 
\[ \sqrt[6]{(\ell_S^2 N_S + \ell_M^2 N_M)} \], where $\ell_S$ and $\ell_M$ denote the statistical segment lengths of $S$ and $M$ (0.72 and 0.68 nm, respectively\textsuperscript{32}) and $N_i$ ($i = S$ or $M$) is the degree of polymerization of block $i$, is about 4.6 nm, which translates into $R/R_g \approx 1.3$ relative to the primary FS nanoparticle size.

Although these cluster and size considerations complicate interpretation, the results displayed in Fig. 2 suggest one of two scenarios at play. In the first, the FS-based nanoparticles do not induce a measurable reduction in $T_{ODT}$ at low $w_p$, with selective nanoparticles (MA- and OH-terminated) promoting a less pronounced decrease in $T_{ODT}$ than neutral nanoparticles at high $w_p$. The second scenario is that the fused nanoparticle clusters aggregate\textsuperscript{9} or possibly macrophase-separate from the copolymer, thereby leaving the copolymer matrix and its phase behavior (including $T_{ODT}$) largely unaffected at low $w_p$. At high $w_p$, however, entropically-unfavorable confinement effects\textsuperscript{33} adversely influence the stability of ordered copolymer molecules and lower $T_{ODT}$ to marginally different extents based on selectivity. The complication of fused FS clustering is altogether eliminated in the case of discrete (CS) nanoparticles, for which $T_{ODT}$ is included as a function of $w_p$ in Fig. 2. As with the FS-based nanoparticles, the CS-OH nanoparticles eventually induce a reduction in $T_{ODT}$ with increasing $w_p$. Addition of the CS-OS nanoparticles, however, promotes a slight, but measurable, increase in $T_{ODT}$ up to $w_p = 0.01$, followed by a decrease thereafter. While aggregation of CS-OH nanoparticles may again explain the reduction in $T_{ODT}$ apparent in Fig. 2, the maximum in $T_{ODT}$ indicates that CS-OS nanoparticles can, under favorable experimental conditions,
improve microphase stability. The nanoparticle characteristics capable of inducing this possibility are examined below within the framework of a hybrid SCF/DF theory.\textsuperscript{13} It must be recognized, however, that the following analysis is intended to provide general physical trends and, while motivated by experimental observation, is not to be quantitatively compared to the data provided in Fig. 2.

A symmetric AB diblock copolymer with $N_A = N_B$ is chosen to complement the experimental systems investigated here. Simulation of a copolymer/nanoparticle system commences with a random arrangement of potential fields for a copolymer of sufficiently high copolymer incompatibility $\chi_{ABN}$ (where $\chi_{AB}$ is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter between A and B repeat units, and $N = N_A + N_B$) to ensure microphase ordering into a lamellar morphology. The system is then modified with nanoparticles at a volume fraction $\phi_p$. Incompatibility between the copolymer repeat units and nanoparticles is prescribed by assigned values of $\chi_{APN}$ and $\chi_{BPN} (= 25)$. For a non-selective (neutral) nanoparticle, $\chi_{APN} = \chi_{BPN}$. If $\chi_{APN} < \chi_{BPN}$, then the nanoparticle is considered A-selective. Upon iteration of coupled diffusion and field equations,\textsuperscript{34} the system relaxes into a nanostructure without prior knowledge of morphological symmetry. Once the copolymer nanostructure at its initially high $\chi_{ABN}$ is known, the value of $\chi_{AB}$ is systematically reduced until a periodic nanostructure no longer develops. At this set of conditions, $\chi_{ABN} = (\chi_{ABN})_{ODT}$. Determination of the ODT in this fashion is somewhat non-standard. Usually, the free energy of the disordered state at a given $\chi_{ABN}$ and $\phi_p$ would be compared to the free energy of the ordered morphology to determine the precise location of the ODT. However, the hybrid SCF/DF theory employed here is not capable
of rigorously resolving the ODT since the excluded volume of the particles with respect to the polymer matrix becomes increasingly inaccurate as the ODT is approached.\textsuperscript{35} Since it is not worthwhile to perform laborious free energy calculations for this reason, we have elected instead to employ the simpler procedure described above as it does yield the key variations that elucidate the effect of nanoparticles on block copolymer phase behavior.

The dependence of \( (\chi_{ABN})_{ODT} \) on \( \phi_p \) for an AB diblock copolymer modified with nanoparticles (\( R/R_g = 0.40 \)) at varying levels of nanoparticle selectivity (\( \chi_{ApN} \)) is presented in Fig. 3 and reveals several important features. The first is that \( (\chi_{ABN})_{ODT} \) increases to a limit as the nanoparticles become less selective and \( \chi_{ApN} \) increases (\textit{cf.} the inset in Fig. 3). The second is that, for highly selective nanoparticles with \( \chi_{ApN} \rightarrow 0 \), \( (\chi_{ABN})_{ODT} \) decreases with increasing \( \phi_p \) to a selectivity-dependent minimum and then increases thereafter. This minimum, which corresponds to a maximum in \( T_{ODT} \) (\textit{cf.} Fig. 2) and shifts to lower \( \phi_p \) with increasing \( \chi_{ApN} \), signifies the condition at which the energy responsible for a reduction in \( (\chi_{ABN})_{ODT} \) is matched by the translational entropy that favors microphase disorder. These results most importantly establish that, if the nanoparticles are sufficiently selective, they can induce an increase in \( T_{ODT} \), which is consistent with our experimental findings. Complementary predictions for \( (\chi_{ABN})_{ODT} \) as a function of \( \phi_p \) for A-selective nanoparticles (\( \chi_{ApN} = 0 \)) varying in size (\( R/R_g \)) are included in Fig. 4, and confirm that a reduction in \( (\chi_{ABN})_{ODT} \) is only achieved in the limit of relatively large nanoparticles (conditions corresponding to copolymer/nanoparticle macrophase separation are not considered here). In this limit, the nanoparticles tend to
locate along the lamellar midplane (illustrated in Fig. 4) and stabilize the microdomains. As R/R_e decreases, (χ_{ABN})_{ODT} increases (cf. the inset in Fig. 4) to different extents depending on φ_p. Minima in (χ_{ABN})_{ODT}(φ_p) are again predicted, indicating that the selectivity-induced trade-off between energetic and entropic driving forces evident in Fig. 3 is also manifested by changing the size of highly selective nanoparticles.

At a fixed φ_p, numerous small nanoparticles possess greater translational entropy than fewer large nanoparticles. As a result, the smaller nanoparticles spread to maximize their entropy. This gives rise to the segmental distributions shown in Figs. 1a and 1b, wherein the nanoparticles are almost uniformly distributed throughout the matrix. Opposing this spreading tendency is the energetic tendency for neutral nanoparticles to localize along the interface^{16} to relieve interfacial tension (Fig. 1a). By doing so, neutral nanoparticles screen out A/B contacts, thereby diluting the segregation and promoting an increase in (χ_{ABN})_{ODT} (decrease in T_{ODT}) with increasing φ_p. When nanoparticles are sufficiently large, however, they possess lower translational entropy and less spreading tendency, in which case energetic considerations dominate. As seen in Fig. 1c, large neutral nanoparticles aggregate at interfaces^{14,16} to reduce interfacial tension by decreasing A/B contacts and the driving force for copolymer demixing so that T_{ODT} decreases. If small nanoparticles are selective (Fig. 1b), their translational entropy continues to dominate, and the result is that T_{ODT} again decreases with increasing φ_p. Energy effects only prevail if selective nanoparticles are sufficiently large and limited in translational entropy. In this limit (Fig. 1d), the nanoparticles localize within microdomain cores^{16} (cf. the illustration...
in Fig. 4) rather than at interfaces and act as "seeds," not diluents, for the copolymer by promoting demixing and an increase in $T_{ODT}$.

### 4.4 Conclusions

Contrary to the widely accepted influence of nanoparticles on ordered block copolymers, nanoparticles of appropriate size and selectivity can effectively serve as heterogeneous nucleation sites to improve the formation and stability of copolymer nanostructures that would ordinarily rely on homogeneous nucleation\textsuperscript{36} during microphase ordering. This attribute, which distinguishes such nanoparticles from small nanoparticles or simple low-molar-mass molecules that interact only by van der Waals forces, is experimentally observed and theoretically predicted. In this spirit, we note that independent studies have shown that the stability of block copolymer nanostructures can likewise be enhanced through the incorporation of selective\textsuperscript{37} or functional\textsuperscript{38} homopolymers that remain mixed within (and do not macrophase-separate from) the copolymer nanostructure. Addition of selective nanoparticles to ordered block copolymers may therefore not only yield novel, spatially-modulated hybrid materials via nanoparticle assembly\textsuperscript{39} for a wide variety of growing nanotechnologies, but also provide an alternative physical means by which to promote polymeric nanostructure development.
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4.7 List of Figure Captions

Figure 4.1  Segmental density profiles of the A block (solid line), B block (dotted line) and nanoparticle (p, bold solid line) as a function of distance (x) perpendicular to the lamellar microdomains in an ordered block copolymer and normalized with respect to the microdomain period (D). These results are generated by a hybrid SCF/DF theory for AB diblock copolymers \((\chi_{ABN} = 25, N_A = N_B)\) modified with (a,b) small \((R/R_g = 0.05)\) and (c,d) large \((R/R_g = 0.50)\) nanoparticles varying in selectivity: (a,c) neutral \((\chi_{ApN} = \chi_{BpN})\) and (b,d) A-selective \((\chi_{ApN} = 0)\). The enlargements below (a) and (b) show the corresponding nanoparticle density profiles.

Figure 4.2  The order-disorder transition temperature \((T_{ODT})\) measured by isochronal dynamic rheology as a function of nanoparticle mass fraction \((w_p)\) and block selectivity (i.e., nanoparticle surface chemistry, labeled) for clustered (FS) and discrete (CS) nanoparticles. The solid lines serve as guides for the eye, and the shaded region corresponds to the experimental uncertainty in the measured \(T_{ODT}\) of the neat copolymer.

Figure 4.3  Predicted dependence of \((\chi_{ABN})_{ODT}\) from SCF/DF analysis on the volume fraction of nanoparticles \((\phi_p)\), which vary in block selectivity (values of \(\chi_{ApN}\) are labeled) at \(R/R_g = 0.40\). The dashed line identifies \((\chi_{ABN})_{ODT}\) for the neat copolymer, and the arrowheads denote minima in the curves. The inset shows the explicit effect of nanoparticle selectivity on copolymer phase behavior at two different concentrations \((\phi_p = 0.05 \text{ and } 0.10)\).
Figure 4.4  Predicted dependence of $(\chi_{ABN})_{ODT}$ from SCF/DF analysis on $\phi_p$ for A-selective nanoparticles ($\chi_{ApN} = 0$) varying in $R/R_g$ (in 0.04 intervals, labeled). The inset shows the explicit effect of nanoparticle size on copolymer phase behavior at two different concentrations ($\phi_p = 0.05$ and $0.10$), and the illustration depicts the observed localization of nanoparticles in the large $R/R_g$ limit.
Figure 4.1. Segmental density profiles of the A block (solid line), B block (dotted line) and nanoparticle (p, bold solid line) as a function of distance (x) perpendicular to the lamellar microdomains in an ordered block copolymer and normalized with respect to the microdomain period (D). These results are generated by a hybrid SCF/DF theory for AB diblock copolymers ($\chi_{AB}N = 25$, $N_A = N_B$) modified with (a,b) small ($R/R_g = 0.05$) and (c,d) large ($R/R_g = 0.50$) nanoparticles varying in selectivity: (a,c) neutral ($\chi_{ApN} = \chi_{BpN}$) and (b,d) A-selective ($\chi_{ApN} = 0$). The enlargements below (a) and (b) show the corresponding nanoparticle density profiles.
Figure 4.2. The order-disorder transition temperature \( T_{\text{ODT}} \) measured by isochronal dynamic rheology as a function of nanoparticle mass fraction \( w_p \) and block selectivity (i.e., nanoparticle surface chemistry, labeled) for clustered (FS) and discrete (CS) nanoparticles. The solid lines serve as guides for the eye, and the shaded region corresponds to the experimental uncertainty in the measured \( T_{\text{ODT}} \) of the neat copolymer.
Figure 4.3. Predicted dependence of \((\chi_{ABN})_{ODT}\) from SCF/DF analysis on the volume fraction of nanoparticles (\(\phi_p\)), which vary in block selectivity (values of \(\chi_{ApN}\) are labeled) at \(R/R_g = 0.40\). The dashed line identifies \((\chi_{ABN})_{ODT}\) for the neat copolymer, and the arrowheads denote minima in the curves. The inset shows the explicit effect of nanoparticle selectivity on copolymer phase behavior at two different concentrations (\(\phi_p = 0.05\) and 0.10).
Figure 4.4. Predicted dependence of \((\chi_{ABN})_{ODT}\) from SCF/DF analysis on \(\phi_p\) for A-selective nanoparticles \((\chi_{ApN} = 0)\) varying in \(R/R_g\) (in 0.04 intervals, labeled). The inset shows the explicit effect of nanoparticle size on copolymer phase behavior at two different concentrations \((\phi_p = 0.05\) and 0.10), and the illustration depicts the observed\(^{16}\) localization of nanoparticles in the large \(R/R_g\) limit.
CHAPTER 5

COLLOIDAL NETWORK FORMATION IN
NANOSTRUCTURED POLYMER MATRICES

Abstract

Incorporation of nanoparticles composed of surface-functionalized fumed silica (FS) or native colloidal silica (CS) into a nanostructured block copolymer yields hybrid nanocomposites whose mechanical properties can be tuned by nanoparticle concentration and surface chemistry. In this work, dynamic rheology is used to probe the frequency and thermal responses of nanocomposites composed of a symmetric poly(styrene-b-methyl methacrylate) (SM) diblock copolymer and varying in nanoparticle concentration and surface functionality. At sufficiently high loading levels, FS nanoparticle aggregates establish a load-bearing colloidal network within the copolymer matrix. Transmission electron microscopy images reveal the morphological characteristics of the nanocomposites under these conditions.

(This chapter has will be published in its entirety:
5.1 Introduction

Block copolymers continue to remain one of the most extensively studied classes of polymers due to their intrinsic ability to infuse the dissimilar properties of homopolymers into a single material by spontaneously self-organizing at the molecular level. Molecular self-assembly is a direct consequence of thermodynamic incompatibility between the long, contiguous sequences comprising block copolymers and results in the formation of (a)periodic nanoscale morphologies.\textsuperscript{1,2} Ordered morphologies observed in simple AB diblock copolymers include A(B) spheres on a body- or face-centered cubic lattice in a B(A) matrix, A(B) cylinders on a hexagonal lattice in a B(A) matrix, triply periodic bicontinuous (gyroid) channels or alternating lamellar sheets. Targeted addition of a selective low-molar-mass solvent or relatively low-molecular-weight homopolymer to an ordered block copolymer can be used to preferentially swell one of the domains comprising the copolymer nanostructure and ultimately yield tunable transitions to morphologies with specific mechanical or optical properties.\textsuperscript{3-8} Recent studies have extended this general design paradigm by modifying ordered block copolymers with surface-functionalized inorganic nanoparticles to achieve hybrid nanocomposites. Unlike conventional nanocomposites prepared from homopolymers, block copolymer nanocomposites rely on the existing copolymer nanostructure to template – that is, spatially modulate – the nanoparticles.

Previous experimental studies\textsuperscript{8-12} of block copolymer nanocomposites have focused on precise positioning of nanoparticles within the copolymer nanostructure for use in optics, such as waveguides. Such efforts have demonstrated that, if sufficiently small
with respect to the host copolymer molecules (i.e., the characteristic size of the copolymer nanostructure), nonselective nanoparticles tend to distribute uniformly throughout the copolymer matrix in much the same fashion as nonselective solvent molecules. Selective nanoparticles, on the other hand, tend to locate along the interface separating adjacent domains within the copolymer nanostructure due to interfacial energy considerations, which result in fewer contacts between A and B repeat units. Larger selective nanoparticles are enthalpically driven to the core of the compatible domains to minimize repulsive contacts with incompatible blocks. Surface-functionalized nanoparticles have likewise been incorporated into ordered block copolymers to promote changes in morphology,\textsuperscript{13-15} as well as changes in phase behavior\textsuperscript{16-18} discerned from the order-disorder transition (ODT). We have recently demonstrated\textsuperscript{18} that the ODT of a poly(styrene-\textit{b}-methyl methacrylate) (SM) diblock copolymer modified with surface-functionalized fumed silica (FS) or native (hydroxyl-terminated) colloidal silica (CS) decreases monotonically with increasing nanoparticle loading. If, however, oligostyrene-functionalized CS is added to the copolymer, the ODT increases slightly before dropping, in qualitative agreement with self-consistent field predictions.

The objective of the present work is to examine how the mechanical properties of such block copolymer nanocomposites evolve as the concentration of surface-functionalized FS and native CS is systematically increased. Dynamic melt rheology is employed to investigate the mechanical properties, and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is used to examine the morphology of one of the nanocomposites.
5.2 Experimental

The SM copolymer was synthesized via sequential living anionic polymerization of the S block in cyclohexane at 60°C, followed by the M block in tetrahydrofuran at -78°C, with sec-butyl lithium as the initiator. According to proton nuclear magnetic resonance (\(^1\)H NMR) spectroscopy and size-exclusion chromatography (SEC), the block masses measured 13,000 each, with an overall polydispersity of 1.05. Three grades of functionalized FS were obtained in powder form from Degussa Corp. (Parsippany, NJ) and probed the effects of hydrophilicity vs. hydrophobicity and block selectivity: hydroxyl-terminated (OH), methacrylate-terminated (MA) and octyl-terminated (C8). According to the manufacturer, the primary particle size in each case was ~12 nm. The CS nanoparticles with an average diameter of 10-15 nm were provided as a suspension (20% solids) in dimethylacetamide by Nissan Chemicals (Houston, TX). Specimens for dynamic melt rheology were produced by ultrasonating the nanoparticles (at a specimen-specific concentration relative to the copolymer) for 30 min in toluene to achieve a satisfactory dispersion, followed by copolymer dissolution and further ultrasonication, and then air- and vacuum-drying, all performed at ambient temperature. No copolymer degradation due to ultrasonication was detected according to SEC analysis of the resultant films.

Dynamic rheology was performed on an ARES strain-controlled rheometer equipped with serrated 8 mm parallel plates and operated at 2% strain amplitude to ensure linear viscoelasticity. Discs measuring 8 mm in diameter and 1 mm thick were melt-pressed at 150°C and heated to 220°C under nitrogen. Frequency (\(\omega\)) spectra were acquired at
discrete temperatures above and below the ODT, while isochronal temperature sweeps were performed at $\omega = 1 \text{ rad/s}$ and a cooling rate of $1^\circ\text{C/min}$ under a nitrogen purge to avoid oxidative degradation. Specimens for TEMT were prepared by sectioning the glassy nanocomposites at ambient temperature. Electron-transparent sections measuring ca. 150 nm thick were subjected to the vapor of 0.5% RuO$_4$(aq) to selectively stain the styrenic units. Serial TEM tilt images were collected on a Gatan UltraScan 4000 CCD camera at a resolution of 0.76 nm/pixel and tilt angles ranging from $-69^\circ$ to $+69^\circ$ at an angular interval of 1.5$^\circ$ on a Technai T20 microscope operated at 200 kV. While the full tilt series was aligned using a pre-calibrated geometric model based on a high-precision goniometer stage, only representative images acquired at 0$^\circ$, 15$^\circ$ and 30$^\circ$ are reported herein.

### 5.3 Results and Discussion

According to the discontinuous change in the dynamic storage modulus ($G'$) encountered during an isochronal temperature sweep (upon cooling), the ODT of the neat copolymer is determined to be 186±1$^\circ$C. Addition of FS or CS nanoparticles up to 10 wt% reduces the ODT by as much as ~7°C, depending on surface functionality. This change in ODT is markedly different from that observed in block copolymer nanocomposites composed of a poly(styrene-b-isoprene) diblock copolymer modified with C$_{60}$ buckyballs. In that case, the ODT is found by dynamic rheology to decrease by 21°C upon incorporation of only 0.04 wt% C$_{60}$. At higher concentrations of C$_{60}$ nanoparticles (up to 0.5 wt%), the ODT does not change further but it does progressively
broaden. Such sensitivity is indicative of chemical interactions between the copolymer molecule (specifically, the unsaturated isoprenic units) and the carbonaceous nanoparticles, thereby generating a cross-linked material. Such interactions are not expected in the present systems, although we suspect that hydroxyl-terminated silica nanoparticles may bind with the acrylic units upon thermal treatment. To discern the effect of siliceous nanoparticles on mechanical properties at higher concentrations, temperature sweeps are presented in Fig. 1 for SM nanocomposites containing 20 wt% of the FS-OH, FS-C8 and CS additives.

These results immediately indicate that the fumed nanoparticles, which exist as branched aggregates commonly measuring on the order of hundreds of nanometers, have a more pronounced effect on the SM copolymer than do the CS nanoparticles. Specifically, the magnitude of $G'$ for the nanocomposites with FS consistently exceeds the dynamic loss modulus ($G''$) over the entire temperature interval examined, even though the copolymer exists as a structureless melt. In contrast, $G'$ increases beyond $G''$ only at low temperatures. Close examination of $G'(T)$ for the SM/CS nanocomposite also reveals that (i) the ODT of the copolymer persists in the vicinity of 172°C, which constitutes a 14°C reduction in the ODT of the copolymer, and (ii) a second transition appears to occur at $ca. 204°C$. This second transition is likewise apparent in the data collected from the SM/FS-OH nanocomposite, but is absent in the case of the system containing FS-C8. Neither of the FS-containing nanocomposites appears to exhibit an ODT. Similar disappearance of the ODT is observed in the case of nanocomposites modified with $C_{60}$ buckyballs. Over the range from 160 to 200°C, the dynamic moduli
measured from the SM-based nanocomposites described in Fig. 1 are well-behaved and permit direct assessment of modulus enhancement and nanocomposite rigidity as functions of nanoparticle concentration and surface chemistry below and above the copolymer ODT, if one exists.

The variation of the dynamic storage modulus (G') and dissipation factor (\(\tan\delta = \frac{G''}{G'}\)) with nanoparticle concentration is provided at a temperature below the block copolymer ODT (at 160°C) in Figs. 2a and 2b, respectively, and above the ODT (at 200°C) in Figs. 2c and 2d, respectively. In Fig. 2a, values of G' measured from FS-containing nanocomposites do not vary substantially (within experimental scatter, denoted by the shaded region) up to 5 wt% and then increase sharply. In contrast, G' from the SM/CS nanocomposite does not exhibit an abrupt rise until 20 wt%, indicating that single nanoparticles are less effective at improving the rigidity of the nanocomposite than the aggregated FS nanoparticles. Within the family of FS nanoparticles examined here, the FS-MA variant appears to be the most effective, while the FS-C8 nanoparticles are the least effective, at improving the mechanical properties of the copolymer. This is most likely due to the presumably nonselective nature of the FS-C8 nanoparticles. The FS-MA and FS-OH nanoparticles, on the other hand, can preferentially interact with the PMMA units of the copolymer and therefore distribute more uniformly. The solid and dashed lines included in the figure are meant as guides for the eye, but correspond to exponential regressions and fit the data surprisingly well. Similar behavior is also observed at 200°C (cf. Fig. 2c) when the copolymer is at a temperature above its ODT and disordered. It is
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interesting that the onset of the increase in $G'$ occurs at about the same concentration of both FS and CS nanoparticles.

In Fig. 2b, $\tan\delta$, a direct measure of liquid- versus solid-like behavior, is provided as a function of nanoparticle concentration and shows that, up to the concentration where $G'$ suddenly increases in Fig. 2a, $\tan\delta$ is, for the most part, greater than unity. Since $\tan\delta = G''/G'$, this observation indicates that the nanocomposite behaves liquid-like. At higher nanoparticle concentrations, $\tan\delta$ decreases below unity, and the material behaves more solid-like. While there is little systematic variation among the three surface-functionalized FS grades, the SM/CS nanocomposites exhibit the greatest liquid-like tendency, marginally behaving solid-like at 20 wt% CS. The solid and dashed curves constitute exponential regressions to the data and again fit the data well. As before, similar results are seen in Fig. 2d, which displays $\tan\delta$ as a function of nanoparticle concentration at 200°C, above the copolymer ODT. Solid-like behavior becomes evident at nanoparticle loading levels that correspond to the sharp rise in $G'$. The one series that deviates from the data previously discussed with regard to Fig. 2b consists of SM/FS-C8 nanocomposites. According to Fig. 2d, $\tan\delta$ for this series attains the highest $\tan\delta$ value measured (15.5 at 0.1 wt%) in this study and thus exhibits the greatest liquid-like behavior of all the nanocomposites investigated. As the concentration of FS-C8 is increased, however, values of $\tan\delta$ for this series become comparable to those measured for the other FS, as well as CS, series.

Of all the additives considered here, the discrete CS nanoparticles appear to be the least effective in improving the mechanical properties of the SM copolymer (due to the
formation of discrete, rather than interconnected, aggregate structures) and are not considered further. The FS-C8 nanoparticles likewise appear ineffective at low nanoparticle concentrations and temperatures above the copolymer ODT, but their efficacy progressively improves as the nanoparticle concentration increases. Since this series of nanocomposites represents the worst case of FS-based nanoparticles in terms of property-enhancing attributes, it is used here to probe the ability FS nanoparticles to form colloidal networks within the nanostructured copolymer matrix. Figure 3a shows the frequency spectra for $G'$ and $G''$ at 140°C and a nanoparticle concentration of 0.5 wt% FS-C8. Typical viscoelastic behavior is observed wherein $G''$ exceeds $G'$ at low $\omega$, but $G'$ grows larger than $G''$ at high $\omega$. The crossover point at $\omega_c$, where $G'$ and $G''$ intersect, yields a characteristic relaxation time ($\tau$) for the material. In this case, $\tau = 1/\omega_c$ is about 1.67 s. At 200°C, similar behavior is observed, but $\tau$ decreases by an order of magnitude to 0.13 s. When the concentration of FS-C8 is increased to 10 wt%, the frequency spectra change dramatically from the one displayed in Fig. 3a. In Fig. 3b, $G'$ is greater than and nearly parallel to $G''$ over the entire $\omega$ range examined. This signature feature establishes that the nanocomposite responds to shear as a gel wherein the FS-C8 forms a continuous, load-bearing network within the nanostructured copolymer melt. Analysis of the data in Fig. 3b reveals that both $G'$ and $G''$ scale as $\omega^{0.21}$ over the full $\omega$ range so that $\tan\delta$ remains constant, which satisfies the Winter-Chambon rheological criterion for a gel possessing infinite relaxation time. In the disordered SM copolymer matrix at 200°C, (Fig. 3c), $G'$ continues to exceed $G''$, remaining parallel at high $\omega$ (with $G'$ and $G''$ scaling as $\omega^{0.35}$) and starting to show evidence of a plateau at low $\omega$. Since this is the least
effective modifier of the FS family, it immediately follows that the other additives exhibit comparable, if not more pronounced, network behavior at nanoparticle concentrations of 10 wt% or more.

We now turn our attention to the most promising network-forming nanoparticle grade: FS-MA. Conventional TEM images acquired from relatively thick stained sections of two nanocomposites containing 5 and 20 wt% FS-MA are provided at 0°, 15° and 30° tilt in the top and bottom rows, respectively, of Fig. 4. In the case of the material with 5 wt% FS-MA, the lamellar morphology of the SM copolymer is evident and possesses a period of 20±2 nm. Existence of lamellae confirms that the copolymer molecules are capable of self-organizing (albeit under frustrating conditions) and that an ODT should be observed, which it is according to dynamic rheology.18 Discrete clusters of FS-MA nanoparticles are likewise visible and measure from ~10 to 35 nm across (which is on the same scale as the primary FS-MA nanoparticles). Recall that, of all the FS nanoparticles investigated here, the FS-MA nanoparticles are expected to be the most uniformly dispersed throughout the copolymer matrix because they generally promote the greatest and most consistent property enhancement. Since the nanoparticles are located throughout the specimen in the z direction (parallel to the electron beam) and TEM images provide 2D projections of 3D objects, the precise effect of these nanoparticles (as well as nanoparticle clusters) on copolymer nanostructure cannot be directly deduced without the use of 3D transmission electron microtomography,26,27 which will be provided in a forthcoming publication.
It is apparent, however, from the tilt images corresponding to the nanocomposite with 5 wt% FS-MA that the copolymer lamellae are not highly oriented due, in large part, to the presence of the nanoparticles. Moreover, in several locations throughout the field of view, the lamellae appear distorted or even discontinuous (cf. the circled region at 30° tilt), which is consistent with our previous phase study\textsuperscript{18} indicating that the stability of the copolymer nanostructure (discerned from the magnitude of the ODT) in this nanocomposite is lower than that of the neat copolymer. In the case of the nanocomposite containing 20 wt% FS-MA, however, the lamellar nanostructure of the copolymer is altogether eliminated, replaced by a continuous background of nearly constant optical density, whereas the FS-MA nanoparticles form a continuous network that extends throughout the material. These results agree with our findings from dynamic rheology: (i) no ODT is discernible from isochronal temperature sweeps of this nanocomposite, and (ii) this nanocomposite exhibits solid-like behavior at both low and high temperatures in the melt. Thus, we provide experimental evidence to demonstrate that incorporation of nanoparticles in block copolymer melts can induce sufficient molecular frustration via nanoscale confinement to completely thwart the ability of the copolymer molecules to form a periodic nanostructure.

5.4 Conclusions

Addition of native and surface-functionalized siliceous nanoparticles varying in hydrophobicity and inherent aggregation to a nanostructured block copolymer melt has little effect on the rheological properties at low nanoparticle concentrations, but promotes
an abrupt increase in $G'$ and a corresponding decrease in $\tan\delta$ (below unity) at high nanoparticle loading levels. In this latter regime, the nanocomposite melt behaves solid-like at temperatures above and below the copolymer ODT, suggesting that a colloidal network composed of nanoparticles develops. Existence of such a network is confirmed from mechanical frequency spectra acquired at different nanoparticle concentrations and temperatures. Transmission electron microscopy provides direct visual evidence of the colloidal network within the ordered copolymer nanostructure and demonstrates that two dissimilar nanostructures, both capable of imparting solid-like behavior to soft materials, can coexist in block copolymer nanocomposite melts.28
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5.7 List of Figure Captions

**Figure 5.1.** Temperature dependence of the dynamic shear moduli ($G'$, open; $G''$, filled) for SM nanocomposites containing 20 wt% of three different nanoscale additives: hydroxyl-terminated colloidal silica (CS, circles), hydroxyl-terminated fumed silica (FS-OH, triangles) and octyl-terminated fumed silica (FS-C8, squares). The dotted vertical line identifies an abrupt change in $G'$ that occurs in the case of the hydroxyl-terminated nanoparticles.

**Figure 5.2.** Dependence of $G'$ (a,c) and $\tan\delta$ (b,d) on nanoparticle concentration for three nanoparticle species — CS (●), FS-OH (△), FS-C8 (□) and FS-MA (○) — at two temperatures (in °C): 160 (a,b) and 200 (c,d). The solid and dashed lines serve as guides for the eye for the FS-MA and CS data, respectively; whereas the shaded region shows the range in $G'$ over which nanoparticle concentration generally has little effect on nanocomposite mechanical properties. The vertical dotted line identifies the concentration vicinity beyond which the nanocomposites behave solid-like, and the horizontal dotted line (c,d only) signifies where $\tan\delta = 1$.

**Figure 5.3.** Isothermal frequency spectra acquired for $G'$ (○) and $G''$ (●) at the following conditions: (a) 0.5 wt% FS-C8 at 140°C, (b) 10 wt% FS-C8 at 140°C and (c) 10 wt% FS-C8 at 200°C.

**Figure 5.4.** TEM images acquired at three different tilt angles (labeled) from SM/FS-MA nanocomposites containing 5 and 20 wt% FS-MA (top and bottom rows,
respectively). In each case, the FS-MA nanoparticles appear as electron-opaque (dark) aggregate features, whereas the styrenic lamellae of the SM copolymer are likewise dark due to selective staining. The arrow shows the location of lamellae comprising the copolymer nanostructure, whereas the circled region highlights copolymer lamellae that appear distorted or partially discontinuous.
Figure 5.1. Temperature dependence of the dynamic shear moduli (G', open; G'', filled) for SM nanocomposites containing 20 wt% of three different nanoscale additives: hydroxyl-terminated colloidal silica (CS, circles), hydroxyl-terminated fumed silica (FS-OH, triangles) and octyl-terminated fumed silica (FS-C8, squares). The dotted vertical line identifies an abrupt change in G' that occurs in the case of the hydroxyl-terminated nanoparticles.
Figure 5.2. Dependence of $G'$ (a,c) and $\tan\delta$ (b,d) on nanoparticle concentration for three nanoparticle species — CS (○), FS-OH (△), FS-C8 (□) and FS-MA (○) — at two temperatures (in °C): 160 (a,b) and 200 (c,d). The solid and dashed lines serve as guides for the eye for the FS-MA and CS data, respectively; whereas the shaded region shows the range in $G'$ over which nanoparticle concentration generally has little effect on nanocomposite mechanical properties. The vertical dotted line identifies the concentration vicinity beyond which the nanocomposites behave solid-like, and the horizontal dotted line (c,d only) signifies where $\tan\delta = 1$. 
Figure 5.3. Isothermal frequency spectra acquired for $G'$ (○) and $G''$ (●) at the following conditions: (a) 0.5 wt% FS-C8 at 140°C, (b) 10 wt% FS-C8 at 140°C and (c) 10 wt% FS-C8 at 200°C.
Figure 5.4. TEM images acquired at three different tilt angles (labeled) from SM/FS-MA nanocomposites containing 5 and 20 wt% FS-MA (top and bottom rows, respectively). In each case, the FS-MA nanoparticles appear as electron-opaque (dark) aggregate features, whereas the styrenic lamellae of the SM copolymer are likewise dark due to selective staining. The arrow shows the location of lamellae comprising the copolymer nanostructure, whereas the circled region highlights copolymer lamellae that appear distorted or partially discontinuous.
CHAPTER 6

FRUSTRATING THE LAMELLAR ORDERING TRANSITION OF POLYSTYRENE-BLOCK-POLYISOPRENE WITH C\textsubscript{60} BUCKYBALLS

Abstract

Thermal fluctuations in block copolymer (BCP) materials characteristically drive the ordering transition from a second-order phase transition, as predicted by mean-field theory, to a first-order phase transition by the well known Brazovskii mechanism. Many observations of a sharp jump in X-ray and neutron scattering intensity, as well as rheological properties, at the order-disorder transition (ODT) temperature (T\textsubscript{ODT}) signal this phenomenon. However, introduction of "quenched disorder," as might be expected from the introduction of associating nanoparticles (NPs) and cross-links into the BCP material, is theoretically predicted to either eliminate the ODT or, more dramatically, restore the second-order nature of the phase transition. The present paper considers the dispersion of C\textsubscript{60} ("buckyballs") into a symmetric diblock copolymer [polystyrene-block-polyisoprene]; PS-\textit{b}-PI] to see how this NP additive alters the character of BCP ordering. Numerous previous experiments have established that C\textsubscript{60} tends to aggregate in PS and other polymer matrices and possesses oxidative properties that might serve to create effective "cross-links" so that these particles can induce quenched disorder at the scale of
the BCP ordering. A significant perturbation of the BCP ordering process is thus anticipated. Our small-angle X-ray scattering observations indicate that the addition of a relatively small amount of C₆₀ (~0.4 wt%) lowers $T_{ODT}$ appreciably (by $\approx 15^\circ C$) relative to the neat BCP, and the temperature range of the ordering process and the characteristic period of the lamellae both increase significantly. More impressively, the addition of ~1 wt% C₆₀ causes the BCP to remain in a disordered state over a wide temperature range so that $T_{ODT}$ apparently disappears altogether. These results confirm that incorporation of NPs to BCP materials can have a significant effect on even the qualitative nature of the ordering process, offering both challenges and opportunities.
6.1 Introduction

Nanohybrid materials, more generally referred to as "nanocomposites," composed of a block copolymer (BCP) and a dispersed nanoparticle (NP) additive have attracted much attention recently because BCPs are materials that self-organize into diverse and tunable multiphase structures with nanoscale periodicity and widespread commercial interest.¹⁻¹⁴ Independent studies generally recognize that the mechanical, thermal, optical, and interfacial properties¹⁵⁻¹⁷ of even ordinary polymers can strongly benefit from the addition of NPs. Fullerenes constitute particularly attractive NP additives because of the numerous proposed applications of fullerene nanocomposites in electronics, laser engineering, optics, and pharmaceuticals,¹⁸,¹⁹ as well as the relative simplicity of characterizing and working with these materials. The investigation of NP additives, such as fullerenes, to BCP materials is scientifically interesting because of their potential for perturbing the very nature of the phase transitions that occur in these materials, an effect that may by itself lead to new applications. In particular, first-order phase transitions, such as those encountered in neat BCP materials, are sensitive to the introduction of quenched disorder from impurities and other constraints (e.g., mechanical perturbations such as stretching) that can either eliminate the ordering transition altogether or drive the phase transition to become second-order.²⁰⁻²⁴ The extraordinary prediction of an ordering conversion from first-order to second-order has been confirmed in inorganic materials,²⁵⁻²⁸ and the present work considers the possible existence of this phenomenon in BCP materials.

While a precise description of quenched disorder in the context of BCP materials is
somewhat vague from a theoretical standpoint, it is intuitively clear that such impurity-
drive disorder should have dimensions on the scale of ordering in the BCP material (e.g.,
the lamellar spacing) to be effective at perturbing the ordering process. On the other
hand, if the additive is much larger than this scale, such as in the case of conventional
micron-sized filler particles, then the BCP molecules will primarily encounter only
macroscopic interfaces. Thus, we judge NPs to be optimal for studies aimed at perturbing
the very nature of the ordering transition in BCP materials. Apart from the fact that
fullerenes are true NPs with the obvious advantage of having a well-characterized
geometry and surface chemistry, they are known to form clusters in polymer matrices at
low particle concentrations. In this case, the size of the clusters can be tuned by varying
the NP concentration. Moreover, molecular dynamics simulations have explored the
fundamental nature of NP self-assembly, which is interesting in its own right. Such
clustering allows for controllable variation in the scale of heterogeneities within the BCP
material and thus provides a viable means of by which to alter the extent of quenched
disorder to effect a change in BCP ordering.

While some simulation studies aimed at understanding the influence of NPs on
ordering in BCP materials have been based on mesoscopic simulation methods
(dynamical density functional and cell dynamical theories), these mean-field
computational methods do not explicitly consider the role of composition fluctuations on
the ordering process. Indeed, the effect of such fluctuations can not be realistically
simulated for BCP materials in the absence of NPs, and the long timescales involved
make large-scale molecular dynamics simulations unfeasible for such investigations.
However, existing mean-field simulations\textsuperscript{35-38} have revealed a tendency for NPs possessing idealized interactions to localize either at the interface of the BCP components or to within one of the blocks, depending on the selective nature of the NP-BCP interaction. These results, which have been experimentally verified,\textsuperscript{38,39} are most likely robust tendencies and the omission of fluctuations probably does not compromise these qualitative conclusions. However, the NP size, shape and surface interactions are often assumed to be completely wetting or non-wetting by the polymer matrix, and the interactions leading to self-assembly are completely neglected in these simplified mean-field simulations. These assumptions can be difficult to realize in practice. One must consequently be prepared for new phenomena to emerge in these systems that simulations have not yet revealed. Recent self-consistent field calculations have also strongly suggested that the dynamic heterogeneity associated with the glass-forming nature of the components can influence ordering in BCP materials,\textsuperscript{40} providing yet another source of disorder to be considered in relation to understanding and controlling BCP ordering.

Prior experimental studies have elucidated the effect of NP additives on the phase behavior of polymers. For example, Wiesner \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{41} report that adding silica-like NPs measuring 12 to 18 nm in diameter and possessing a surface layer of grafted polyisoprene into a BCP matrix composed of polystyrene-\textit{block}-polyisoprene (PS-\textit{b}-PI) at 0.5 wt% decreased the order-disorder transition temperature (\(T_{\text{ODT}}\)). Han \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{42} have shown that the addition of Cloisite 30B (synthetic exfoliated clay sheets) increased \(T_{\text{ODT}}\) of a functionalized polystyrene-\textit{block}-hydroxylated polyisoprene BCP relative to the neat BCP material. This observation is attributed to varying defect energy density in the BCP
material upon addition of these NPs. More recently, Gaines et al.\textsuperscript{43} have demonstrated that $T_{\text{ODT}}$ increases for polystyrene-coated silica NPs (20 nm diameter), but decreases for hydroxyl-terminated native silica NPs (12 nm diameter), in a polystyrene-\textit{block}-methyl methacrylate BCP. Their accompanying self-consistent field simulations indicate that increases in $T_{\text{ODT}}$ can occur under favorable conditions of NP concentration, selectivity and size. In general terms, these shifts of the ordering temperature, either up or down depending on the preferential affinity of the additive for the polymer components, are completely normal upon addition of solvent additives to small molecule mixtures, polymer blends or even magnets for that matter.\textsuperscript{44} Apart from the qualitative nature of the phenomenon, there are outstanding questions relating to how additive morphology and interaction strength \textit{quantitatively} affect the magnitude and sign of these temperature shifts. We also note at this juncture that Sanz \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{45} have utilized inelastic incoherent neutron scattering to quantify the effect of C\textsubscript{60} NP additives on the amplitude of local chain motion in glassy polystyrene and found an appreciably increased amplitude of atomic motion upon addition of the NPs, an effect that has significant potential ramifications for influencing ordering processes involving glassy polymeric materials.

In the present study, we present an experimental study of the influence of C\textsubscript{60} on $T_{\text{ODT}}$ of lamellae-forming symmetric PS-\textit{b}-PI BCP materials. The organization of this paper is as follows: First, small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) profiles for the specimens with and without C\textsubscript{60} are presented over a wide temperature range traversing $T_{\text{ODT}}$. This range is investigated to determine how the nature of the transition is altered upon incorporation of the NP additive. Secondly, we address how the ODT and breadth of the
ordering transition become modified by the presence of C₆₀ and how these changes are manifested in the dynamic rheological behavior of the nanocomposites. Finally, we discuss the implications of our observations.

6.2 Experimental

Materials

Given the unexpected nature of our preliminary results, we synthesized two block copolymer samples, one at the ASRC in Japan (BCP1) and the other at Procter & Gamble in the United States (BCP2). Both PS-b-PI materials were synthesized by living anionic polymerization with sec-butyllithium as the initiator according to standard methods. The molecular weight characteristics of BCP were \( M_n = 21500 \text{ g/mol} \) and \( M_w/M_n = 1.02 \), whereas those for BCP2 were \( M_n = 16000 \text{ g/mol} \) and \( M_w/M_n = 1.02 \). The volume fraction of PS (\( f_{PS} \)) in each copolymer was 0.55 and 0.50, respectively. The fullerene NPs (≈1 nm in diameter) incorporated into BCP1 were purchased from Aldrich, while those in BCP2 were obtained from Alpha Aesar.

Sample preparation

Since the solubility of C₆₀ in organic solvents is limited (e.g., the saturated concentration of C₆₀ in benzene is reported to be ≈1.44 mg/g at 30°C) and to avoid excessive clustering, small amounts of NPs were added to the BCP materials. Films of BCP1 without and with 0.4 wt% C60 (referred to as films BCP1a and BCP1b, respectively) were prepared for SAXS by slowly evaporating a benzene solution with
5.15 wt% BCP1 at ambient temperature in air for one week and then under vacuum for one week. In the case of the nanocomposite, special care was exercised to obtain, as much as possible, a homogeneous dispersion of C$_{60}$ in the as-cast films. The BCP1 and C$_{60}$ were first separately dissolved in benzene at concentrations of 10.3 and 0.04 wt%, respectively. The C$_{60}$ solution was further subjected to ultrasound for 30 min before the two solutions were subsequently mixed in a 1:1 volume ratio. Film BCP1$_{c}$, wherein the C$_{60}$ concentration in the film was increased to a value near 1 wt%, was formed in the same way as film BCP1$_{b}$. The thickness of the as-cast films after drying was $\approx$ 0.43 mm. Nanocomposites of BCP2 and C$_{60}$ were fabricated for dynamic rheology in similar fashion as those produced with BCP1. The C$_{60}$ was dispersed in toluene at concentrations ranging from 0 to 0.5% w/v under sonication for $\approx$1 h. Clear, purple solutions were obtained in this fashion, indicating that the NPs were relatively well-dispersed. The BCP2 material was then added to each solution at a concentration of 3% w/v and dissolved while being stirred. The solutions were cast in Teflon molds, and the toluene was allowed to evaporate slowly at ambient temperature. Dried films measured $\approx$ 1 mm thick and varied in color from purple to brown with increasing C$_{60}$ content, but consistently remained optically clear.

Sample characterization

The scattering intensity was measured in situ with a SAXS diffractometer described elsewhere.$^{49}$ To suppress thermal degradation as much as possible, each specimen, consisting of a stack of six films so that the total thickness was $\approx$2.6 mm, was placed in a
chamber filled with nitrogen, and the temperature was controlled to an uncertainty of ±0.03°C. Acquired scattering profiles were desmeared for slit-height and slit-width smearing and corrected for absorption, air scattering and thermal diffuse scattering as described elsewhere.49 The thermal history for the SAXS experiments performed on BCP1 films is depicted in Fig. 1. Each sample was cooled starting from an initial temperature 180°C, corresponding to the disordered state. The temperature was then reduced in 1°C decrements through T_{ODT}. Samples were held at temperature for ≈ 60 min before each ≈ 30 min measurement. Dynamic shear rheology was performed on BCP2 films to discern T_{ODT} as a function of C_{60} concentration. Isochronal temperature sweeps were conducted at a fixed oscillatory frequency and strain amplitude of 1 rad/s and 1%, respectively, to ensure linear viscoelasticity on an ARES strain rheometer outfitted with 25 mm parallel plates and operated under a nitrogen purge to prevent oxidative degradation. Specimens were heated from 80 to 150°C at a constant heating rate of 1°C/min. The value of T_{ODT} was deduced from the midpoint of the discontinuous reduction in the dynamic storage modulus (G') with increasing temperature.

6.3 Results

Figure 2 shows the corrected SAXS scattering profiles acquired in situ from film BCP1a as a function of temperature according to the thermal protocol provided in Fig. 1. Here, the scattering intensity is plotted against the magnitude of the scattering vector \( q \), where \( q \equiv (4\pi/\lambda) \sin(\theta/2) \), \( \lambda = 0.154 \) nm and \( \theta \) represents the scattering angle. As in former SAXS studies of the same BCP material,50 an abrupt change in scattering intensity
is observed in Fig. 2a at a temperature between 165 and 160°C. Moreover, a second-order Bragg peak is evident for \( T < T_{ODT} \) (not shown). This is caused by the slightly asymmetric composition \( (f_{PS} = 0.55) \) and is characteristic of a lamellar morphology.\textsuperscript{51,52} The scattering data for the neat BCP film shows a continuous increase in the scattering intensity maximum and a decrease of the peak width upon cooling. These features constitute "normal" behavior and provide a reference point for our observations below for the NP-modified BCP.

Corrected SAXS profiles from the BCP1\( b \) film possessing a relatively low concentration of \( C_{60} \) (0.4 wt\%) again according to the thermal protocol in Fig. 1 are displayed in Fig. 3. In this case, the scattering intensity presented as function of \( q \) changes abruptly from a broad maximum to a sharp peak over a narrow temperature range between 150 and 146°C, implying an appreciable shift of \( T_{ODT} \) for such a small amount of additive. Profiles collected above \( T_{ODT} \) are highlighted in Fig. 3b. In addition to the apparent shift in \( T_{ODT} \) upon fullerene addition, the shape of the scattering maximum changes: it is lower and the peak width is broader than the virgin BCP1\( a \). We elaborate further on these differences below. Corrected SAXS data for the BCP1\( c \) film modified with a relatively large amount of \( C_{60} \) (≈1 wt\%) are included for comparison in Fig. 4, in which the thermal protocol is again described by Fig. 1. In this case, the peak SAXS scattering intensity never becomes large (note the different ordinate scales in Figs. 3 and 4), despite the large temperature range investigated.

The first-order scattering peak is normally analyzed in terms of the maximum intensity \( (I_m) \), the peak position \( (q_m) \) and the full width at half maximum \( (\sigma_q) \) of the
scattering intensity. This latter quantity is the inverse of the correlation length describing the BCP in the ordered and disordered states, \( \xi \equiv 1/\sigma_q \). Characteristically, a plot of \( I_m^{-1} \) or \( \sigma_q^2 \) vs \( T^{-1} \) reveals a discontinuous change at \( T_{ODT} \), as a consequence of thermal fluctuation-induced first-order transition. Both \( I_m^{-1} \) and \( \sigma_q^2 \) are plotted as a function of \( T^{-1} \) or \( \Delta = T^{-1} - T_{ODT}^{-1} \) for all the films discussed above in Fig. 5. As expected, \( I_m^{-1} \) and \( \sigma_q^2 \) exhibit similar temperature dependence in films BCP1a and BCP1b, with each exhibiting a temperature discontinuity over a narrow temperature range. Thus, these films exhibit well-defined first-order phase transitions, which occur between 163 and 161°C for BCP1a and 149 and 146°C for BCP1b (cf. Figs. 5a and 5b). Moreover, \( T_{ODT} \) is depressed by about 15°C for BCP1b relative to the neat BCP1a film. Normally, three distinct temperature regimes are evident in such plots and correspond to the temperature ranges above, near and below the transition point. In each regime, \( I_m^{-1} \) vs. \( T^{-1} \) and \( \sigma_q^2 \) vs. \( T^{-1} \) are nearly linear and the temperature range of the ODT indicated above is determined from the intersection of these three lines. The temperature window of the ordering transition also becomes broader in the C60-modified (BCP1b) film. The situation is strikingly different in BCP1c with the highest C60 concentration, however, where no discernible transition, first-order or otherwise, is observed. As the temperature is varied, the change in scattering intensity and correlation length appear continuous.

In Figs. 5c and 5d, \( I_m^{-1} \) and \( \sigma_q^2 \) are compared as functions of \( \Delta \) for films BCP1a and BCP1b. Here, \( \Delta \) is related to an effective segregation power of PS and PI blocks: \( \chi_T - \chi_{ODT} \), where \( \chi_T \) and \( \chi_{ODT} \) are the thermodynamic interblock interaction parameters evaluated at \( T \) and \( T_{ODT} \), respectively. The temperature dependence of \( I_m^{-1} \) and \( \sigma_q^2 \) for
films BCP1a and BCP1b become almost identical when $I_{m}^{-1}$ and $\sigma_{q}^{2}$ are plotted in terms of $\Delta$, which implies that the change in scattering observed in these two films is due to a change in the interaction parameter $\chi_T$ through the addition of C$_{60}$ NPs. Incorporation of the NPs at low concentrations yields an effect that is similar to that of BCP materials upon addition of solvent, i.e., a simple change in $\chi_T$. However, a subtle difference in the scattering data arises upon addition of the fullerene NPs: $I_{m}^{-1}$ for a given $\Delta$ is somewhat smaller in BCP1a than in BCP1b (cf. Fig. 5c). This difference will be is discussed later. We next consider the nature of the ordering transition of BCP2 with C$_{60}$ ascertained on the basis of dynamic rheological measurements.

As in the crystallization of molten polymeric materials, the ordering transition of BCP materials is accompanied by the formation of structure that endows the BCP with solid-like character through a first-order phase transformation. Rheological measurements thus provide a method for locating and characterizing the nature of the ordering transition that is complementary to small-angle scattering. While rheological measurements require finite deformation of samples subjected to very low strains that in some cases perturb the material (even in the linear viscoelasticity limit), this approach is nonetheless useful for measuring the temperature corresponding to this ordering transition.$^{62,63}$ Determination of $T_{ODT}$ in a BCP by dynamic melt rheology is achieved by examining the temperature dependence of the dynamic storage modulus $G'$, since this quantity best characterizes the elastic nature of the polymer melt.$^{67}$ Figure 6 shows representative temperature scans for BCP2 films with and without the C$_{60}$ NPs. The
rheological order-disorder transition is identified by the inflection point in the discontinuous drop of \( G' \) as a function of temperature.

In the case of the neat BCP2 (BCP2a), \( T_{ODT} \) is measured as 117±1°C.\(^{67}\) (The uncertainty includes the range of temperatures associated with data points collected at \( \Delta T \approx 0.3 \).) Table 1 lists values of \( T_{ODT} \) measured for BCP2 nanocomposites varying in NP concentration. Introduction of 0.02 wt% \( C_{60} \) in BCP2b, for instance, reduces \( T_{ODT} \) by almost 17°C relative to BCP2a. Increasing the concentration of \( C_{60} \) to 0.04 wt% (an order of magnitude lower concentration compared to BCP1b) in BCP2c results in \( \approx 21 \)°C decrease in \( T_{ODT} \), which quantitatively agrees with the results obtained for the BCP1 series by SAXS. This change in \( T_{ODT} \) is accompanied by an 8 % increase in the magnitude of \( G' \) evaluated at 80 °C. The glass transition temperature (\( T_g \)) of the PS block in this BCP material is 58 °C according to differential scanning calorimetry and is nearly independent of \( C_{60} \) concentration. Increases in NP loading up to 0.08 wt% promote little, if any, further reduction in \( T_{ODT} \), suggesting that the mechanism responsible for the observed change in \( T_{ODT} \) reaches a limit. The temperature range over which \( G' \) decreases due to disordering (\( \Delta T_{ODT} \) in Table 1) is likewise useful to describe self-assembly transitions that often exhibit transition rounding\(^{62-65}\) and generally broadens progressively with increasing \( C_{60} \) concentration. At 0.50 wt% \( C_{60} \), existence of an unequivocal inflection point in \( G' \) becomes questionable, which is consistent with an apparent disappearance of the first-order phase transition according to SAXS.

Figure 7 shows the repeat period (\( D \)) determined from the position of the wavevector corresponding to the scattering maximum (\( q_m \)) from Bragg's law (\( D = 2\pi/q_m \)) as a
function of $T^{-1}$ for the three BCP1 films. No profound change in $D$ occurs near $T_{ODT}$, which is consistent with previous reports by Bates et al.\textsuperscript{66} and Hashimoto et al.\textsuperscript{47} In contrast, $D$ progressively changes in the order $D_a < D_b < D_c$, where the subscript denotes the relevant material. Specifically, $D_b$ is found to be larger than $D_a$ by about 0.5 nm at a given temperature, while $D_c$ is larger by about 5 nm than the neat BCP material at high temperatures. The presence of the $C_{60}$ influences the effective thickness of the ordered lamellae, as well as the intensity and scale of the composition fluctuations in the BCP. At 1 wt\% $C_{60}$, no ODT is apparent over the wide temperature investigated. This observation, coupled with the low peak scattering intensity, indicates that the BCP remains in what can reasonably be called a disordered state, in which case we propose that the ODT simply disappears.

To determine how the addition of such a small amount of $C_{60}$ to the BCP matrix can cause such a significant suppression of the $T_{ODT}$ and such as large increase in $D$, we plot the scattering profiles near the first-order peak for the three films at the same temperature (180°C) in Fig. 8. The plots reveal the following: (i) The scattering maximum $I_{ni}$ decreases in the order of $I_{na} > I_{nb} > I_{nc}$, whereas (ii) the peak width $\sigma_{qi}$ increases in the order of $\sigma_{qa} < \sigma_{qb} < \sigma_{qc}$, and (iii) the peak position decreases (or, conversely, $D$ increases) upon increasing the $C_{60}$ concentration. According to these results, the Fourier modes of concentration fluctuations at large $q$ ($q > 0.3$ nm$^{-1}$) are suppressed, while those at small $q$ ($q < 0.3$ nm$^{-1}$) are enhanced. All these findings reflect the downward shift in $T_{ODT}$ upon incorporation of $C_{60}$. Results (i) and (ii) naturally arise from changes in the magnitude of the thermodynamic interaction parameter $\chi_T$ between the PS and PI blocks, as discussed
above. However, result (iii) wherein $q_m$ depends on NP concentration is not a consequence of a simple change in $\chi_T$. Thus, the observations to be elucidated here are the origin of the $T_{\text{ODT}}$ shift and the meaning of result (iii).

### 6.4 Discussion

Our investigation of two neat BCP materials indicates a canonical behavior of a fluctuation-induced first-order phase transition. From this baseline, we can discuss how the presence of $C_{60}$ changes the order–disorder transition in these materials. The introduction of a relatively small concentration ($0.4$ wt\%) of $C_{60}$ into either BCP profoundly reduces the $T_{\text{ODT}}$, an effect that by itself is unremarkable. The breadth of the transition temperature, on the other hand, is increased, which is intuitively anticipated, but not predicted, from the presence of NPs altering molecular packing and thus the entropic, as well as the enthalpic, contributions to the thermodynamic parameter $\chi_T$, which effectively governs the degree of block segregation. An interesting feature of the reduction of $T_{\text{ODT}}$ is the magnitude of the shift in comparison to small-molecule diluents. In small-molecule liquid mixtures or even magnetic systems, the concentration-dependent shift of the phase boundary is often linear in the volume of additive, with a slope that is on the order of unity or smaller. The $15\text{–}21^\circ C$ reduction measured in $T_{\text{ODT}}$ in the BCP films containing $0.02\text{–}0.4$ wt\% $C_{60}$ corresponds to a change that is about an order of magnitude larger than normal relative to small-molecule additives. Although theoretical investigations are severely limited with respect to this problem, we note that large critical temperature ($\chi_T$) shifts have been reported when
highly extended polymers are added to small-molecule critical mixtures. In particular, Siano and Bock\textsuperscript{55} find that cloud point shifts correlate with the intrinsic viscosity of the additive times the additive concentration. An order of magnitude increase in the aspect ratio of the additive is typically sufficient to promote an order of magnitude shift in the intrinsic viscosity,\textsuperscript{57,58} in which case NP clustering provides a potential explanation for the transition shift observed here.

The possibility of C\textsubscript{60} clustering in the BCP matrices is consistent with ample other evidence in polymeric materials. This C\textsubscript{60} particle clustering phenomenon has been nicely illustrated by Kropka \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{29} in studies where poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) constitutes the matrix, whereas others\textsuperscript{30,31} have considered the equivalent case of polystyrene. The electron microscopy observations of Kropka \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{29} confirm the presence of C\textsubscript{60} aggregates measuring on the order of 10 to 20 nm at a C\textsubscript{60} concentration on the order of 1 wt\%. Such NP clustering provides an obvious source of structural order that is responsible for changes in the scattering and rheological data, as well as in the nature of the ordering transition in the C\textsubscript{60}-modified BCP materials described above.

Another basic finding of several theoretical studies relating to quenched disorder effects on first-order phase transitions is the existence of a critical concentration in three dimensions, where the phase transition \textit{either} transforms to a second-order phase transition \textit{or} disappears altogether (i.e., no critical concentration exists in two dimensions).\textsuperscript{55-58} An infinitesimal amount of disorder can destabilize a first-order phase transition, which perhaps has some significance for ultrathin quasi-2D BCP films by transforming into some glass-like state where ordering is so frustrated that only a highly
rounded remnant of the original phase transition exists. Observations of the BCP1c film containing 1 wt% C$_{60}$ are consistent with these general expectations. In particular, the heterogeneity in the BCP material arising from C$_{60}$ clusters at the higher fullerene concentrations so disrupts the BCP ordering that a phase transition does not exist. Only limited local ordering occurs, which is revealed in the weak BCP interchain correlations that are reflected in the broad peaks in Fig. 4 and the broadening of the discontinuity in $G'$ in Fig. 6. It would be interesting to see if other types of additives are capable of making the ordering transition second order, an effect that is certainly not observed in our measurements. Unfortunately, theory offers little guidance on this question.

The C$_{60}$ NPs appear to exhibit little selective affinity for either block or the interblock interface in our measurements. The Flory-Huggins interaction parameters between the blocks of PS-b-PI and C$_{60}$ have been calculated$^{73,74}$ as $\chi_{f,PS} = 0.015$ and $\chi_{f,PI} = 0.026$, respectfully. Although $\chi_{f,PI}$ is nearly twice as large as $\chi_{f,PS}$, the interaction parameters between C$_{60}$ and both of the blocks are relatively small, in which case the NPs can be expected to exhibit comparable miscibility within both blocks, but with a marginally higher affinity for the PS block. Because the C$_{60}$ has not been functionalized with any surface-grafted polymer chains to induce block-selective interaction, its ability to interact with each of the copolymer blocks is dictated solely by the magnitudes of $\chi_{f,PS}$ and $\chi_{f,PI}$. In the event that the NPs were functionalized, the microphase separation behavior could be considerably different. For example, Schmaltz and coworkers$^{83}$ have studied C$_{60}$ functionalized with long grafted PS chains ranging from 10,000 to 105,000 g/mol and report that the NP localized within the PS-rich microdomains of the copolymer...
structure\textsuperscript{79}, as one might expect. Their observations, however, show no evidence that the nanoparticles disrupt the ability of the BCP to order. Another consideration that influences the localization of NPs within a structured BCP material,\textsuperscript{81} as well as the stability of the BCP structure itself,\textsuperscript{82} is the primary size of the NP relative to the size of a BCP molecule, often expressed in terms of its gyration radius ($R_g$), which is given by $\sqrt{\left(l_{PS}^2 N_{PS} + l_{PI}^2 N_{PI}\right)/6}$. Here, $l_{PS}$ and $l_{PI}$ denote the statistical segment lengths of PS and PI (0.71 and 0.83 nm, respectively\textsuperscript{74}), and $N_i$ ($i = \text{PS or PI}$) is the number of statistical segment lengths comprising block $i$. The characteristic NP/BCP size ratio ($R_{C60}/R_g$), where $R_{C60}$ is the radius of the C$_{60}$ NPs, for both systems is about 0.1.

A shift in phase-transition temperature upon incorporation of an additive to a polymeric matrix is a rather universal phenomenon that exhibits common trends.\textsuperscript{80} In particular, the enthalpy and entropy governing the thermodynamics of the nanocomposite govern what sort of critical temperature shifts will be observed. According to Timmerman’s rule, the addition of an additive with a high selectivity towards one of the components in a mixture tends to destabilize the critical point (i.e., raise the temperature for an upper critical solution temperature, UCST, blend), whereas the addition of an non-selective additive (equally incompatible or compatible) stabilizes the mixture (lowers the critical point). Recent observations by Gaines et al.\textsuperscript{43} have demonstrated a tendency for $T_{ODT}$ in a block copolymer to shift upward to marginally higher temperatures upon addition of highly selective (surface-functionalized) silica NP, which is in agreement with the Timmerman’s simple rule extended to BCP materials. Previous observations by Wiesner et al.\textsuperscript{39} have likewise established that a functionalized NP induces a downward
shift of $T_{\text{ODT}}$, again a result qualitatively expected from Timmerman’s rule. However the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter provides only the enthalpic contribution of the free energy for the polymer system. In order to fully understand the equilibrium phase behavior and resulting copolymer morphology, the entropic contribution must also be considered. Several groups use theoretical calculations$^{75-78}$ to explain the ability of highly selective, small NPs to localize at/near the interface between the two blocks of the BCP. In this case, $T_{\text{ODT}}$ decreases dramatically because the polymer chains are now required to stretch around single or clustered NPs. Greater chain stretching causes the $T_{\text{ODT}}$ to decrease, and the BCP equilibrium morphology to become less stable.

There is another source of quenched disorder other than $C_{60}$ particle clustering that must, however, be considered. Nanoparticles intrinsically possess high surface area relative to other additives, and, as such, they are often highly reactive species, in which case we need to explore effects of a chemical, as well as a physical, nature when such nanomaterials are mixed with organic polymers. In particular, $C_{60}$ has been found to exhibit a powerful oxidizing effect on cell membranes, a primary factor implicated in the toxicity of this class of materials.$^{68,69}$ Underivatized fullerenes behave as both electron donors and electron acceptors, and their numerous electrophilic double bonds can spontaneously couple to nucleophiles, free radicals and conjugated double bonds.$^{84-87}$ The likelihood that this reaction proceeds increases with increasing temperature. As the number of polymer-particle contacts increases with $C_{60}$ loading, the NPs can easily form chemical cross-links with either the double bonds along the PI block or the phenyl rings
of the PS block or both, recognizing that double bonds are more electron-donating than phenyl rings.

There is direct evidence for chemical alteration in both series of BCP nanocomposites arising from active fullerene chemistry. First, the Fourier modes of concentration fluctuations at large $q$ values are suppressed, while those at small $q$ are enhanced. Second, the BCP1c and BCP2 films with 1 wt% $C_{60}$ after thermal treatment would only swell, and not dissolve, upon immersion in either THF or toluene. Third, FTIR analysis of BCP2 films after heat treatment during rheological analysis confirms changes in chemistry, especially at high wavenumbers where molecular vibrations due to hydrogen bonding becomes important. Chemical interaction of $C_{60}$ with the double bonds of the PI blocks in the BCP films may promote cross-linking of the PI blocks, either physically or chemically, both in regions rich in PI blocks (ordered state) and in the regions containing PS blocks (disordered state). Cross-linking generally suppresses concentration fluctuations and therefore stabilizes the disordered state and reduces scattering intensity particularly at $q \geq q_m$. Heterogeneous cross-linking, wherein more cross-linking occurs in spatial regions rich in PI (upon ordering) than in the regions also containing PS, accounts for enhancement of thermal concentration fluctuations at large length scales and, hence, $I(q)$ at small $q$ ($< q_m$). Fullerene-induced cross-linking apparently provides yet another source of heterogeneity that could disrupt BCP ordering, thereby affecting the order-disorder transition. Cross-linking, as well as NP clustering, can thus account for the experimentally observed augmentation of large-length scale thermal concentration fluctuations at small $q$. 
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6.5 Conclusions

We have prepared two series of nanocomposites composed of a symmetric PS-\textit{b}-PI BCP material and C\textsubscript{60}, and studied the impact of this NP on the thermodynamic nature of the lamellar ordering transition. Results from SAXS analysis of one BCP series indicate a large downward shift of T\textsubscript{ODT} at a relatively low concentration (0.4 wt\%) of the C\textsubscript{60} additive, an effect readily rationalized by the tendency of these NPs to form clusters within the polymer matrix even at relatively low NP concentrations. Nearly identical results are observed by dynamic rheology performed independently on the second BCP series. Although the phase transition was reduced and broadened in both instances, it remained first order, according to SAXS measurements. Increasing the concentration further (≈ 1 wt\% C\textsubscript{60}) proves to be sufficient to frustrate altogether the occurrence of the phase transition. This observation, which most likely reflects the combined effects of NP clustering and NP cross-linking of the polymer matrix, is consistent with the general expectation that the introduction of a sufficient amount of heterogeneity should \textit{eliminate} the first-order phase transition observed in the bulk material. Evidently, the addition of surface-active NPs to BCP materials can lead to new and unintended effects, but these property changes also afford opportunities for the development of \textit{new} materials that exploit new types of thermodynamic transition phenomena that arise from simply blending NPs with polymeric media.
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Table 6.1  Measured values of $T_{ODT}$ from BCP2 materials modified with $C_{60}$ nanoparticles according to dynamic shear rheology.
Table 6.1. Measured values of $T_{\text{ODT}}$ from BCP2 materials modified with $C_{60}$ nanoparticles according to dynamic shear rheology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>wt% $C_{60}$</th>
<th>$T_{\text{ODT}}$ Inflection (°C)</th>
<th>$T_{\text{ODT}}$ Onset (°C)</th>
<th>$T_{\text{ODT}}$ Offset (°C)</th>
<th>$\Delta T_{\text{ODT}}$ (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>116.6</td>
<td>115.4</td>
<td>117.8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>106.1</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>102.7</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>86.6</td>
<td>103.0</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td>102.9</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>86.6</td>
<td>110.2</td>
<td>23.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.9 List of Figure Captions

**Figure 6.1** Thermal treatment protocols adopted in the SAXS measurements for: (a) BCP1a (neat PS-b-PI); (b) BCP1b with 0.387 wt% C$_{60}$; (c) BCP1c with 1 wt% C$_{60}$. The arrows marked in $a$ and $b$ denote the corresponding values of $T_{ODT}$: 163-161$^\circ$C and 149-146$^\circ$C, respectively.

**Figure 6.2** Temperature dependence of the SAXS profiles near the first-order peaks for BCP1a at various temperatures (a) and at $T > T_{ODT}$ (b).

**Figure 6.3** Temperature dependence of the SAXS profiles near the first-order peaks for BCP1b at various temperatures (a) and at $T > T_{ODT}$ (b).

**Figure 6.4** Temperature dependence of the SAXS profiles near the first order peaks for BCP1c at various temperatures.

**Figure 6.5** $I_m^{-1}$ and (b) $\sigma_q^2$ presented as functions of $T^{-1}$ for BCP1a, BCP1b and BCP1c. (c) $I_m^{-1}$ and (d) $\sigma_q^2$ plotted as functions of $T^{-1}-T_{ODT}^{-1}$ for BCP1a and BCP1b.

**Figure 6.6** Isochronal temperature sweeps of the dynamic storage modulus ($G'$) for the BCP2 series varying in C$_{60}$ concentration from 0 to 0.5 wt% (see key).

**Figure 6.7** Variation of $D$ with $T^{-1}$ for BCP1a, BCP1b and BCP1c.

**Figure 6.8** Scattering profiles near the first-order peak for BCP1a, BCP1b and BCP1c evaluated at 180$^\circ$C.
Figure 6.1. Thermal treatment protocols adopted in the SAXS measurements for: (a) BCP1a (neat PS-b-PI); (b) BCP1b with 0.387 wt% C₆₀; (c) BCP1c with 1 wt% C₆₀. The arrows marked in a and b denote the corresponding values of T_{ODT}: 163-161°C and 149-146°C, respectively.
Figure 6.2. Temperature dependence of the SAXS profiles near the first-order peaks or BCP1α at various temperatures (a) and at $T > T_{ODT}$ (b).
Figure 6.3. Temperature dependence of the SAXS profiles near the first-order peaks for BCP1b at various temperatures (a) and at $T > T_{ODT}$ (b).
**Figure 6.4.** Temperature dependence of the SAXS profiles near the first order peaks for BCP1c at various temperatures.
Figure 6.5. $I_m^{-1}$ and (b) $\sigma_q^2$ presented as functions of $T^{-1}$ for BCP1\textit{a}, BCP1\textit{b} and BCP1\textit{c}. (c) $I_m^{-1}$ and (d) $\sigma_q^2$ plotted as functions of $T^{-1} - T_{ODT}^{-1}$ for BCP1\textit{a} and BCP1\textit{b}.
Figure 6.6. Isochronal temperature sweeps of the dynamic storage modulus ($G'$) for the BCP2 series varying in $C_60$ concentration from 0 to 0.5 wt% (see key).
Figure 6.7. Variation of $D$ with $T^{-1}$ for BCP1a, BCP1b and BCP1c
Figure 6.8. Scattering profiles near the first-order peak for BCP1a, BCP1b and BCP1c evaluated at 180°C
CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This work has shown that block copolymer microphase-ordering behavior is influenced by the block composition as well as the presence of large solvent molecules and nanoparticles.

7.1 A1BA2 Asymmetric Triblock Copolymers

The microphase-ordering in asymmetric A1BA2 triblock copolymers showed two trends as A2 grew on the end of the B-block: 1) A decrease in microphase stability at low molecular weight A2 and 2) An increase in microphase stability, once MW_{A1} ~ MW_{A2}. When low molecular weight A2 (MW_{A1} < MW_{A2}) was added to the end of the B-block, it phase-mixed with the B-blocks and formed a tail. Its phase behavior resulted from a reduction in $\chi_{\text{eff}}$ (evidenced by a decrease in $T_{\text{ODT}}$, $\chi \sim 1/T$) between itself and the B chains. A2’s small length caused entropy to be the driving force in decreasing the $T_{\text{ODT}}$, causing less microphase stability from enthalpically unfavorable A2. This reduction in interaction parameter caused the d-spacing to decrease, due to reduced molecular chain stretching. As A2 continued to grow (MW_{A1} ~ MW_{A2}), $\chi_{\text{eff}}$ increased and caused A2 to phase-separate from the B-phase and join the same phase as the chemically-similar A1.
block, forming a bi-disperse polymer brush with one macromolecule. The enthalpy became the driving force for improving microphase stability and increased the $T_{ODT}$. In order to accommodate the phase separation, the chains in the B-block became stretched. The d-spacing also increased and evidenced the same trends exhibited by strongly segregated block copolymers. Finally, as $A_2$ continued to grow, the phase behavior transitioned to a symmetric $ABA$ triblock copolymer ($A_2 = A_1$) and then eventually another bi-disperse polymer brush ($A_2 > A_1$). The phase segregation continued to increase as $A_2$ increased.

The future work for this project entails understanding more about predicting the phase-separation behavior of these block copolymers. More SCF calculations will explain more on the polymer physics. They will allow us to understand how varying the composition of $A_1$ also tunes the phase behavior of the B-block. It is expected that as $A_1$ decreases, phase-segregation will decrease, and it would eventually behave as a tail. With the addition of low molecular weight $A_2$, the polymer molecules will remain disordered and phase-mixed in all environments (pH, temperature, electric field).

Other factors could also influence the phase behavior. For example, when $A_1$ and $A_2$ are short tails and are homogeneously phase-mixed with in the B-phase, adding cross-links, solvent, or nanoparticles are all avenues that could modify the polymers’ phase behavior and can be experimented upon. Adding a cross-linking agent to some of the A-blocks could cause phase-segregation and micelles to form among short $A_1$ and $A_2$ tails. Strongly affinitive solvent molecules or nanoparticles may also have the ability to behave as cross-linkers to the short $A_1$ and $A_2$ tails, allowing them to form micelles around the
additives and allow phase-separation. If one of these additives could cause a blend that would have normally remained disordered to microphase-separate, it would also be interesting to monitor the changes in the ordering behavior (d-spacing and T_{ODT}). These materials would be useful in the development of photovoltaics and hydrogels, where electromagnetic radiation or changing pH could influence the phase segregation.

Asymmetric triblock copolymers may be used for a variety of applications. One of the main advantages of materials with bi-disperse polymer brushes is reduced confinement in one of the microphases. More space is present and may be occupied by any sort of additive. Nanoparticles could be placed within one of the phases, depending on their size, interaction, and geometry. Based on the interactions and size-ratio, they could be arranged in any desired manner. Large pockets of solvent molecules could also reside within one of the phases, gathering in another location than the interface. Polymer brushes are ideal materials for the coating industry, where surface chemistry becomes important. These asymmetric polymer brushes could be used to spontaneously absorb molecules/particles in one environment and then release the molecules/particles in another, for biomedical applications (anti-microbial wound dressings) or the electronics industry.

### 7.2 Block Copolymer Molecular-Composites

From the work done on tuning the phase behavior of a triblock (ABA) copolymer by adding large-molecule solvent, we observed a gathering of solvent molecules at the interface between A- and B-blocks. The degree of clustering was quantified as a function
of A-B segregation ($\chi_{ABN}$), selectivity ($\varepsilon$), and solvent volume fraction ($\Phi_s$) and recognized as the interfacial excess, $\phi^*$. Reported in Chapter 3, the most influential parameter causing $\phi^*$ to increase was A-B segregation, $\chi_{ABN}$. Selective and nonselective solvent molecules were entropically driven to the A-B interface, causing the number of A-B contacts to decrease (reducing the enthalpic contribution) and also causing the incompatibility to favorably reduce in the copolymer. Overall, these behaviors are expected to improve microphase stability of the copolymer microphases. Also highlighted, was the influence of molecular-penetrant size on the microphase stability. Smaller molecules dispersed more uniformly than larger molecules, despite the unfavorable enthalpic $\chi_{AS}$ interactions.\(^4\) Entropy governs the phase behavior here, where smaller molecules’ possession of high translational entropy governs their desire to spread. Larger molecules have less translational entropy and tend to still gather at the A-B interface, reducing the number of A-B contacts. They also gather at the midplane of the B-block and reduce chain stretching around the molecules. Their strong selectivity to the B-block and low translational entropy causes the system’s enthalpy to drive the molecules to the center of the favored B-block. Similar behaviors were observed in PS-$b$-PEP copolymer with surface functionalized Au NP, however two different sized NP had to be incorporated to achieve the same affect.\(^4\) This study precludes methods to specify NP for tailoring the phase behavior of block copolymer nanocomposite systems.

Further work for this project includes gaining more understanding on how $\Phi_s$ influences the BCP phase behavior via $\phi^*$. In particular, inducing phase transitions from increased $\phi^*$ must be understood in order to fully predict BCP phase behavior in selective
or nonselective solvent environments. It is expected that as the A- and B- blocks become more segregated ($\chi_{ABN} = 50, 75, \text{ or } 100$) and the solvent molecules become partially ($\varepsilon = 1.0$) or highly selective ($\varepsilon = 1.5, 2.0$), phase transitions from lamellae, cylinders, and spheres can be induced. Selective solvent molecules to the B-block cause a change in interfacial curvature, resulting in a phase transition. More SCF calculations were conducted, by modifying the $\chi_{ABN}$ and the $\varepsilon$, in an effort to determine if phase transitions were induced, as $\Phi_s$ increased. Figure 1 shows a partially selective system, where the $\chi_{ABN} = 50$ and $\varepsilon = 1.0$. At 10% solvent, a lamellar morphology is observed. As the solvent volume increases to 66%, the d-spacing increases slightly but the lamellar morphology remains in tact. At 67%, however, a phase transition to cylinders occurs. Selective solvent molecules gathering in the B-block and at the interface cause the interfacial curvature to increase and for cylinders to form. At 69% solvent, a metastable morphology emerges before disordering the copolymer, at 70% partially selective solvent.

Nonselective solvent molecules are expected to gather at the interface and also swell the A- & B-blocks, eventually causing the copolymer to disorder. The nonselective solvent molecules are not particular to either of the blocks and should merely dilute the system, while also causing the lamellar d-spacing to increase. Figure 2 shows a nonselective solvent system, where the $\chi_{ABN} = 50$ and $\varepsilon = 0.5$. Now at 10% nonselective solvent, an interfacial excess is observed as well as solvent segregation from the A- and B- blocks. The morphology of the copolymer is lamellar, as depicted earlier in Chapter 3. However as nonselective solvent volume fraction increases, so does the lamellar spacing.
allowing the lamellar morphology to remain at 62% solvent. A phase transition to cylinders appears at 63% nonselective solvent, but it does not remain stable. At 64%, the same metastable structure remains until the system disorders at 65% nonselective solvent. Regardless of selectivity, the microphase stability of the copolymer decreases with increasing $\Phi_S$. However, as solvent selectivity and segregation increases, more solvent is required before dis ordering can be induced.

More SCFT will be necessary to observe the phase behavior of more segregated copolymer systems. It is expected that higher values of $\chi_{ABN}$ and highly selective solvent may cause cylindrical and spherical morphologies to appear and become more stable. Others have demonstrated that mechanical properties of a block copolymer can improve with the addition of a selective solvent. The next phase of the project will be linking mechanical integrity to physical gel formation as the volume fraction of selective solvent is modified. Verifying microphase stability is necessary for these systems, so they may be developed for practical applications.

### 7.3 Block Copolymer Nanocomposites

In the nanoparticle/block copolymer systems, the ODT either increased with nanoparticle loading, or increased and decreased. As the concentration of nanoparticles became high, the eventual disappearance of the ODT was observed in both the PS-$b$-PM and the PS-$b$-PI nanocomposites, resulting in an absence of lamellar block copolymer ordering. The reason the PS-$b$-PM lamellar morphology did not form was because silica agglomerates obstructed block copolymer microphase ordering. High FS concentrations,
eventually lead to colloidal network formation. CS formed smaller aggregates and interacted more with the block copolymer. The large size-ratio of the CS-OS in the copolymer contributed to its improvement in microphase stability at low concentrations, resulting from seeding polymer chains at the NP surface. These observations convey the importance in tailoring particle-polymer interactions, size-ratio, concentration, and surface roughness, to control nanoscale block copolymer microphase stability.

The PS-\textit{b}-PI nanocomposite series, containing C\textsubscript{60}, showed different phase behavior. The smaller-sized C\textsubscript{60} was expected to attract to the PS benzene rings and have a different affect on the block copolymer’s ODT. Small concentrations of NP demonstrated a large decrease in the T\textsubscript{ODT}. The decrease in microphase stability resulted from the entropic contribution, where the NP behaved as diluents and spread throughout the blocks. The polymer chains had to stretch around the NP, causing the polymer chains to remain less ordered. The decrease in T\textsubscript{ODT} was predicted accurately by SCFT calculations. The theory also verified the effect of larger selective NP’s ability to increase the ODT and microphase stability, due to their interaction and failure to spread.

Cross-linking or strong interactions also occurred in the PS-\textit{b}-PI/C\textsubscript{60} nanocomposites, which resulted in the disappearance of the first-order ODT. Figure 3 illustrates temperature sweeps of nanocomposites, containing up to 4 wt\% C\textsubscript{60}. The ODT disappears and the storage shear modulus (G’) begins to increase at temperatures above 110 °C. This up-swing in the data evidences possible cross-linking. In order to verify this speculation, further characterization is required. Fourier Transform Infra-Red Spectroscopy (FTIR) and Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) were conducted on
four samples, before and after thermal treatment. Figure 4 evidences the presence of water at about 3440 cm$^{-1}$ and a C–O bond at 1068 cm$^{-1}$, for the 1 wt% and 4 wt% nanocomposites. The hydrogen atoms in water vapor are highly attracted to carbon, causing hydrolysis and new bonds to form in the copolymers. 904 cm$^{-1}$ illustrates the presence of an $R$ group bonded to the CH=CH double bonds, which depicts cross-linking of strong interactions between PI or PS benzene rings and the C$_{60}$ nanoparticles. Figure 5 shows how heating the samples cause the water to evaporate and reduce the hydrolysis bonds and C$_{60}$–double bond cross-linking/interactions. Figure 6 shows the behavior of the glass-transition temperatures (T$_g$) for PS and PI. The C$_{60}$ does not seem to affect the T$_g$ for PS, but PI’s T$_g$ increases dramatically with increasing C$_{60}$. The fullerenes are serving as an anti-plasticizer, reducing the free volume and the mobility of the PI polymer chains. The C$_{60}$ molecules are interacting with both the PS blocks as well as the PI blocks. More characterization is required to identify more information on the cross-linking/interaction behavior.

There are new questions that emerge from this project. One inquiry involves understanding how block copolymer nanocomposite phase behavior and stability is linked to material properties. In the case of C$_{60}$ nanoparticles in PS-$b$-PI block copolymer, the fullerenes are able to conduct electricity in an otherwise insulating material. A useful parameter would include knowledge of the necessary concentration to meet a percolation threshold, while remaining a stable microphase-separated block copolymer. Also intriguing, would be to enhance the functionality of the material by being electrically conductive and chemically and thermally resistant. When incorporated
in an integrated circuit, the composite escalates to very high temperatures and a stable non-degraded nanocomposite is necessary. The microphase stability of bi-disperse NP systems must be understood. The last important piece to this puzzle is to fully understand and predict the kinetics of these materials. We must understand if the NP govern block copolymer segregation or if the block copolymer chains dictate the spatial distribution of the NP. Most likely, the kinetic behavior is dependent on the parameters of the system. Trends must be realized in order to gain a full perspective on how NP influence block copolymer phase behavior and morphology.
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7.5 List of Figure Captions

Figure 7.1  Two-dimensional probability density profiles of selective solvent in an ABA triblock copolymer. The images show that with increasing $\Phi_S$, phase transitions can be induced. a) $\Phi_S = 0.10$ – lamellae, b) $\Phi_S = 0.66$ – lamellae, c) $\Phi_S = 0.67$ – cylinders, d) $\Phi_S = 0.68$ – cylinders, e) $\Phi_S = 0.69$ – spheres, $\Phi_S = 0.70$ – disorders. ($\chi_{ABN} = 50; \varepsilon = 1.0$)

Figure 7.2  Two-dimensional probability density profiles of nonselective solvent in an ABA triblock copolymer. The images show that with increasing $\Phi_S$ and less solvent–B-block interaction, fewer phase transitions can be induced. a) $\Phi_S = 0.10$ – lamellae, b) $\Phi_S = 0.62$ – lamellae, c) $\Phi_S = 0.63$ – cylinders, d) $\Phi_S = 0.68$ – swollen lamellae, e) $\Phi_S = 0.69$ – disorders. ($\chi_{ABN} = 50; \varepsilon = 0.5$)

Figure 7.3  Dynamic temperature sweeps of PS-b-PI diblock copolymer (sample II) nanocomposites, with increasing $C_{60}$ concentration. These show evidence of first order ODT disappearance at high $C_{60}$ concentrations, and cross-linking/strong-interaction behavior occur at temperatures past 110°C.

Figure 7.4  FTIR data of Neat, 0.02 wt%, 1 wt%, & 4 wt% nanocomposites before thermal treatment, to investigate the source of cross-linking behavior. The 1wt% and 4 wt% samples show evidence of –OH groups (~3440 cm$^{-1}$), the emergence of C–O bonds (1068 cm$^{-1}$), and presence of CH=CH-R bonds (~904 cm$^{-1}$). These peaks describe the
nanocomposite’s interaction with water, causing alcohols to form and bonding to occur between either the PI double bond and/or the PS benzene ring.

**Figure 7.5** FTIR data of Neat, 0.02 wt%, 1 wt%, & 4 wt% nanocomposites after thermal treatment, to continue investigating the source of cross-linking/interaction behavior. 1 wt% and 4 wt% samples show a reduction in the [2990-2850] cm\(^{-1}\) triplet, indicating a reduced signal for the aliphatic groups in PI. The –OH peak and the C–O peaks reduced and the CH=CH peak (~680 cm\(^{-1}\)) remained the strongest peak. Heating the nanocomposites may have reduced the number of cross-links or interactions between molecules formed between the C\(_{60}\) NP and the PI and PS double bonds.

**Figure 7.6** DSC traces of Neat, 0.02 wt%, 1 wt%, & 4 wt% nanocomposites before thermal treatment. These data show the nanoparticles’ affect on the glass-transition temperature, \(T_g\). The fullerenes show no influence on PS, but cause PI’s \(T_g\) to increase with \(C_{60}\) concentration. The fullerenes act like an anti-plasticizer, reducing in mobility of the PI blocks.

**Figure 7.7** DSC traces of Neat, 0.02 wt%, 1 wt%, & 4 wt% nanocomposites after thermal treatment. These data show evidence of change compared to the non-thermally treated samples.
Figure 7.1. Two-dimensional probability density profiles of selective solvent in an ABA triblock copolymer. The images show that with increasing $\Phi_S$, phase transitions can be induced. a) $\Phi_S = 0.10$ – lamellae, b) $\Phi_S = 0.66$ – lamellae, c) $\Phi_S = 0.67$ – cylinders, d) $\Phi_S = 0.68$ – cylinders, e) $\Phi_S = 0.69$ – spheres, $\Phi_S = 0.70$ – disorders. ($\chi_{ABN}= 50; \varepsilon = 1.0$)
Figure 7.2. Two-dimensional probability density profiles of nonselective solvent in an ABA triblock copolymer. The images show that with increasing $\Phi_S$ and less solvent–B-block interaction, fewer phase transitions can be induced. a) $\Phi_S = 0.10$ – lamellae, b) $\Phi_S = 0.62$ – lamellae, c) $\Phi_S = 0.63$ – cylinders, d) $\Phi_S = 0.68$ – swollen lamellae, e) $\Phi_S = 0.69$ – disorders. ($\chi_{AB}N = 50; \varepsilon = 0.5$)
Figure 7.3. Dynamic temperature sweeps of PS-\textit{b}-PI diblock copolymer (sample II) nanocomposites, with increasing $C_{60}$ concentration. These show evidence of first order ODT disappearance at high $C_{60}$ concentrations, and cross-linking/strong-interaction behavior occur at temperatures past 110°C.
Figure 7.4. FTIR data of Neat, 0.02 wt%, 1 wt%, & 4 wt% nanocomposites before thermal treatment, to investigate the source of cross-linking behavior. The 1wt% and 4 wt% samples show evidence of –OH groups (~3440 cm\(^{-1}\)), the emergence of C–O bonds (1068 cm\(^{-1}\)), and presence of CH=CH-R bonds (~904 cm\(^{-1}\)). These peaks describe the nanocomposite’s interaction with water, causing alcohols to form and bonding to occur between either the PI double bond and/or the PS benzene ring.
Figure 7.5. FTIR data of Neat, 0.02 wt%, 1 wt%, & 4 wt% nanocomposites after thermal treatment, to continue investigating the source of cross-linking/interaction behavior. 1 wt% and 4 wt% samples show a reduction in the [2990-2850] cm\(^{-1}\) triplet, indicating a reduced signal for the aliphatic groups in PI. The –OH peak and the C–O peaks reduced and the CH=CH peak (~680 cm\(^{-1}\)) remained the strongest peak. Heating the nanocomposites may have reduced the number of cross-links or interactions between molecules formed between the C\(_{60}\) NP and the PI and PS double bonds.
Figure 7.6. DSC traces of Neat, 0.02 wt%, 1 wt%, & 4 wt% nanocomposites before thermal treatment. These data show the nanoparticles’ affect on the glass-transition temperature, $T_g$. The fullerenes show no influence on PS, but cause PI’s $T_g$ to increase with $C_{60}$ concentration. The fullerenes act like an anti-plasticizer, reducing in mobility of the PI blocks.
Figure 7.7. DSC traces of Neat, 0.02 wt%, 1 wt%, & 4 wt% nanocomposites after thermal treatment. These data show no evidence of change compared to the non-thermally treated samples.